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Political
Points.
Massachusests
Democrats had a red-hot time at their
State convention held in Boston Sept. 21st.
The ticket nominated was as follows: For
Governor, RobertT. Paine, Jr., of Boston;
for Lieutenant Governor, John II. Mack
of North Adams; for Secretary of State,
Harry Lloyd of Boston; for Treasurer and
Receiver General, Joseph J. Flynn of
Lawrence; for Auditor, Walter L. Ramsdell of Lynn; for Attorney General, John
11. Morrison of Lowell—The platform of
the Nebraska Republicans is an unqualified endorsement ot the national administration: declares for the maintenance of
the present money standard, and for “such
legislation as will effectually control and
prevent harmful trade organizations.”....
The Supreme Court of Nevada has rendered a decision in the Governorship contest. by which Sadler (Sil. Rep.) wins the
case
by sixty plurality, an increase of
forty votes over the original count.

The Fair at

Prospect.

Death

The

men

interested
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Horace

at
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.New York and Western
s now interested iu cattle
raising
1 est.
They have an abundance of
their c ommand.
It is not preestablish competition with Westbat rather to create a producing Seventy-third street. The physician ordered
a thorough watch maintained over the
young
carer the Eastern markets.
This
woman.
The nurses were on
eight
a
grand thing for Maine, Wash- hours each at a time, ami one of duty
them was
uuty especially.Employes of supposed to be constant iy w ith her. A suite
asset A
Quebec railroad have of three rooms was sele< ted for her on the
lims for services against the road fourth door of the hotel.
Everything possible was done to give the patient rest.
No
g to some $0,000 in the hands
known Gardiner attorney for one was permitted to see her anti her husband and friends could call only once in
He also has several claims for
three days.
ages which it is alleged were due
Mrs. Cheuery seemed to improve.
She apaid when the road was construcpeared in the dining room went to the roof
proposes to recover by bringing garden of the hotel, and nice even journeyed
in equity.
These cannot be ad- to Long Branch on one of the steamers. She
the countv commissioners as was young, handsome and dressed in exlimit
has expired.
The quisite taste.
years'
LONG LEAP TO THE SIDEWALK.
w
a
been taken possession of by
Mrs. Cheuery had been i!i for ten days beholders and is operated by them.
Havidscu Investment Co. of fore the tragedy. She w as in a highly nervous state. Site went to bed
night
k.ts
failed, owing $110,000. ami was nimble to sleep Slit- Thursday
called the nurse
Vi lias sued Arthur E. Sewall,
on duty, Miss Arbuekle, ai half-past ttiree
:
vice president, iu IN Hi, on o’clock yesterday morning and asked for a
> a stockholder.
Mr. sewall narcotic,which was kept concealed m an ad",000 worth *1 stock, and under joining room. The nurse found upon h t return that the bed was empty.
One of the
'as law is liable k r double that
which had been closed, had been
keports have been coming windows,
raised about two feet. The nurse looked ill
"i tiiern part of the State that
closets and behind doors and then out of the
asi
week has done worlds of
window.
She saw a group of men standing
as saved many dollars worth
about a white clad figure on the sidewalk.
nds.
is
a
mouth
In
September
leaping Mrs. Chenery nearly cleared
the portico over the Seventy-second street
ways feared by lumbermen on
■! it' dryness.
Aftei the rains entrance of the hotel. Her body struck on a
wrought iron lamp on the roof of the portico
•d"W the equinoctial storm have
and then fell upon the pavement near the
•re is little or no danger of lires.
nteps
leading to the entrance.
: Hah has designated Hon. EiSeveral firemen on Engine No. 40, whit h j
•"}*•••!!' 'ii! of Deei isle to be super- was passing b\ «*n the way to a lire, saw the
the vviiii,! census district of form -Hi the sidewalk. The engine bell was
!
w i..• h
-mpi is. s the e 'unties of rung hmdl> to attract attention, and the firemen yelled.
a. ]!..,■ ck, * a i:obseot, PiscataDEAD WHEN PICKED IP.
siW.ddo and Washington,
Pchceman Daly, of the West Sixty-eighth
ippeurs *o be a life raft from
street statum,heard the firemen and hurried
-•» imer 1 h u t land, which went
to the hotel.
He carried Mrs. Chenery into
smti> uu tlie night of Notin- lobby
Slie was then dead. Tile back
w i> Jound off the South
f h* : head was crushed.
He face was not
Bi i:t k
k. Mass., last week,
i -figured.
The body was removed to an
officials say that there must undertaker's estabhslmi -mt in Eighth ave- j!
nue.
s tiiiouighout
Maine who are
j
P> iice at Larchmont, who had been inio-ii iling
without a license,
I
humed
of the tragedy, endeavored t<> find
.tuber ot registrations for the
M r.Chenery before he started for New York. :
are
not
up to those of the
It was not until he had reached liis place of [
A* this time iu 1N.<>
year.
business that he learned of his wife’s death.
been over 20U peddlers who He reached tlu Hotel
Majestic at eleven
ured town license while thus far
o'clock yesterday morning, if.- gave liis attiou
to
making arrangements fur the funerthey have been registered only
■:;i"u -i is**.'Phe grand jury al. The body will be taken to Chicago toiset county lias reported 20
iu- day, where it will be buried in the family
plot in the cemetery uear the city.
1 i ot which are for illegal sale
FRIGHTENED BY KIKE ENGINE.
The liquor dealers are feeling
It is believed by
the police that Mrs.
untv Attorney Small has nuisChenery was disturbed by the hurrjing fire
over
them
which
may
hanging
engine, and, believing tiiat. the hotel was
•n to jail.The Bath Iron Works
on tire. had. in her nervous condition, been
•chased a complete improved tire so panic stricken that, she leaped from the
> of the Eastman
Company. The window.
Mrs. H. S. Black, a sister of Mrs. Chenery,
■ntempiating taking the same
who lives opposite the Chenery cottage at
Tlie new Ounegan woolen mill
Larchmont, lias charge of the, six months old
»wn is completed and will begin
baby, which her sister left in her charge.
ns t >ct. 1.
Ir will start with 75 Mrs.
Black is completely prostrated by the
will increase its help until 100 news of lie: sister’s
tragic death.
The
of
York
grand jury
Dr.Pritchard said yesterday that the nurse,
yed
u
ted
Miss
70
indictments
at
Alfred
could
not be held account-■]'•
Arbuckle,
able for the tragedy, as it, seemed so utterly
52 of which were for violations
impossible that the patient could have gam.nor law.
The citizens of Faired the window so quickly.
The narcotic
'pt-ual meeting Sept. 20 voted to was kept concealed for
fear that the patient
omiual tax only, for a term of
might find it and take an overdose. [N. Y.
*u any hotel which
might be Herald.
•y A. F. Gerald, the structure not
Transfers in Real Estate.
ess than $15,000.One of the
building concerns at Bath has
The following transfers in real estate
l ied to build a six masted schhich shall be larger than the one were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Sept. 28, 1899:
to be built in Camden for Capt.
-f Taunton.The firm of Artliui
Herbert M. Earl, Unity, to E. L>. Chase, do.;
( o. is
preparing to launch the land m Unity. Frank W. Chase, Newton,
steel ship which is being built at
to K. D. Chase; land and buildings in Unity.
I lie big craft will be known as
A. Chase,
ud Sewall..The directors of Frank A. Bartlett, Unity to Eliza
Iron Works Sept. 25th elected do.; laud in Unity. W. C. Putnam, Bangor,
to Augusta A. Sanford, Michigan; land in
sident Edward W. Hyde presiJolm s. Hyde vice-president. Northport. G. N. Morrison, Unity, to S. P.
mas W. Hyde resigned the office
-Larrabee, do.; land and buildings in Unity.
-‘lit because his health necessitates
Gordon Stanford et als.. Sault' Ste. Marie,
away.
Mich., to M. C. Hill et a!.. Belfast; land and
The Boston Food Fair will buildings in Northport. Clarence M. KnowlMechanics’ building, Oct.
ton, Belfast, to Cotton W Mears, do.; land
unect

are

'•

j

>

>
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■

uspicepand personal
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A. B. Staples, Lynn, Mass., to
management iu Belfast.
Grocers’ Association whose
Olive A. Staples, Belfast; laud and buildings
unis exhibitions proved
such
in Belfast.
Wm. A. Whitney, Boston, to
esses.
Food products, in inMary L. Swain, New York; land in New
ilety, attractively displayed and York.
v
demonstrated, will include
Some of the Conroe Exhibits.
lues: while a multitude of deippliances of utility in the home
N. L. Littlefield of Prospect took first
-iix the
scope and increase the at- honors on his herd of thoroughbred Jerseys.
e>s
of the
exhibition.The Tins exhibit contained a
special attraction
( liarities’ tabulated statistics
in a thoroughbred Jersey bull, 5 years old,
nut of a population of 910,894
of excellent makeup; black, with fawn sad.''.'1,089 indigent and 11,858 sick dle extending from shoulders to hips well
The number of deaths as down on the sides.
W. W. Dolloff, Dixmout, had a fine exthe recent hurricane was 2,019.
hibit. as did E. G. West, Monroe, who took
k's rations were issued to 293,147
the blue ribbons on his handsome Durhams.
and the number of those working
Geo. W. Partridge, Searsport, exhibited
was 11,713.Prof. George F.
for premium a pair of Ayrshire calves five
i'
been elected piesident of the months old, recently purchased from out of
Theological Seminary to succeed the State, that were perfect beauties, the
me
Harris, now president of heifer, Belle of Acton, taking first prize, the
Paul Douglass, carrying same honors.
u
College.In an interview in a bull,
Mr. D. H. Dodge of Jack sou showed a
‘per Emile Zola announces his
fine.,pen of sheep, among which were mother
to
keep up the light until and triplets, which indicated big profits as
>
is completely vindicated.In well as
good breeding. [Maine Farmer.
M"U with President Diaz’s visit to
it is said President McKinley
The Soldier’s Home at Newport.
«*t the Mexican President at Chicl invite him to go to Washington,
A meeting of the home board of the Soldier’s Home in Maine, situated at Newport,
lest and the guest of the nation.
held Thursday afternoon, Sept ‘list, in
was
1 lam
Dreyfus has joined her husWaterville and the following officers elect<'
Carpentras, France.Miss Julia ed : A. J. Billings, Freedom, president; Ella
ant, granddaughter of Gen. U. S.
Jordan Mason, Biddeford. secretary; J. L.
v as married to Prince
Cautacuzene, Merrick, Waterville. treasurer; A S. Bangs
to
and J. F. Foster of Bangor, with the presi•V-peransky of Russia according
'•Man custom iu New York Sunday dent, secretary and treasurer to constitute
The American ceremony was the executive board. The matter of erecting
but the lack
nued Monday.President Diaz of a new building was discussed,
funds prohibited any definite action being
is to attend the fall festival at of
There are at present four inmates
taken.
;Cr“.
He will be- furnished a luxuof this home, which aims to care for disabled
ial train and will be joined by soldiers and their wives, widows of soldiers
-vernors of each of the six States with
and army nurses ;while about 70 applications
1
stall's, as soon as he enters each await the action of the board. [Waterville
’•ate.
Mail.
■sum

her two children and servants, 1st. Comb,
decanter and candle stick by Mrs 1 F Gould,
1st.
Pictures by Stephen Li ttlefield of Plymouth, Wis. Sea urchin picture throw, Mrs
Alice Haley, 1st; picture throw. Mrs J H
lvillmau. 1st.
Shrapnell shell takeu by
Capt A S Wilson irom the Kegma Mercedes
in Cuba after she sauk, 1st.
Wine glasses
years old by Grace Ames 1st.
Danish
collee set, Mrs A S Wilson, 1st. Tied picture throw. Mrs Mial Sargent, Searsport, 1st
Deer head mounted by Fred Cunningham,
1st.
Class 9.
Sheep, 1st, J V Gould. Hogs,
1st, O tt Gray. Pigs, 1st. J F Gould; 2nd,
O B Gray; Geese, 1st, F A Lane: Hens.
Plymouth Rocks. 1st. LL Ames; 2nd, C H
Partridge; White Wyaudotts. 1st, C H
Partridge: Rhode Island Red’s. 1st. C H
Partridge; Black Moronca, 1st, C H Partridge.
W H Ginn, Lester Eaton, committee.
Class 00. Y E Beans, A A Ginn, 1st.
Aroostook W Beans, L L Ames, 1st. Fieidcorn, John Nickels. 1st. J H Littlerield, 2nd.
Sweet corn. J H Littleiield, 1st: A A Ginn,
2nd. Pop corn, Freeman Partridge, 1st.
Shipping potatoes, C PI Partridge, 1st; A A
Ginn, 2nd.
Largest variety of potatoes,
Phiwiu Jacobs, 1st. Turnips, Ira Ward, 1st;
P'reeman Partridge, 2nd. Pumpkins, Waiter
Ames, 1st P'reeman Partridge, 2nd. Carrots, P'reeman Partridge. 1st.
Marrowfat,
squash, Mauson George, 1st. P'reeman Partridge, 2nd, Hubbard squash. J 11 Littlerield,
1st; P'reeman Partridge, 2nd. Marblehead
squash, Ira Ward 1st. Turban squash,
P'reeman
Partridge. 1st. Citron, John
Nickels, 1st: W H Ginn. 2nd. Cucumbers
Mauson George. 1st.
Parsnips. P'reeman
Partridge, 1st; Ira Ward. 2nd. Cabbage,
Freeman Partridge, 1st.
Onions, P'reeman
Partridge, 1st. Beets, table beets. P'reeman

Partridge, 1st. Mangolds, C II Partridge,
2st; P'reeman Partridge. 2nd. Apples W H H
Ginn, quality 1st, P'reeman Partridge, 2nd.
Apples. Fret man Partridge, variety, 1st.
Cranberries, Mrs W S Mudgett. 1st Grapes.
Freeman Partridge, 1st
ST Blanchard, Ira Ward, E A Partridge,
committee.
Class 14.
Geraniums, Ora Libby, 1st;
Mrs Mary Ames, 2d. 1st, Gevera plant, Mrs.
M E Ames.
Begonias, Mrs Mary Amts. 1st.
Miss Ora I/:bby, 2nd
Sweet peas Mrs A A
Ginn. 1st; Mrs Janies II Littlefield, 2d.
Asters. Mrs II J Ward. 1st. Mrs M
Mini
gett. 2d. Bouquet Flowers, Mrs Helen South,
Mrs
M
L
2nd.
Pansies. \i U
1st;
Mudgett.
Mudgett. 1st. Dahlias, Susan Lindsay, 1st;
Mrs Helen Gva>. 2nd.
Cuiumittet. Mrs A A G.n.u Mrs H J Ward,
Mrs Jennie Dockham.
Class lb.
Embroidered mats, Mrs P'anL Mudgett. 2nd;
nie Libby, 1st. Mrs M
crochet main. Mrs Mial Sargent, 1st, Mrs N
J Heagau, 2nd ; suit of under* iothmg, hand
made ami
rochet lace trimming, bliss Ora
Libby, 1st crochet lace, Sarah iviilman, 1st.
Mrs M L Mudgett, 2nd; card mats, Miss A K
Wiswell, 1st; child's crochet yoke. Prise:iia
A Nickels. 1st; samples of Mexican work,
Priscilla A Nickels, 1st: knit lace, Priscilla
Nickels, 1st: embroidered infants' suit.
Mrs Lizzie Lane. 1st; picture throw, Mrs
Mial Sargent. 1st; stand scarf. Mrs Thomas P
Clifford, 1st; sofa pillow, Mrs A K Gray
1st; Mrs Lizzie Libby, 2nd; best collection
table mats. Mrs M S Mudgett, 1st,
Mrs Grace Ames. 2nd; tray cloth, Miss Flora
-, 1st, Mrs Alice Haley, 2ud ; sampler,
exhibited by Mrs O B Gray, made by Mrs
Gray’s mother when 12 years of age: linen
tidy. A P' Wiswell, 1st; crochet tidy, Priscilla A Nickels, 1st; cross stitch doily, Mrs
M H Mudgett, 1st, A E Wiswell, 2nd; child’s
socks, A E Wiswell.
F Gould, Mrs
Mrs Lizzie Lane, Mrs I
Jennie Ward, committee.
Class lb
Painting and drawing, Mrs P'
C Cunningham, 1st.
Mrs Jennie Ward, Mrs Helen Smith, Mrs

Meeting

Emery, Justice Presiding.
Orzilla Cookson vs. Inhabitants of Burnhall). Sept. 12, 18118. Geo. W. Cookson and
ms wife, Orzilla, of Unity were
riding home
from Burn ham village. Their horse shied at
a pile of
logs by the roadside aud ran into
the gutter on the opposite side. The carriage was upset, the horse thrown, and both
occup-tnts ware thrown forcibly to the
ground. Mr. Cookson never stood on his
feet again without help, and died nine
days
later. The plaintiff is administrator of liis
estate.
She claims that the logs were in
the limits of the highway, and within 2 1 2
feet of the travel and that they were
placed
there by the highway surveyor. Also that
the side of the road on the
opposite side was
high and steep, ami was not railed. The
town claims that Mr. Cookson was old and
feeble (his age was 72) and that his horse
was unsafe for him to
drive; that the logs
were not in such a
position as would frighten a
safe
reasonably
horse; and that the
ditch and embankment on the opposite side
were not
dangerous The jury viewed the
place Wednesday afternoon, and the case
was tried Thursday.
The verdict was for
the plaintiff for $4(Xh The defendant has
filed a motion to set aside the verdict. Libby and Thompson for plaintiff. II. F & J.
R. Dunton for defendant.
Inhabitants of Monroe vs. Inhabitants of
Hampden. This was an action to recover
for pauper
supplies furnished James H.
Pomroy and family. Pomroy had a derivative settlement in Hampden from his father
and grandfather, but the town claims that
he has gained a settlement for himself by
five years consecutive residence in the
town of Swanville. A great deal of evidence
was introduced to show where
Pomroy has
lived since he became of age. He has worked in many different towns, as a farm
hand,
etc.
Hampden claims that his home continued in Swanville while he was temporarily absent, as he always returned there.
Swanville claimed that, being a single man
until within four years of the. time of his re-

following report of awards as received from
the several committees:
Class 1. 1 F Gould, Jersey bull, 1st: I F
Gould, Jersey bull, 2d; BM Eames, grade

The Larchmont
physician who was called advised the removal of Mrs. Cheuery to this city, where she
could be under the care of a specialist.
Mrs. Cheuery, accompanied by two trained
nurses, arrived at the Hotel Majestic six
weeks age.
She was placed under the care
of I>r. William EL Pritchard, of No. 105 West
summer

Old N". 1>.

of

Court.

L. A.

Jersey bull, 1st; B M Eames, grade Durham
bull, 1st; B M Eames, 2-year old heifer, 1st;
Eluding the vigilam e of her uurse, Mrs. Fred Cunningham, 2-year-old heifer, 2d ;Fred
PAGE 7.
II
race
a
victim
of
Cheuery.
melancholia, Cunningham, 3 grade Aberdeen heifers, 1st
.-spondence Sweet Singers d Sears- i
'i
D»-ep Water Vessels. .News I leaped from a fourth story window' of the and 2d; Master Hillard
Hotel Maji Stic, Central Park, West and SevHarding, trained
ig Bel s
Same Here.
enty-second street. Friday morning, Sept, steer calves, 1st.
PAGE 8.
--’ml. and was instantly killed.
1 •cals. .County
O B Gray, F A Lane Wm Merithew. comCorrespondence..Ship
Births .Marriages .Deaths.
She was the daughter of George A. Fuller,
mittee.
a
wealthy contra■ t.v and builder, of Chicago.
She was twenty-five years old.
Class 2. Thoroughbred Jersey bull, P, M
Her husM WS OH 1 HE WEEK.
band. Horace Cheuery, is connected with Karnes, 1st;
Jersey cow, I F Gould, 1st; and
the National Tube Company, of this city, and
2d; yearling, I F Gould, 1st; yearling BM
is a brother of Lieutenant Commander LeoMattkks.
A big project iu
nard Chenery, of the United States Navy.
Eames, 2d.
Mr. and Mrs. Cheuery had been married
to establish an extensive cattle
Freeman Partridge, Edward Cliffo 1. Dathree years, and six months ago a sou was
vid Nichols, committee.
Washington County. A range of horn to them.
Mrs. Chenery began to
Specials. A pitcher by S L Hall of Saudy'4,000 acres has been secured exhibit signs of nervous collapse two mouths
She and her husband were living for point representing Mrs
ago.
os ns
>t Cherryfield, Columbia,
George Washington,
the
Sad

Judicial

Supreme

South Branch Grange, No. 142, held its annual fair in Prospect, Sept. 21st. It was
appointed for the 20th, but as the day was
stormy it was held the following day, with a
good attendance. The stock shown was in
number and quality above the average. A
combination seed-sower, harrow,
cultivator,
corn planter and
potato digger attracted
much attention. In the hall was a
large
round table, 200 years old, laden
with
ancient china, etc., exhibited by Mrs. Abner
Gray. Excellent music was furnished by
Clegg & Sons of Frankfort and the usual
number of fakirs and peddlers were present.
Geo. C. Ward, the secretary, sends us the

ceiving
supplies, and being of a wandering disposition he never established a
home there, as when he left a town he hail
no definite
plan to return or intention of
returning, but went wherever conditions
The jury took the
might lead him.
case at 11 o’clock Saturday and were out
the

their present places, they were
re elected and were duly installed by Past
After their installaMaster D. O. Bowen.
were
called upon for
tion the officers
and they all
remarks
responded with
one

The treasurer’s and
secretary’s reports show the Pomona to be
in a healthy condition financially, and in
membership. The noon recess was then taken
1 for
dinner, and on reaching the dining room
!
j we found that since our last meeting with
Union Harvest Grange they had made quite
; a
change in this part of the building. They
have fitted up a cosey room in one end for
washing dishes and keeping food warm, and
the remainder of the room they have sheathfor its advancement.

|

second jury while that town’s case was on
an*l Mr. Vuse was appointed foreman.
Frank C. Hamilton and Willard C. Rich
j of Searsport were indicted for breaking and
entering the storehouse of the Boston & :
i Bangor S. S. Co. in Searsport in January I
[ last, and stealing therefrom goods of the J.
They i
I M. Ames Co. of Stockton Springs.

|
I

the sub-committee

on

text

books, etc.,

in

place of Mr. Pilsbury. The Ward 1 committee reported on the repairs made to the
Academy building. They were instructed
to put in a furnace at that building to replace the stoves now in use, and to ask the
Cit> Council for authority to sell the stoves,
funnel and out building.
The Superintendent’s report showed that
40 delinquent pupils made up their lessons
and passed, out of a possible 42. The Upper
Grammar school was reported as crowded.
A letter was read from Mr. Howard, prin
cipai of the High school, advocatiug the
doing away with examinations of pupils ir
the A grade of that school. Superintendent
Brick thought well of the change, and tin
committee voted to give the plan a trial foi
one

year.

Adjourned.

in

Boston last week

on

J. E. Thomb8
business.

J. H. Jones of Bangor
Saturday on business.

was

was

in

in

Mrs. E. L Talbot

is

in Anson

cousin, Mrs. Holt.
Capt. and Mrs. Alzn M.
to-day from Boston.

James Welch went to Portland Monday
for surgical treatment.

visiting her

Carter

Mrs. Annie L. Burgess
from Brewer.

yesterday

will arrive

returned

home

Monday

Mrs. Fannie Ulmer Smith of Rockland is
visiting relatives in Belfast.

Miss

Maude E. Mathews arrived home
from a week’s visit in Boston.

Tuesday

Arthur Roberts and H. W. Davis went to
North Jay Monday for work.

Miss Jennie E. McFarland of Searsmont is
niece Mrs. R. F. Dunton.

visiting her

visited

Mrs. Edward Sibley anil son Harold arrived home Tuesday from a tour in
E-rope.

L. H. Jipson went to Exeter Monday to
policeman at the fair.

RettaSmith of Rockland was a guest
and Mrs. I. A. Conant last week.

Miss

serve as

of Mr.

Ralph G. Lombard returns to Boston this
week.to attend the Dental College.
Miss Maude E. Ellis has gone to New York
for the latest styles in millinery, etc.

Mrs. Ellen Ailard and Miss Maude Barker
returned Monday from
visit in Aroostook.
Mrs. Essie P. Carle leaves
to-day for a visit
to Boston and .o her sou iu
Billerica. Mass.

Mrs. Sylvesta Thompson of Bangor visitJohn McTaggart’s the past wreek.

ed at

Mrs. E. L. Stevens left
Monday to visit
relatives and attend a wedding hi fjewistOEi-

R. T. Rankin of this city has been re-appointed an inland tish and game warden.

Miss Edith K
ter.

N. Fish and wife of Winterport visited
Mrs. F.’s brother, P. S. Staples, last week.
B.

Mrs. A.

Rockland Monday

Amos Clement arrived borne
from Seal Harbor.

Bel

this city

Sumner Greeley of Hampden
friends in Belfast last week.

in

Mrs. F. G. Mixer visited friends in Boston
the past week.

Mrs. Kate S. Burr of Patten is visiting her
uncle, L. H, Mureh.
Isaac Dunbar of Vinalbaven
fast recently on business.

was

on

Horatio Spicer went to Brooks Monday to
remain a few weeks.

Mass.,

to

Dunton has gone to Worcesend B--k-r's Business Col

at

lege.
Joseph B.

K.

Jackson went to Burnham
Saturday to visit her brother. Millard Gil-

W

several weeks'

iHoii is able to be out afterconfinement to the. hous by

ployed.

Miss Bernice Rogers went to Waterville
last Friday to resume her studies at Colby

bridgeport, Mass.,

illness.

Dr. H. E.

Knowlton and wife of Camare visiting relatives in

College.

Belfast.

Miss E. H. Patch returned last Thursday
from Boston, where she has been to buy fall

George Hartshorn left Monday for Middletown, Ct., where he has a ;> sitiun in the

millinery.

hospital.

Frank Barker, bookkeeper for L. T. Shales
& Co., is spending the week at his home in
Centre Montville.

Joseph G. Pattersi n returned h me .Saturday from a hunting and fishing trip .11 Swanville and vicinity.

and Mrs. R. P, Chase are in New
York, where Mrs. C. is selecting her fall
stock of millinery.

Past

jussl

ipf

wvr.

Boston the

n

'!

tri>'

t-nr»

mother.

C. Johnson and fain.,
rtpass,■ i
in Augusta, left Monday S :
home in New York city.

summer

Mrs.

Mrs. Sanborn, matron of the Girls’ Home,
called to Norway Saturday to attend
the funeral of a relative.

Etta L. Davis left M >m!av

ret

*'
■

>

&
v

'rBro k-

to make her home with her
lyn, N
daughter Miss F. E Davis.

was

Medford, lnd

cti

K.

Mrs. W. W. Stimpson of Lowell returned
home last Friday, after spending the summer at S. G. Stimpson's.

-»f

--s'

Mrs. Chas. Pott*. and daughter Lo .•.<.*
turned to Baugor Tuesday from a visit
Mrs. F. B. Know!ton.

J. M. Fletcher has moved from the
on Church street to her former
home. 153 Main street.
house

Daniel Carletou

"era

of Mrs. C.'s

Mrs.

Bailey

Coieord ami wife

B. F.

Mr.

Lida Mason and M

Miss

left

E.

•£. Gra am,

it

••

••

■

1

|

!
I

j

_

leased

An indictment was found against Ansel
P. Benner and Lewis W. Benner; for being
common
sellers. Xol pros as to Lewis,
Ansel was sentenced to a tine of $l<xj and
costs $10; paid.
The cases of K T. Bessey, Collector, vs.
several delinquent tax payers of Brooks
were

defaulted.

Yachts and

The yachts Oriana, Thetis. Shindy and
Indra are at Pulpit Harbor for the winter.

j

F. Brown of Pulpit Harbor has bought
a new gasoline engine of ten
horse-power,
to he used in his boat shop.
C.

j

The speedy and palatial steam yacht Aria
arrived at this port last Saturday afternoon,

tice

A
son,

divorce

was

Belfast,

decreed to Geo. W. NickerJulia T. Nickerson, Bel-

from

fast.
When The Journal went to press tines
and costs had been imposed in liquor cases
to the amount of $1,040, and the defendants
Cases not thus diswere paying the same.
pised of at this term are to be tiled, thus
clearing the docket._

Papers and Periodicals.
The Bath Daily News has completed its
first week, and the publisher, J. F. Upton,
It is
announces that its success is assured.
neat and newsy and sells for one cent a copy.
We

have

received

No.

1,

Vol.

1,

of

a monthly publication, issued from
Main street, E E. Pillsbury, editor, Gerald W. Howard, associate editor.
It is devoted to literature for the home and invites

Twilight,
14

contributions.

aud

were

Quirnby

Judge Emery announced Saturday that
lie was obliged to go to Franklin to open
court the coming week and that Chief Jus-

day morning.

Boats.

I

Peters would hold court the remainder
iff the term.
The indictments found by the grand jury
were as follows:
Frank C. Hamilton and
Willard C. Rich, Searsport, breaking aud
entering and larceny; A. P. and L. W. BenPoor. A. A.
ner, It. H. Moody, C. O.
Alice Haiey, committee.
Howes, C. C. Titcomb, H. A Bolan. W.
Class 17. Mrs R C Clifford, hand knit B. Twombly, II L. Brown, F E Nash, !
gloves, 1st.
Daniel O’Connell, Kilgore & Wilson, M.
Alice E Hatch, committee
It. Knowlton, E. A. Jones, E. II. Know)*
Worsted crazy quilt, Mrs I F
Class 19.
L. L. Gentner, H. G. Bicknell, S W
ton,
Gould, 1st premium, silk quilt, Carrie E |1 Freeman, Lillian C. Ross, common sellers.
Graut, 1st premium; M H Mudgett, 2d preAll the liquor indictments this term are
mium ; patchwork quilt, Mrs O B Gray, 1st
j for common sellers aud are brought against
premium; Sarah Lane, 2d premium: log j every person who is shown by the records to
cabin quilt, Agnes Ward, 1st premium; have paid the U. S. revenue tax. This iu
slumber robe, Mrs Webster Hopkins, 1st; j eludes the druggists aud hotel keepers as
star quilt, Mr Lydia Mudgett, 1st.
I well as the saloou keepers.
Collection by Mrs A K Gray,
Special
table over two hundred years old, decanter.
CHIEF JUSTICE PETERS PRESIDING.
A picture by David Partridge, the first
Partridge who settled in Maine. Cards and
Chief Justice John A. Peter? of Bangor
work
teapot
basket,
shuttle, candle stick,
arrived Monday afternoon ami continued
and other dishes.
the Court. He was accompanied by lieuel
Crab apple jelly. Jennie Crock- Smith, stenographer.
Class 20.
E
Ames, 2d; raspberry jelly,
ett, 1st; Mary
The case of Ephraim Johnson vs. Chas.
Mary Ames 1st. Canned blueberries, Grace B. Cox was taken up and the jury went to
Ames, 1st; canned crab apples, Grace Ames, Thorndike Tuesday forenoon to view the
1st canned strawberries, Grace Ames, 1st:
The parties are neighbors in
premises.
canned cherries, Grace Ames, 1st; canned Thorndike, and the defendant built a blackrhubarb, Grace Ames, 1st; canned raspber- smith shop so near the dwelling house of
ries, Grace Ames, 1st; canned blackberries, the plaintiff that the latter considers it a
Grace Ames, 1st.
nuisance on account of the noise, smell, etc.
Class 21.
Honey, pure extract, S. T. Three jurors were challenged before the
in
J
H
Littlecomb,
Blanchard, 1st; honey
case opened, which used up all the spare
field, 1st; S T Blanchard, 2d. Collection by men and left but eleven on the panel. After
(japt Lyman Wiswell of P'rankfort from the case was opened Mr. Jones, a juror from
Japan: petrified mushroom, 1st; kettle of Wiuterport, received word that his wife
Irish bog wood, 1st; vegetable ivory, petrifi- and other members of his family had been
ed apple.
injured in an accident, f e was excused
and the case proceeded, by consent of the
parties, with ten jurors. After beiug out
The Belfast School Committee.
about two hours they agreed upon a verdict
which
for defendant at about 7 o’clock, p. m
The regular meeting of the school com- was
sealed and delivered in court Wednes
Charles
mittee was held Monday evening.
day morning. Rogers for plaintiff. R. F.
H
Twomhly, the newly elected member an 1 J. R. Duntou for defendant.
In the case of Florence M. Wentworth
from Ward 2, was sworn by Geo. J. (cotton,
of Knox vs. Wilson P Wentworth, a divorce
Justice of the Peace. Chas. A. Pilsbury was was decreed and custody of minor children
elected chairman in place of W. R. Howard, given to mother.
The jury was dually discharged WednesMr. Twomhly was appointed on

resigned.

was

all the rights and privileges from the Gov1 who.have been vno.ng in Frankfort, returnThursday for \\ interport, after a short visit ed
being shown that they
to Boston by train vVe.i m-sda y.
The at Prentiss Colson * in this
f> months and 4 days in ernment that the city people have.
j
py
lil while awaiting trial, they were released j
F. E. Cottrell is in Camden at work ;u tie*
literary entertainment was as follows: InMrs, P. S. Staph s and Mrs. Fred N.Savery
during good behavior.
strumental music by Bryant’s orchestra;
shipyaiu <u ]{. M. Beam Mrs. Cottrell
Several of the cases against Edgar F. Han- j
went to Portland Monday t< attend the
Mrs. James Bartlett; song by
to Camden yesterday t" n ok for 1 rent.
sou .if Belfast were defaulted, as follows:
reading
by
j
State Convention of the W. C. T. 1
by the F. G. White Co., Belfast, action on a Maud and Edna Thompson; two spicy
Edward A. Wadsworth, son «.<f Ansel
note given for fuel, etc. ; Belfast Light & J
Charles E. Paul ami Avrille Redman went
declamations by \V. I) Tasker; music, by
Power Co,, action on
amt for lighting
Wadsworth, lias entered ti en.
b:,
to Boston Sept. -1st to enter upon their last
j
defendant's house: Joi n Carter, Boston, on * Mrs.Louise Johnson ; dec., by Mark Howard ;
W. Burkett to Darn tin* dr\ go.• Is i.u-;
year at the, Institute of Technology.
a guarantee by defendant to pay for paper
Dr.
and
Hammons
song
by
wife;
rec.,
by
|
for the Cieam Pub. Co
Cliieagu Chronicle j Eluorai Bean; a dialogue, Pulling Teeth,
Hugh 1). Mcl.ellau left M.c.dax t -r N. w
Miss A. F. Southworth, who is visiting in
Co Chicago Tribune Co., New York Mail i
York
*:
where
.S T
.i t!
('
which
N.
will
was
to
well
rendered.
H.,
Lebanon,
go
Charlestown,
*N Express Cc
and Brooklyn Daily Eagle, j
Law S '! -o 1
•. 1
t.e;.. 1;
t-,
;! ;
for advertising rod estate at Petit Mamin
The next, meeting will be with Sunrise Mass., for a visit before, returning home.
j
and the ilefen danis’ residence n Northpnrt j
school.
Oct. 17th, with the
rang!1
Winterport.
<».
Mrs.
.-hi
Geo.
Tibbetts
and
l.t.tle
who
id,
tvenue,
Dunton for the Belfast plaintiffs, j
Mr an ! Mrs Ji. M Pr *u:
ar
11
Opening exercises; have been visiting in Bangor and Beliast,
Williamson for the other plaintiffs. Little- i following program:
Tuesi*
from B-.'Ston, where •:
-led
held for defendant.
conferring fifth degree ; report of Granges; left here Friday for their lu.rne in Boston.
Several oases of Chas. ]{. Sargent, Col lee- j remarks for good of the
:
: m .-.g---g.il
the J n tern at. •; D >_
in.
-.
order; appointment
Mr. Edwin S. Bowker is .w. upyiug the 1
tor of Belfast, against delinquent Belfast !
ehun hes.
* f
ommittees; noun recess; music; address
tax payers were defaulted.
lower and J. F. Peterson the upper tenement
Fannie Banks Kelley et als vs. Lizzie A. of welcome by the Worthy Master of SunMiss A tin a I-- 1 c Tedr ,m I 11 o
|
in the J. W Know It-.ii house on Miller st; eet.
Couanr. was heard at the April term, and rise
.0
H. K. Dawson;
is- >»■
ei of W.ikefieid, K
!
Grange;
response
by
Geo. E. Johnson. Geo D. McCrillis anil E. :
:<•E.
of
the
Revere
House
Mrs.
A. Joues
j to visit Mrs T W. Warreu ami i> v
R. Conner were appointedrto make a parti- topic, How shall farmers be governed in rej gard to the kind of stock they shall keep? turned last week from a short visit t.> lit r j Ada BelD.
lion of the estate of the late Franklin Banks.
[
i:
.f CamMr. and Mrs. ,T. W. A !
The report of the commissioners was tiled to lit*
opened by Joseph Ellis; the remainder parents,
:
Rev. (1. C. McV'uil/ : < A, c.s.
0
at this term, they having made the partition.
den.
of the entertainment to be
Sunrise
given
by
B-■. ist f
of
R
A writ
habeus corpus was issue l on
casioualiy prea< i.ed
u W
Dr. and Mrs B. B. Foster and
James V. Aldus, who was in jail on an Grange.
6. Mills, is taking a
ttoui
g \vi.
execution for debt. The prisoner was reliam Q. of Portland arrived last. Tinted
he will visit Japan

pleaded guilt} aud,
had already served

I
!
I

C. B. Hall
business.

court.

Brothe s Hahn, Dele way, J. O. Johnsouj
Mason Stevens, George Holmes and Sisters
Davis, Billings and Churchill. They all
thought that the farmers were entitled to

j

Mrs. A. J. Condon has returned from Seal
Harbor.

Frank H. Clement of Waldo lias returned
from Rhode Islam
where he has been em-

be extended to every farmer’s house ? was
discussed by B. F. Foster, L. W. Hammons,

|

business

hundred.
The afternoon session was opened with
The committee apmusic by the choir.
pointed to arrange the meetings for a ana

Grange; February meeting with Morning
Light Grange, Monroe; March meeting with
Seaside Grange, Belfast; April meeting with
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike; May
meeting with Mystic Grange, Belmont; June
meeting with Dirigo Grange, Freedom; August meeting with Hillside Grange, Thorndike; September meeting with .Honesty
Grange, Morrill.
The topic, Should the free mail delivery

dleton. Sherman and Crawford were excused
until Monday morning, and the others finally
Mr. Haley was excused from the
first jury .while the Burnham trial was on.
|! fur
being late, and the case was continued
with eleven jurors.
Mr. Crawford, who is a
resident of Burnham, was transferred to the

on

Monday.

O. D. Wilson. Esq., of Searsmont arrived
last Friday to visit his sons and attend

other year made the following report, which
was adopted; October meeting with Sunrise
Grange, Winterport; November meeting
with Victor Grange, Searsmont; December
meeting with Star of Progress Grange, Jacksou ; January meeting with South Montville

excused.

A. I. Brown went to Augusta

PERSONAL.

more.

pacity of nearly

ville.
When the first jury brought in their verdict in Cookson vs. Burnham they were excused to Monday morning.
Messrs. Holmes
and Malay were finally excused.
When the
second jury brought in their verdict in
Monroe vs Hampden, Messrs. Mullin, Pen-

PERSONAL.

entirely w-th hard pine, giving it a very
neat appearance. They have three tables
running the entire length, with a seating ca-

ed

Hampden for Hampden; Thompson for
Monroe; R. F. & J. R. Dunton for Swan-

j

year in

cheering words, showing they were in love
with the order and trying to do all they can

of

1

County Urange.

1

until 7 in the evening, when they returned a
verdict against Hampden. The amount in
but $22 21, which is the amount of the
verdict, but the case involves the pauper
settlement of the family. On motion of Mr.
Vose the presiding justice set aside the verdict as against the law and the evidence.
This leaves the case in order for a new trial
at the next term. Vose of Bangor and Mayo

!

of Waldo

XL M >ER 3<L

Waldo County Pomona Grange held its annual meeting Sept. 19th with Union Harvest
Grange, Centre Montville. The day was
warm and pleasant and the attendance unusually large. The hall, which is a large
one, was tilled to its full seating capacity
and quite a number remained outside talkover the current events who were unable
I ing
to get seats inside. The officers were all
j present but Steward and Flora. Horace
Barker and wife tilled those places. A class
of 17 were instructed in the fifth degree. A
| warm and hearty greeting was given the
I
Pomona by Mrs. Volney Thompson, and a
! very pleasant response by C. M. Howes.
i
The Grange then proceeded to select officers
for the ensuing year. It is customary in
Waldo Pomona to let the officers serve two
years, and as most of them had served but

suit is

j

im.

with the following party, all of Bangor, on
board F. H Blake, owner, C. C. Emerson,
H. Bancroft, Chas. Stanford and Dr. E. T.

Nealley. Although the yacht was not speeded she made ti e run from Bangor to Belfast
minutes ’ess than two hours. Messrs.
Blake and Bancroft visited the studio of H.
L \\ oodcock in the Savings Bank
building
and invited Mr. Woodcock and F. T. Chase
on board to inspect the
yacht, and the former joined the party for a short cruise down

in ten

bay. They spent Saturday night at Castiue, w'here the search light was used to
light up the towrn, and Sunday morning
the

to Matinicus and Criebaven, returning
Belfast in the afternoon to land Mr.
Woodcock and then proceeding to Bangor.

went

to

News of trie

Oranges.

Union E.'arvest Grange has extended an
invitation to the members of Dirigo Grauge.

Freedom, to meet with tnem at their hall
Saturday afternoon, Oct. 7th.

j

j

on

at

guests of Mr. and Mrs. W
Kooky Point until Mouday

H.

Mrs.
Miss Florence Wells is in Bost' i:
F. Wells will join her this week and
both will go to New York to the nn.iiie.ry
openings and buy faii and winter goods
B.

e
•.
Ralph H Howes .im .*. 1.;■ 1\ ar- v.
M. h whenTuesday evening from Det-ri
m gi
Dr mi
they went to attend ti e >
;
Lodge f Odd Fellows.
1
L
F. Simps.>n arrived m Belfast I c-st*
day f r« 1 s. N'-a Y.-rk when 1,.-

j

(Japt. Geo. T. Kanlett. late of the Boston summer. He experts t<- spend
e
w■>
,-r
Board of Health steamer Vigilant.has bought | either in Belfast -r
Bangor.
tbe J. W. Joues house on upper High street
A A How.-s amt W H.
and will reside here, having retired from i
aft
l
rluBangor Tuesday urnming
the service.
meeting * i the Statu B >urd of Trade and g»>
is
Anson L. Moody of Excelsior, Minn
on the excursion c \er :he Washingta tv
visiting his brother, W II Moody of Lib- railroad.
He has been in the West twelve
erty.
an l Miss Ma\
C G Ferguson ami :a:n
years. The brothers called on friends in Hall arrived last week fron Hu.
','i.rrry,
Belfast yesterday.
Somes' Sound. Mr. Fergus.ai is
Pt.r
Mrs. H. B. Cunniagliam left Monday for j threatened with nervous
prostrat *n, and
Boston to attend the millinery openings and
r.-armeiit.
came home fo:
buy goods. She was joined by her milliner.
(’apt. E. P. Nndiois, formerly J Sears
Miss Dora Casey, who has been in Boston
port, w ho tor t’ne past eight years ha» conseveral weeks for the same purpose.
kst rt.
ducted a successful business .11 i;
Misses Margaret Hazeltine aud Nina Poor has sold his stock in trad*
and
amigo -d w
returned to Wellesley College last week to ret'red 011 account of his health.
resume their studies. Miss Poor was elected
Miss ('ora Eames left Tuesday aft* r spendleader of the Glee Club at the close of th
She
ing a part of her vacation in Belfast
last recess, ami was to lead m a concert Satwill spend a month in Boston ami New
urday evening.
York before returning
Portsmouth, Va
United States Senator Taliaferro inft iast where siie teaches elocution n tlie a. aden
y
week for Florida, accompanied by1 his youngn
Mrs. Adelle Waile of Poor’s ’'Id’s, a
est .daughter as far as Baltimore, where she
panied by her brother Horace Weiitwortl
is to attend school. Mrs. aud Miss Taliaferro
•.

left yesterday' for Florida. We hope to see
Equity Grange, Belfast, entertained a them all here again next summer.
goodly number of the members of TranquilHon. Fred Atwood of Winterport attendlity Grange of Lincolnville at their hall last. ed the tenth annual
banquet by the Hon.
The
tables were well la- Frank Jones
Friday evening.
to the agents of the Granite
den w ith the good things the grange sisters
State Fire Insurance company, >f which he
know' so well how to prepare, consisting of
is president.
It was given at the palatial
hot bo.led potatoes, squash, baked chicken, Wentw >rth in
Newcastle, Tuesday evening,
cold meats, pickles, salads, cakes and pies
i Sept. 19, and was largely attended.
of all descriptions, grapes, coffee, etc. After
Major Herbert M. Lord, paymaster U. S.
supper a good program wras presented by
A., has just returned to Havana, after a trip
the members of Equity Grange, followed by of four thousand
miles through the island of
remarks from the Worthy Master and sevCuba, disbursing the three million dollars
which our government paid to Gomez’s
eral of the members of the visiting grange.
The weather was oppressively hot
army.
Then all joined in dancing, which did not and
the work was exacting, but Major Lord
break up until the “small hours,” w'heu all
left for their homes pronouncing it a rare

good time
long ride.

and

feeling well paid for their

Another Big (iranite Contract.
Work on the Kittery dry dock will begin
a month or two.
It will be of stone, and
the contract, .81,08!),000, has been let to John
Pierce of New York. Mr. Pierce owns the
great q tarries at Frankfort, Me
and the
company of which he is president owns the
quarries at Hallowell and Fox Island.
There were nine bidders for the work. The
dock will be 750 feet long, and will hold the
largest ships in the world. It will be the
first stone dry dock built in this
country
since the one built at Brooklyn half a
century
It will take about two
ago.
years to comin

plete

it.

Dr. E. P. Blanchard of Spring
street, is receiving a short visit from his brother, Albert L. Blanchard, Esq., of the law firm of
Wardweil & Blanchard, Bangor. [Portland
Press.

.•

writes that he is in excellent health.
He
has a half million dollars remaining in his
hands to he distributed. [Dockland CourierGazette.

Hon. W. P. Clark,wife ami daughter Mary
Wiuehenden, Mass., who have been visiting in Bar Harbor aud vicinity, who arrived
last week to visit Mrs. C.’s sister, Mrs. Win.
Crosby. They left for home Monday, accompanied by Mrs. Crosby and her mother,
Mrs. C. E. Merrill. Mrs. Crosby and Mrs.
Clark will go to New York to attend the

of

left Friday for Hartford, Conn
w. <-rc sht?
will join her husband, Capt. O A Wad**
On their way they will stop for 1 few days
in Taunton. Mass., to visit their hr ther.Mr
Henry Wentworth.
Ka ph A Pilsbnry, circulation
inager of
the New York Evening W 'rid. served twi>
veals before tb*- mast on An
ri. an Mbps in
the ('ape Horn trade
While on the reporter, al staff of the World la* watched the last
international yacht races from a bal on sent
up at the Highlands and reported tin* r.ioes
from an elevation of 7o0 feet above t he sea.
*•

[ American Shipbuilder.
The

friends of Thomas E

Shea in this
the following
from the New York Dramatic Mirror of
Sept. -o< 1: "Thomas E. Shea was greeted
enthusiastically by a big house as lie stepped
on the stage last
evening in the character of
Captain Jack Conway, C. S. N.. in Janies
W. Harkin’s Jr.'s
drama, “The Man-o’"\Y ar s Man
It is needless to say that the

vicinity will be interested

:u

many stirring incidents of the interesting
play were received with every evidence of
appreciation, and that Mr. Shea’s forceful
impersonation of the hero evoked enthusiastic applause.”

Dewey reception.
Harrison Howes of Winterport and Mrs.
C. Hutchinson of Portland have been
spending a few day pleasantly at the home
of their brother, Aaron Howes, in this city.
This is a long-lived family.
Harrison was
84 last February, Mrs. Hutchinson was 82
last November, and Aaron was 78 last December.
Mrs. Weirs of Linneus, Me
(not
present at this family gathering) was 77 a
few days ago.
All are healthy and active
and destined to live for many years, f Hockland Courier-Gazette.

Admiral

Dewey

Arrives

C.

A little ahead of scheduled time, the
tranthe American navy, the
Olympia.
ith Admiral Dewey on board,
passed Sandy
Honk and anchored just below “The
Spit,,r
New York harbor, at 7:40 a
m., Tuesday
morning. All were well ou board. Tomorrow, Friday, the ovation to the hero of
Manila begins, and it is safe to say that it
will be memorable in the annals of the
Nation.

ship of
"

last

dedicated

Caribou

Seattle’s Trade with

Notes.

Educational

week

primary school building which had been
The
in process of erection since June.

appropriation of £2,500had been overdrawn, but not alarmingly so, and that
“the building when completed would
probably meet the wants of the village

the

ities in this direction.

of

a

running monthly

Girl’s

It needs, and should have

a

furnace, and then with a few minor improvements we Should have a well heated
well ventilated building, with modern im-

superintendent

The

schools,

of

Mrs.

slow what Caribou has done,
and what other towns should do, in pro-

They

est.

for the education of the young.

dding

Mr>. Porter said:
(.tiiiou could not be excelled by any
w iu tlu Mate in the work accomplished
since thr "hi district system was abolished.
IVrhu: s some towns have expended more
mout y Out none have done a greater work.
n il
mw
school houses have been
A ■’
two lemodelled in tiie last
s \
wars.
The decaying and rude
si: a luo
ectea by the early pioneers,
with tiifcii mumbling walls, worn out
'::s ami
iunisx. back-breaking seats,
ad dutiug this period been replaced by
we.' iigSited. commodious houses, having
d 'laidwo.’d iioors. slate blackboards
d;eiL srl:<»v*S seats.
ii ;o lii.e sell""1 houses will be built
A
The one now nearly completed.
yi-ai.
A i:
11i 1Ti! c‘ n district is a model both
o
beauty "t exterioi and the convenience
i
.nterh
arrangement, and one
.uo :
t.e
same
be built
plan is *«
:■
I'bapti district. N"rtb I.yntow

ill

j

<

lia> b.appened

V.!

«.'i

■

the Mate exuniina
Ml] >(* t i n t e'iden t Metis he sat at his
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Iiowiioiu student

a
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t

Xoi mal

highest,

but this

.:»> graduate who has made
will be bald to beat.
Out

lgdo points this student
1 he papers would make an
aim >st i tilect text-book to be reproduced
y

c*

use.

are.i

“Av
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:

n

the way,
nations have

results

the

those

of

been mentioned,’’
! tin* Kennebei Journal
Keporter.

o

ip)'*
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nt\ er

there

>«•

was

huge

a

examina-

tion
‘Vis.
il.<

:

tea;

1

a
large one, 1 have not
hand to tell just how many
represented, but 1 can
liat mc-iifth of the tea ih-

was
a:

s

iti

have taken

Mate

<t-

»

lunch

left it

nave

teachers and

lh»

ttlit

*i

••

:

than natives who

iii.ik

1.

fore

.t

town-

as
at

an

II

III!..

will

they

the “summer resort.” for the overheated

II

residents of

the sunny kingdom, when
Sol is focusing his rays too intently
upon his nearer subjects, over under the
Old

~I Mill

simply

be

going

entirely optional

by giving

a

the Mate teachers'

-1 l. a. s

bonus

in

sec

ured

a

the

iT

was an

When

schools.
school

excellent
we

woik in

schot-.. and

are

we

had

one

have six.

It shows
the

good

j

In this branch

a

any

one

which

have had the attendance of about

pupils

school circulated

of the Bath

petitions for

a

High
single

plausible

i may

|

I

are

but canting

with what lie saw and experienced that
about, on his return to Japan, to

he set

My

about one-half since I use I.autz Bros. &
i Co's. Marseilles White Soap.
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Every doctor knows that wild
cherry bark is the best remedy
known to medical science for
soothing and healing inflamed
throats and lungs.
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hill of potatoes
being dug in Fort Fairfield in which were
found 73 tubers, says the Star-Herald. And
now comes our Sprague Mills correspondent
who claims that Mr. Richards of that town
has dug from one hill 86 fair-sized potatoes.
This beats the Fort Fairfield record by just
an even baker’s dozen. [Northern Leader.
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SFFFlUi FIXi

SUMMER SHIRTS

HATS, CAPS,
HOSIERY,
NECKWEAR,

UNDERWEAR

forty

years.
This remedy is Pe-ru-na, Hr. Hartman's great
prescription for all phases of catarrh. If the
reader knows any woman with a catarrhal
n
breath tell her to secure Pe-ru-na and take it
according to directions, and the result will be
|
I
a permanent cure, for Pe-ru-na heals the membranes all through the organs of the body and
kills catarrh.
T>r. Hartman's books on chronic catarrh are
mailed free on application to the Pe-ru-na MediThese books throw new
cine Co., Columbus, O.
lighten eutarrh. IV-ru-na’s cures are historical.
A whole book full of letters from people cured
of catarrh by this great remedy will be
-_mailed to any interested person.
Hen* is a letter from Mrs. S B. Bryant,
rawford. Miss.:
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He had neither friends, money nor hope.
Before the little shanty, still pointed out,
where his wife did the washing for the
camp and the little yellow-haired girl
fried the bacon aud {lotted the succulent
masoxic Tic.nri
bean, the future multi-millionaire spent
days smoking his pipe and drowsing in
m: i r
the sun.
“In this same shanty she who perspired
*♦«■♦♦•***♦*<**♦♦***♦«,
over the washtub and the little one who
Ur. b. b. Hartman, C olwnbus, C
saw
life through the mingled odor of
Pf.ak Sir:
I suffered about six years with catarrh of the head.
I took two
grease aud steaming clothes wore later
It has been two years
bottles of your Pe-ru-na and am now entirety well.
silks and laces.
When fortune came the
since I took the Pe-ru-na and 1 c annot >ay too much for it.*’
natural instinct for personal adornment
Special book for women mailed to w men only. All druggists sell Pe-ru-na.
asserted itself, and there, amid the dingy,
sordid surroundings of sooty windows,
The microbes that cause chi'is ami fever ami malaria cut r the system through
warped board Moors, uncertain and Ul; mucous membranes mat e porous by catarrh,
l’e-ru-na heals the mucous membranes
ulated furnishings, mother aud daughter
Y. O. ADDRESS,
wore silks
and laces—ate, slept, cooked
| ami prevents tiie entrance of malarial germs, thus preventing am.l curb..' these
affections.
and washed iu them.
FREEDOM. Hfi<
“As for Bassick, the sense of to him j
unlimited wealth took the form ->f sardines- -unlimited, oil-soaked,
tin-boxt d
sardines.
The day a 812,GUO check came
down from Biackhawk for a mere handful of ore sent up for treatment Bassick
was found before Johnson’s
supply store,
seated tm tlic plank walk, his jaws dripof ink
with
a
dozen
oil,
ping
empty sardine
boxes strewn about hint, and a dozen
other waiting the deft thrust of the liornliandled knife.
les, lie said, ‘1 like- these things,
(Successors to the l (>. U’hifeCitinjutuu)
and now that i am rich 1 propose to have
all the sardines i want, b’gosh!*
“loiter the Bassieks learned the luxury
of wealth; they returned to the Fast, to
be dined, wined, feted, lionized and terrorized by the monster called society.
and
Fa
Sr o .* and
Still later the yellow-haired girl, who
(irate.
Chest mu.
*."» so
..»■»(•>.oo
knew onl. the rough but kindly courtesies j Delivered ami put in in Barrelin Dump Cart."».o
,VS.'»
of the mining camp, felt the glamour of I’rices at Wharf.
'..C.o
...to
j
that
is
favors--but
another
princely
story,
as
IS OFTEN VERY QESiRA
Kipling says.
COAL.
WOOD OF ALL KINDS.;
(
“Not all liis days of poverty were spent
in drowsy idleness.
While his wife washAll e.» il ^uar intee'l sarisLmUiry in weiirht. >piality an ! delivery.
] lYVpfi.inc
^"•Special attention ^iven to delivery mitside city limits.
is 4
ed, Bassick cut wood on the mountains.
J ('
He prospected some, and over on Tyndall
mountains there are still the outli nes of a
Belfast Free Library.
tunnel which he began.
But the work
here was intermittent, depending some• • e
I'higer I’osts t< the Itet'ereiict* l,il>rar\
what on the courtesy of Johnson, the local grocery man.
S< )< TOLOli v.
• • •
'Mr. Johnson,’ said Bassick one day, Statesman's Year Book
305. S.
Tm ruuuin’ that tunnel yet.
1 guess—’
Gives information con ceruiug tiie govern‘Oh, ye are, are ye; and ye’ll need ment. resources, industries, religiou, educamore grub,’ drawled Johnson.
‘Suppose tion, etc., of ever} civilized country in the
ye just quit runnin’ the tunnel and just
take a turn runnin’ yourself out o’ camp.’ world. Invaluable for reference.
‘And I guess,’ continued Bassick World Almanac and Enuycloukdia for
1899. 310 \V
quietly. ‘I’ll have to have some more
Contains an immense amount of informagrub. I’ll strike it some day. 1 only
want a little flour and bacon.’
tion about our own country, rather less
‘Well,’ said Johnson, ‘when you about foreigu countries. Statistics of army, 1
strike it I'll be glad to see you.
I'm not navy, commerce, tariff,
politics and govern- {
givin’ grub away.’
Yal- j
ment, colleges and sporting matters.
‘No ye’re not, are ye,’ said Bassick,
I liable for reference.
‘and
be
sorely hit,
you'll
gladfcto see me Maine
H e offer to the citizen* of H‘tf<i*t tiit'i
Cloister, state year hook and legisentity
when I strike it. will ye? Look here,
lative manual for 1899 and 11»<h»
17 n M.
the foLlaiciny n'cll knoirn cool>J:
Johnson.
I’ve had bad luck, but have
Of immense value for references about any
had credit with you and others and
F ve always made astaggei to pay, but by town in our State, and for government and
the Eternal,’ and his dark eyes flashed,
commercial statistics.
‘if 1 ever do strike it, I'll drive ye out of
The following books are useful u< anyone
camj).
studying
“And he kept his word.
In the fullPolitical Science and Government:
ness
of time, ruined and a bankrupt,
Johnson walked out of the camp without Alton.
Among the law-makers.lo.V> p;
a dollar, driven to the wall
by the man he Bagebot. Physics and politics. 945 20
had insulted.
For the first use Bassick
Brooks. The century hook: story of
made of his wealth was to open a mamthe governmt lit. 522 24
mouth
where
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BUY YOUR WINTER’S COIL
Belfast Fuel & Hav Co..
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we Guarantee
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Now is the Time to

i

Buy

Your Winter's!

FIRST QUALITY, THOROUGHLY PREPARED COAL,

Plymouth Vein Lackawanna, Lattimer Lr

goods

Greatest Need.

head. On using Electric Bitters, America’s
greatest Blood and Nerve remedy, all pain
soon left him.
He says this grand medicine
All America
is what his country needs.
knows that it cures liver and kidney trouble,
purities the blood, tones up the stomach,
strengthens the nerves, puts vim, vigor and
new life into every muscle, nerve and organ
of the body. If weak, tired or ailing you
need it. Every bottle guaranteed, only 50
cents.
Sold by R. H. Moody, Druggist.
Do you buy inferior soaps from peddlers when you can buy Big Master, the
biggest 5c. bar of best soap made, at
your

grocer’s?

Price- at
Wliarf.

were

at half their cost to the entire
district.
Greater things afterw aid shaped
themselves under the hand made strong
by fortune, but a sweeter morsel he never
tasted than the sweet savor of that day
when Johnson hit the road.
“But to the story of the mine.
The
trail over to Tyndall mountain, where the
little tunnel was cutting its hopeless way,
skirted a small cone-shaped hill, and this
trail Bassick followed daily to and from
his work.
All down the sides of the hill
were little
bowlders, strangely coated, of
not the least interest to the average prospector, but some way this interested Bassick, and in a haphazard way he began
It was a
probing the hill near the top.
blind purpose, and he found nothing but
an aggregation of
these same strangely
coated pebbles.
“One day Bassick took down a sack of
the stuff to the local assayer. who laughed
at him, but agreed to test the stuff for a
cord of wood, for the poor fellow had no
He cut the wood, but it was the
money.
last he ever cut, for the strange coating
on the pebbles proved to be
a form of
tellurium, running from 45 per cent, to (54
pei cent, pure gold.
“For a few days the little cone-shaped
hill was the centre of the world.
A sinA
gle carload sent out returned $30,000.
shaft which was sent down showed the
ore body to be apparently limitless, and
fabulous prices were offered for the find.
A tunnel was driven 320 feet to meet the
shaft at a depth of 1(50 feet, and at the
point of junction all necessary machinery
was placed,
and in a few months where
Bassick struck his pick the little town of
The cacQuireda sprang into existence.
tus and prairie dog were displaced, and
‘Old Bassick,’ ‘Ned Bassick,’ ‘Hard up
Bassick,’ he of the jeans and jumpers,
became Edmund G. Bassick, Fsq.
“This was in June, 1877.
Before the
expiration of the second year the output
of the Bassick mine exceeded $350,000,
an average value of $250 a ton.
Pockets
were opened
giving $50,000 a ton. Excitement and interest grew with every
day’s development, and before the end of
1878 Edmund C. Bassick received $500,000 for an eight tenths interest, the largest
siira ever paid for a mine up to that time
in the State.

R. P. Olivia of Barcelona,
Spain,
spends his winters at Aiken, S. C. Weak
nerves had caused pains in the back of his

Aroostook Potatoes.
Last week

or

ever

Mr.

giving you

Lowell, Mass.

A

unpromising type
pcSuuded a burro

as

Summer Goods.

is cursed with
catarrh. Men
■
and
women
alike are afflicted with it. Catarrh frequently manifests itself by offensive
breath. A catarrhal breath is a
horror.
Especially is this so
with a beautiful woman,
llow
many women have failed of
their proper destiny through
this lamentable defect!
Catarrh comes to the banker's daughter
as
quickly as to the working girl We all
know some pitiful instances among the
fair women of our acquaintance.
Every
effort to rid themselves of catarrh seems
to fail; yet their catarrh can surely be
cured and cured permanently by the
remedy that has been curing catarrh for

■k

pVll
^

gross exaggeration:
The news which comes from New York
to the eft ct that a corporation known as
the Bassick Gold Mine Company has been
formed for the purpose of working the famous Bassick mines at Iiosita, Col., recalls the history of one of the most famous properties in Colorado.
The history of the discovery of the Bassick mine
and its discoverer is best told by one who
was and is familiar with all the circumstances
surrounding the finding and
working of the famous property:
“Edmund C. Bassick drifted into Custer county, Col., about 1875 or 1870. Originally from the State of Maine, he had
wandered all over the earth.
He is said
to have made aud lost a fortune iu Australia; he had whacked bulls across the
plains; had been a butcher, a saloonkeeper, a sailor, and an all-around prospector aud adventurer.
“Whatever truth there may be iu these
accounts,this much is certain: When Bassick struck Rosita, with his wife and litlittle yellow-haired girl, he was about as
a

Daughter.

Neither rich nor poor are exempt
from catarrh's
attack.—Dr. Hartman's unfailing remedy.

career, and believe that much of the account which follows is pure fiction or

Spain's

emi-

physicians in the United States.
Unusual opportunities and long experi-

nent

medical advice. Write freely all the
particulars in your case.
Address, Dr. J. C. AYER,

|

supply store,

The chances arc ,:ey will be
all right in the morning. Continue the Cherry Pectoral a few
days, until all cough has dis-

The fact is

is

The Banker’s

Exaggera-

Bryce. The American commonwealth. 445
Manual of parliamentary
Gushing.
practice.1055

given away

When the children get their
feet wet and take cold give them
a hot foot
bath, a howl of hot
drink, a dose of Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral, and put th-m to bed!

of these three institutions should
own

with much

George’s Creek Cumberland C

Bure
Guro for
GoitSs

phrase,

started in youth, will undergo through
onsidei the matter and after I
! experience of life in the actual world.
nun h discussion it was referred to the
When the class of 1808 graduated at Harc
mmittce on High school. Dr. Edwin M.
vaid College, photographs of the whole
uller of the committee was interviewed
class were taken and preserved in book
by tl.e Bath Enterprise. He said he had foini.
Forty years after, the photographs
into
the
looked
matter thoroughly, had
of all the survivors were taken and placed
j
investigate d its workings in some other in a
similar hook, each older photograph
cities, and was opposed to it ou three I
opposite the younger photograph of the
Tl.e idea is against : First,
grounds.
I same person. The resulting volume was
goc <1 health : second,good sanitation; third,
lying on my table at home, when a French
against good scholarship.”
gentleman, who had been for some years
When asked by the reporter to explain
the librarian of the Argentine Kepublic
in
more
detail Dr. Fuller said:
called to see me on his way to Paris. As I
Well by tTie new plan the pupils go
was obliged to keep him waiting a few
to sc hool at 8.ob c/clock and remain there
for live hours and a half with a recess of minutes he picked up from the table that
only 20 minutes. The air in the school book of photographs, and soon became abrooms is bad
enough under the present sorbed in examining it. When 1 joined
arrangement but it would be much worse him he was full of
eager enquiries about
under the new.
Then i claim that a 20
minutes lespite in five and a half hours is it, and concluded by saying that it was
too little for growing boys and girls.
If the most optimistic human document he
we adopt the new idea we shall be
raising had ever seen. A perfect stranger to all
a class of dyspeptics.
At the 20 minutes the men, and of a different race, he neverrecess they will, if they eat a lunch, spoil
theless appreciated in the older faces the
tlie appetite for a good dinner, if they immense improving effect of the experience of life.
It is safe, then, to rely on
the development of good mental and moral
To Cure a Cough in One Day
quality out in the world after leaving
To Cure a Cold in One Day
school, college, or professional school,
To Cure Sore Throat in One Day
provided that the preliminary training
Sechas been sound and well directed.
To Cure Hoarseness in One Day
ondary schoolB need no longer feel that
Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25 cents. now or never is the time for their pupils
It will be
If it fails to cure, your to acquire useful information.
Trial size free.
if they teach them how to get
money will be refunded. A. A. Howes enough
and
to
desire it.
I trustworthy information,
& Co.
held

contemplated faraway Japan as coutrib|I itiug to such possibilities. A professionj al gentleman visited this section for his
health last autumn, and was so impressed

velopment in mental powers ami moral
character which the man or woman, well

session and obtained many signatures, anil
a special meeting oi the school committee
was

j
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training for college.

he has ever
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a

find, in his

one-tilth of the teachers of the State.”

borne

been the belief of

!:

secondary
good training for life, beyond eighteen
years of age; the college a better training
for life, beyond twenty-one or twentytwo; and the professional school a still
better training for life, because the training is prolonged to twenty-five or twentysix years of age.
But the graduate from

summer

but

long

aud aquatic play-grounds of almost
all
creation, but the most sanguine had not

a

of

considering

be derived from them.
we

school

We held six

one.

started this

1890

now we

people

how the

season

of

that the
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good ran k.
a good
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says President Eliot in the October Atlantic, which says that the high school provides a training for life, the preparatory

examination,

suppose you had
.summer schools?”
l

also

There is

you know, they have made it
it,: the teachers to take the

{-ay to the teacher holding
-;'iticates showing that she has

passed

tu

superand cities.

xtra

way
the

pupils

without ability to concentrate
minds at any time, while some alThat is a matter of training,
ways
and the length of the session has nothing
to do with it. at least at High school age.
The proper ventilation of the rooms can
be easily accomplished with simple mechanical devices, or, lacking those, as well
during a long session as during a short
one.
The parents can decide for themselves about the inconvenience which
must be largely legendary inasmuch as
most of them seem to be in favor of incurring it.’’
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It has

the older residents of the Sound country
that this would yet be the summer resort

can.

the school

erenf

and

people in Japan
are looking this way
health, as well as for

An agent of the white residents
of Japan proposes to make Puget Sound
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Gazette.

The Bath independent is decidedly oparrange among his colleagues for the
It says:
opp-'Si d to the cue ses>ion plan.
He is now
lining out >t this project.
“Fimn
a. m. until ! ihO e. m.
is too
and is interesting our people in the
here,
a
w.
stietch
the
school
rk
that
for
long
He says:
“1 have been in the
«a
session
mauds i’nun a mental point I plan.
<*? view and :lie physical strain is -bvious,
practice of my profession for the past
especially inm girl mipils. Flveu with eleven
years in Kobe, Japan, and know
two
•!,v
nearly 7-' per cent, of the
pupiis win* enter the school drop out be- j exactly what the average ‘white man' and
1 oic _iiaomnmost of whom are unhis family require during the lieat-prosable to enduiv tiie strain.”
trating mouths of the year, an after
The Independent closes a column artimature consideration l fee] convinced that
cl on the subject as follows:
this country is the natural “playground
“To any one with the slightest horse of the Far East.”
sense in his cranium the fact is evident
The U. S. Government is evidently bent
that a student will learn more and in a j
immediate steps to put the Port Ormore
healthful
manner
by attending Ion
j
school all day than by going half a day ! chard naval station in shape to make it
j
crammed for recitations like a Thanks'- I one of the
principal naval repair stations
giving turkey or a rapid lire gun!”
in the United States.
This station now
has the largest dock on the continent, and
Tlu* Hath Times takes the opposite side
adequate machine shops are in course of
of the question, and after summarizing
construction.
Admiral Ilicliborn has rethe arguments against the one session
cently sent here \Y. J. La Yarree, to take
plan it says
charge of the drafting department, em“None of these reasons seem to us
three experts.
ploying
According to Mr
II High school pupils
especially good.
La Yarree, Admiral rlichborn means to
are unable to bear
up under five hours of
study and recitations, intersp»eise(l with] rush work on the Pori Orchard station,
recesses, they are too delicate for this life
j until it is the principal one on the coast,
and much more so than we have found the
where the heavy work now being done at
school
average High
pupil to be. The Mare
Island, near San Francisco, will be
added strain, if there were any. would be
more than offset by the additional
open attended to. on account of the much betair exercise possible.
Dyspt psia and in- ter facilities here for handling the large
digestion are fai more likely to result vessels of the
na\y.
from rushing home, bolting dinner and
O. M. Mookj
rushing back to school again, or from eating cold lunches consisting largely of
sweet', than from going live hours without
bill for linens and lbinnels is reduced

1
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of this city and
in the Japanese

opportunities as well as allowing our
representatives to do the same over and
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seem

m-uise they are broken down.
It doesn't
do to work young people too hard or too
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resources

year in looking into the resources and
conditions of the United States.
They

to-day many scholars, especially young
girls, compelled to leave school on account
of theii health, or if they continue to atteud, by the time they have finished the
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and the result of

course

Japanese government are here on such
missiou, and their purpose is to spend

see
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the trans-Pacific trade, is taken

matter of
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Official

without food which the stomach demands.
“The scholars can not do justice to
their studies by the new plan.
We

ei
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have been
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tl.
regard.
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1
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with his Great Northern
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statistics and
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to

deep to
railway,

judgment and a foresight which
sees
existing and fast-growing
conditions.
Japanese agents are here and
with the local consul are looking up

Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
sold by tre dozen or hundred,
bu* diways in packages. At all druggists
.-. direct from the Dr. Williams Medicine
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., GO cents per box,
H 6 boxes S2.60.
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profit.
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reported

and the

plainly

helpless

Florence A. Porter, was called upon, and
her remarks are of more than local inter-

poscibly accommodate,

as

Hon. J. H. Fletciter. formerly
Governor of South Dakota, but now
a resident of Salem, Ore., says:
“For over two years my daughter
had been declining from a strong,
healthy, rosy-cheeked girl to a pule
weak and
Invalid
She
whs afflicted with terrible headaches,
and gradually grew weaker and more
apparently without cause.
languid,
1 tried several doctors, but all without
avail. Finally, to please a friend. I
bought a box of Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Palo People, and to our surprise, before It was used her headaches censed, the color began to return to her cheeks and lips and her
strength began to assert Itself. I
bought five boxes more, and by the
time she had finished them she wag
completely restored, and to-day she
is a robust, rosy, healthy girl instead
of a pale, tired and sickly one.”—
From the Or eaun Independent. Salem.
Ore.

provements, good for many years and adequate to all requirements.

liners can

build several

Beauty

from the port of Seattle,
developed than the big

trade has

more

carefully studied and everything done
The rooms
seeuie good, reliable work.
must be heated by stoves at the present
time, but the plan was for a furnace as
soon as there was money appropriated to
buy one.” That is about the situation
with regard to the south primary building

Since the estab-

lishment of the Oriental line of steamers

schools for many yens to come. The
foundation was well built, the ventilation
to

Story Re-told,

Seattle, Washington, Sept. 25, 1899.
tionWhile enterprising Americans are investiThe following from the Denver corre*
gating the trade conditions of the Orient spondence of the New York Sun was
and China seas, the dusky people of over sent us for
publication. We have before
the seas are not neglecting their opportunpublished the true story of Mr. Bassick’s

Secret

chairman of the school board said that

in Belfast.

Luck of Bassick, the Prospector.

Orient.

Ail Old

new

a

the

j

>

h
Oil'll,'

I Chestnut Coal.$5.(50
44
Stove
1
5.(50
*4
Dole. Talks about law: what our law
i Kgg
5 40
44
is and how it is administered.103*». 10
Furnace
5.40
Fiske. American political ideas.1055 20
Fiske. Civil government in the UnitLehig’i coal *_!"> cents per ton higher
ed States considered with some reference to its

Harrison.
Johnston.

WE GUARANTEE

i>5

5.(55

Macy. Our government;
grew,what it does ami how

how
it

NEW

I REECI.

<

DEI I I E i.

it

does it 1056.9

Nordhoff. Politics for young Americans.105*5 40
Schouler.
Constitutional
studies,
State and federal..105*5 35
be continued

PROMPT DEI lVERY.

CORRECT WEIGHT and

tics. 105*5 5

]

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY
33, 35 and 37 Front Street. Belfast.

HOOKS

CLOSING OUT SALE.

Added to the library recently:
*
Bradford, \V i Hiatus, CV»A *.'//'*// L
History “of Pliiuouth Plantation."
From the original manuscript. With
a

5

origins.1056.12

This country of ours.105*5 2**;
History of American poli-

[to

Part

$5 S5
5 S5

We have

report of the proceedings incident
the manuscript to

over

2,000 pairs

—

_

to the return of

Massachusetts. Printed hv order of
the General Court. 1899. 4411
Churchill, Winston. Richard Carvel.
A novel.
1899.C 17 r
Social life in colonial Maryland, aim in
London, time of Fox, Walpole, Lord
Baltimore and others.

Fowler, Ellen Thorueycroft. Concerning Isabel Carnaby. A novel. 1899.
Ellen
A
Fowler.
Tlmrneycroft.

that

From

sea

to

sea.

Letters of travel. 1899. 2v.515.1
Leonard, John Williams, editor.Who's
who in America. A biographical
dictionary of living men and women
the United States. 1899-1900.... 920. L
Robins, Elizabeth (C. E. Raimond.)
The open question. A tale of two
temperaments. 1899. 214.25
of

shall close out at the earliest

we

lib 11

double thread. A novel. 1899. lib 12
Frederic, Harold. The market place.
A novel. Illustrated by H. Fisher. 215 24
Hale, Richard W. The Dreyfus story.
1899.1058. I>

Kipling, Rudyard.

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

“u:

possible

m

ok

t

REGARDLESS OE COST.
This is not a sale for the purpose of unloading an a
lation of old stock. The demand for our patented c\
brushes has increased to such an extent that \\\ u
to occupy every foot of available space in our st :

manufacturing purposes.
If you call early, before
what you want

please

Shillaber, Benjamin Penhallow. The
double-runner club, or the lively
boys of Rivertown. 353 17

sizes, you c
for Boots and Shoes at prices that
we are out

of

you.

BANNER SHOE STORE.
No. 99

September, 1899.

High Street, Belfast

* Presented.

CASTOniA..

Bear, the

*inii Y°“

WwayS

Chiehe«tor> F.nfdlsh Diamond

Pennyroyal

lirand.

pills

la•'ies ask
always reliable,
Druggist for Chicheiter Rnglith
Bra/id in Hod aud Cold
boxes, sealed with blue ribbon. Take
▼
no other. Refute dangerrout suhotitutiont and imitation!. At Druggists, or and «a..
in stamps for particulars, testimonials and
return
letter,
by
for
Ladlea,”
“Relief
Malt 10.000 Testimonials. Ifmate Paper.

T1

For Rental.

sarc.

!mo7id

The Winnebago Indians have chosen
Thomas R. Roddy, an Irishman, for their
chief.
«

Hold bj

fell Local

Druggiata.

Di<yJvK^
metallic\^*W

t*HlLAI>A.» i*A.

Second story Hit of eiijht r>* ni> •'
street, brick house adjoining Oavid IVi
stead; well located; tine water view
borhood; all conveniences; three min
frorn postofflce.
C. W. FRKOKK!'
Aaiuiinisu»
Belfast, Sept, 14, 1899.—3w37

•'

j

DE PINOS.

ISLA
.h* but

Comparatively I'liknown lii
hi Territory Fifty
Miles South o:
>1:«iii Island. I'mlevelopcd Kir lies ii
Mahogany. Iron and Quicksilver
,l ■springs ami Beautiful Marbles
j
<.•■1-0110, the Birth-Place of Kvange
|
-■■<

«liu is

!•<*>,

Wife

a

Happ>

ii

llabana.

Mrs. Carlos Car

now

and

j

MRS. ANDERSON'S BABV
You couldn't convince JIrs. Anderson
that Cupid ever was as pretty as her
little girl.
Mrs. H. C. Anderson is well known in
South Britain, Conn., where she lives,
She is very enthusiastic about Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription although no more
so than thousands of other women who
ItOVO hoau eitni

A

Mother.

larly benefited,
jv She writes:

Correspondence ot The Journal.]

I “During the
1 first month of the
period of gesta-

Gkisoxa, Isi.k ok Pinks, Aug,
big island, with au area of molt

\

irf
*'/

hundred square miles, has oul<
towns—Xueva Gerona, its capi

\
i.i

Fe, fifteen miles fartbe:

tvinta

To

reach them

the northern coast,

»

winding

the chaunels between

it

-ys and islets, all green with man
chets.
Nueva Gerona lies tbret
■m the sea,
up the river Casas
wharf

~

once

comes

week tin

a

“Protectors” from Bata
southern port of Uabana prov
<nta Fe has a port of its own,
»>
distant, called Jucaro, on tilt
liver, several miles above tin

-'earner

Vessels

drawing

I

;
approach eitliet
ause of shallow water over tin
I
ie mouths of the rivers.
water cannot

■i

Miming at Juearo, you see a few
n vs, loungingon its tumble-down

|

j

quantity of railway ties, I
and tobacco poles, piled uj

a
mis

>

tat ion;

•i

beyond,

and

uated volantes and

uting

as

many

01
ox-

convey passengers aud
Santa Fe.
Though its

to
to

rngage

find two

population
is

is less than two lmn-

famous one, on account
’.underfill thermal springs, which
tow

«*

n

a

.■ciieve will almost resuscitate the
ila drive thereto from Juearo is

linger

;ieuce to

in the memory,

tandem,

u

and

over

their

driver flourishes his

whip

with

:

invited to

write to a woman." ask
simple question, ‘‘Is this woman a
Vou
will find that site is
physician?"
not, and does not, and dares not claim
to be, a physician.
To offer such advice
is deceitful. To receive it is dangerous.
Prospective mothers should send for a
free copy of Dr. Pierce’s great j.ooo
page book the “Comni<m Sense Medical
Adviser."
A copy in paper-covers will
be sent to any address "U r- c. ipt <»f 21
one-cent stamps to pay cost of
mailing
only; in cloth-binding -1 stamps. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. V.
are

the

the inference is

comers,

only another
into Spanish

was

gold
many surprising

packets.

A great
have been effected

here

as

cures

of

persons far
bronchial, rheu-

gone in consumption,
matic and scrofulous complaints.

you are rattled along
y road at a pace which threatens
nt your own frame together with

ring,

advice, which they ire not competent to
When vou
give, not being plr. sicians.

that the consultation
pretext for putting

1 ‘•Mulas-ah-li-h-h!'* that make
sm

Mothers who suffer undue pain prior to
succeeding the baby's birth are invited
to consult Dr. R. V. Pierce, by letter, absolately without charge. The great success
which has attended the careful methods
pursued by Dr. Pierce, has caused imitators to spring up. who make offers of free

scribed for all

repit volante is drawn by three
aruessed

keep anything on

or

that

more

not

‘Favorite Prescription in November and I had
a nice little babv girl in February following.
1
was only in hard labor about one hour and was
up and dressed on the eighth day. I never had
the doctor with me at all; just the nurse and two
friends
.'hi-, makes mv second child: with the
first one 1 did not take the ‘Favorite Prescription
and the little one was sick ill the time
and lived just a’* >ut 'w months. This last baby
is as plump ami ina.ithy as any mother mild
wish. She is ,d> it three weeks old now and is
gaining in flesh every' day

hundrei

a

could

I
my stomach.
went to bed the
2^th of June and
never got up till
the first of AuI tried difgust
ferent doctors.

||
'j
jy

you must sai

I

Don

Inva-

lids have been

from the house of Mrs. John A.
Logan,
in Washington, D. C.; and now Mr. and
Mrs. Carbonell, at home iu Habana, are
I the proud parents of a bouncing boy who
was lately christened
“Fitzhugh Lee.”
The Cisneros family, though

Funerals in Puerto Rico.
Funerals
and

best,

at

less greusometo write
about. Of course, every one has to become
the principal participant in such an affair

always

or

more

eminently
respectable, was poor and obscure; theresooner or iater, but that makes it
fore, in Cuba, the alliance of the daughter
only the
harder to think of! Although we all have
with an aristocrat is considered a
long to
die, the disposition of our bodies by
step upward for the young lady.
our relatives and friends is
The natural resources of the Isle of
by no means
the same.
Pines are just now attracting considerate always
The funerals of rich Puerto liicans are
attention, and not long ago our Assistant more
in accordance with modern ideas
Secretary of War made public a voluminto the eyes of a
than,
foreigner, the novel
ous
report concerning them, from Col.
disposal of the poverty stricken. Coffins
Bliss, the U. S Collector of Customs, at
intended for the wealthy are
usually decHabana.
The soil is extremely fertile,
orated in barbaric splendor, with
but «? small portion of the island is under
gold and
vari-colored trimmirgs; while those of the
A few of the green valleys
cultivation.
poor are mean
boxes
are

used

sugar

cattle

as

are

grown

pineapples

with no finishpine
of any kind, not even side handles. It
is the latter kind which stir the
sympathy
iu a foreigner’s breast.

Tobacco and
ranges.
a limited
extent and

ings

to

perhaps the staple product.
some trade in woods, maWhen a poor man dies,his friends
gathhogany, pine and cedar, and might be a er
together in liis small hut the evening
great deal more.
Spirits of turpentine, before the
burial and have a wake. There
pitch, tar,sulphur,tortoise-shell and crys- is
and music,and
drinking,dancing
merrytals are also among the possible exports.
making in general. They fully believe
Silver, quicksilver and iron exist iu the the
of
are

There lias been

hills, and the marble quarries

the deceased is present and
spirit
appreciates the honor. The native music

practi-

are

cally

The mountain ranges
exhaustless.
that cross the island in several directions

entirely composed of beautiful
marble of every variety known, and iu all
colors of the rainbow, piled as by art in
contrasting strata, varying from black,
brown and gray to palest tints of pink,
are

is the most weird

blue and green.
Another low mountain,
called Los Cristalas, is even more curious,
its steep sides
rock crystal of

being literally
an exquisite sea-green

Though

of the mountains are

coated with

none

tint.
of

great height, all are very wild and impressive, with dark ravines and sheer precipices,
Half

some

of

them 200 feet in

century ago, the marble quarries

a

Xueva

near

height.

Gerona

extensively

were

worked, and a good deal of Cuban money
went into the enterprise, which promised
well.
But for some unknown reason the
Spanish government

looked

on

it with dis-

favor: and in order to kill the business,

a
rudely made guipiece of native hard wood,
gourd. The gourds are

tar, ofteu of

!
I

and

long

a

pulled

trees aud dried iu the
sun, and a
piece of iron wire about a foot long, is
passed rapidly back and forth over the

from

;

j

a

the iustru-

being, usually,

meuts

almost

imaginable;

naturally rough surface, making a weirdly musical souud. After the dance
comes the burial, or
rather, the removal
to the catacombs.
Two men on each side
of the crude coffin—which is hired for the
occasion—carry the dead man, and the

friends of the deceased trail

along behind

chatting.
.11

me

me

gi<ivey«iu

man

taken

is

from the coffin and placed in the catacombs
and bis particular cell filled with quick
lime and then sealed.
then

The

on

lookers

disperse,

each going his own way.
is put in the ground: if he is rich
his remains are carefully laid in a costly
vault; if he happened to be poor, as is us-

No

one

brought from the steamer levied such an
outrageous tax on the
litters, apparently just ready to give sand
used iu sawing that its promoters
•lu1 vehicle. After the sand-dunes
ually the case in Puerto Rico, his body is
up the ghost, who in a week’s time have
had to give it up.
Thus has the motheringrove vegetation of the coast, been riding over the hills on
placed in a catacomb cell. Catacombs are
horseback,
country always encouraged home-indus- built in rows around
desolate region of cacti and dwarf and in a month
the inside of the
have
home
as

u>**s,

like

so

the Arizona

on

desert

m.tikm v have the effect of
dim cathedral aisles from a

tries in her colonies.

new.”

All the taxes for-

If the springs were managed by
merly collected in the Isle of Pines by the
sensible, wide awake, judicious Bank of
Spain went to Habana, from
Anglo-Eaxon, they would soon become whence

involuntary look around for ratio's
and Gilamonsters; gradually
i--i, as the hills are neared, by
crass, ceibas and yellow pines.
y steep and gullied byways make
insit no linger possible and you
!>•'.t in lern-draped cam-ns arcliliving giecn. winch by contrast to
•u

“good

gone

some

the sanitarium of

the

Western

Hemis-

phere, beside which Las Vegas in New
Mexico; White Sulphur in Virginia, Saratoga, and other of our Northern Spas,
would hide their diminished heads.
As it
i-. the life

be

can

corn-

ing many of the

com

forts”

endured, though
ordinary “creature

lackcom-

one-fourth

afterwards remitt-

was

ed to the inhabitants.

rectly

The

only

dues di-

by the authorities were
slaughtering cattle and selling
These taxes no longer exist, as

collectible

those for
beef.
there

are

cattle left

uo

There was also

island.
one

practically

and

a

half cents

on

an

on

the

export duty of

each sack of char-

which render it desirable.
Mere
coal and seven cents on a cord of wood.
pleasure seekers would better stay away;
Vast quantities of mangrove and other
a
but one whose precious health is at stake
s »ft scrubby wood make this a line har>w
j can ailord to light abounding vermin for a vest field for the charcoal burner. Last
\: etched little hamlet is well named
season and
put up with fleas, roaches,
year about live-thousand bales of tobacco,
Faith." for it. requires a great deal
>piders, scorpions and a thousand wrigintangible « «mm >*lity to make gling. crawling and stinging creatures one hundred pounds to the bale, were exported from the island, and sold in Habaits many discomiorts.
A wide, which 1C
ustantJy beset the dweller on the na
for >40 the bale. That was an unusual
ace
in the centre ..f the village.
1>1
of Lines. You find the pests between
“tobacco-year'" in Pinos, because the
»y courtesy a placet, is given over the M.t e‘> and in the food.
They pre- workers came over from Vuelta
j
Abajo to
ps of garbage uid discarded cans, empt your shoe- it
and the

ity street, and the impressiveline quotation from the Bible in
journal."
>

and

i

wandering

donkeys.
t;ii> general dumping- ground, the
it- tied cottages are
built, strag-

ments

they

you

are

take

<io not

night
garwearing by day; and if
bodily p. ssession of you,

win he colonies oi them set t ling dowu coinu-.u
irregular, unpaved streets. ! fo’tahL in your bail. ears, nov.rils while
:-■* mil
'l other public .1 .-«• T11 III<
you are catching “forty winks*' oft r. nibled
1'nan or beast, ami the s • >uei
slumber in intervals of the eternal warill "l
the wretched place the ‘are. you are
exceptional!} fortunate.
you re-enter the dilapidated
{•!i m '*ed at once to the springs.

-<>

ni

•

he heart of

!.

low,

hills is

green

>pa, with nothing t.» indixi>teuee until you are i'aiilyupon

■mated

i• i*••

>k

or

from

two.

which

gives warning of

Even

Eden

had

and doubtless

j

serpent, you know;
mop
advanced state of

a

civili. iition here will >olve

s

cue

means

of

the plague of vermin.
Expenses at this resort are v.-i v moderate.
The best bold charges >•_.:: a day, Ameri-

as-

money, for its choicest accommodaI
v
heated.
A sudden turn in the tions. Saddle horses may he hired at
tais a surprising transformation pci diem, and carriages at
proportionate
|
-m
Santa Fe
several stately lates.
There ai<- many charming walks
>, built of stone, surrounded by and drives iu the neighboring hills and
v kept grounds, with
many well interesting ail da\
excursions may be
people loitering under the trees made to sugar estates and

|

in hammocks swung in wide
These stone and marble casas I

tations.

is.

>pa hotel.-, to .which, for main
the wealthiest Cubans and titled
renerals from

Spain, and

health and recreation.

invalids

prosperity
Cuba, some

ig

is restored to

Isla de Linos

w onders.
The young
children go about entirely naked, and the
universal innocence, combined with the
utmost dignity and punctilious

courtesy,

is charming to behold

Northern bonifaces

Nueva

Gerona,

on

the

!

River

Casas,
fronted by an
royal palms is

down here with sufficient capi- backed by green hills and
an ideal resort.
And with ; emerald plain dotted with
will come other much needed im- delightfully situated and beautiful to beents, such as dredging the mouth hold from a distance, either approached
make

by

iverand constructing a tram-line
□ Jucaro and Santa Fe.
The clitlie whole island is

:

>n

as

can

as near

by

sea or

the excellent natural road to
But it is another illustration

Santa Fe.

Tis distance lends enchantment to the
view.”
Though the capital of the island

of

absolute

be found this side of

!

dry, pure air cooled by ocean I and seat of what little government there is,
and odorous of tbe health-giv- i its population has never exceeded three

-the

ath of pine forests.
Besides the
medicinal springs, are several deep

| hundred,

including the Spanish garrison which in times past helped to make
some third-rate gaiety.
It is a healthy
place, however, all the water used

pools, of about blood temperpresent only one of tbe lattei
that named “Templada,” (tem-

\t

erected

over

it, divided into

for ladies and

:.is

•ring twelve feet
water

is

e

very

on a

gentlemen,
by six, with

stone

floor.

a

magnesium spring, said

to

he very

beneficial in cases of stomach trouble.
Baths have been built, into which water
from the spring is conducted.
The bar-

com-

each

racks occupy an open plateau just outside
the tow n limits, and are large stone buildings with interior courts, capable of ac-

four

The tern-

degrees Fahr., and
strongly impregnated

not

coming

from

the Santa liita hotel. A house

near

the

commodating

with

Gerona

X ueva

hundred

three

soldiers.

tlie

birth-place
tgnesia, silex. oxygen,
chloride of sodium, chloride Evangeliua Cisneros, the Cuban heroine
j so much talked oi last year in the United
uni, sulphate of lime, nitrate ol
nil nobody knowrs what other con- States, and here her life was spent until
the age of nineteen, when the persecutions
's.
The combination makes the
a would-be Spanish lover sent her to
drink
beside which of
carbonic

i>e-,

u

a

>

i.

it

generally
lively emitic. Tbe regulation
prescribed by Cuban doctors foi
of

u

acts

on

new com-

every disease known to materia
is two baths a day and four glasses

water.

Formerly

the

Spanish

gov* nt
kept an official surgeon here and
iy was allowed to bathe without first
consultation fee of $3.75in
nud afterwards twenty cents for each

x

to

him

a

As the baths

were

invariably

pre*

CASTOniA.
E#s'« the
_yfTtie Kind You Have Always Bought

was

of

j

imaginable,

of addled eggs, common to most
■d springs, is as ambrosia; and even

not

may be bought as low as half a dollar
That suitable for tobacco is

acre.

in

large tracts,
the

|

but iu scattered

patches
settlers

hills,

where

the

greatest drawback

would

be isolation

among

from the world.
Fannie Bek.ham Ward.
A

Frightful

Blunder

often cause a horrible Burn, Scald,
Bruise. Buckliu's Arnica Salve, tlie
best in the world, will kill the pain and
promptly heal it,. Cures Oi l Sores, Fever
Sores. Fleers, Boils, Felons. Corns, all Skin
Eruptions. Best Pile c are >u earth. Only Jo
cts. a box.
Cure guaranteed. Sold by K.H.
Will
Cut or

West Indies

public coffins,

the tlreadfui Kecoaidas prison of Jlabaua:
from which, as all the world knows, she

subsequently rescued by an American
journalist, assisted by several young
was

Among the latter was Carlos
Carbonell, a wealthy bachelor banker of
lie drove the carriage in which
Habana.
Cubans.

escaped damsel was conducted fiom
prison, and he drove it direct to ids own
the

house, in a crowded quarter of the city,
right under the nose of the Spanish otii
cials.

There the fair

ed several

days,

her to board

guised
rest.

ought
to

as a

an

boy.

The

Evangelina

until the time

remain-

came

for

American steamer, disEverybody knows the

pretty

Senor

/

say it

romance

ended,

(or

begun?) in her marriage
Carbonell, some inomhs later,

to

we

all

as

made to do service
iu

little town

a

such

following post offices in Maine have
been discontinued : Lookout, Hancock Co.
This post office will be closed for the winter
on the ;>0th instant.
Mail therefor should,
after that date, be sent to Isle au Haut, Me.
Northport Campground, Waldo Co. This
post* dice will be closed for the winter on
the 15th instant. Mail for the same should,
after that date, be sent to Northport, Me.
The following star schedule changes are
announced:
Route 1350, Hampden to Dixmont Centre.
Leave Hampden. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 8 30- a m. Arrive at Dixmont
Centre, by Hampden Corner, Nealley’s Corner, Newburg Village, South Newburg and
East Dixmont. Leave Dixmont Centre,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 1 30
West
m.
Arrive at
Hampden and
p.
Leave
Hampden Centre by 5 30 p. m.
Hainpde-n Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday

Dixmont Centre,
by Hampden Centre, West Hampden, Newburg Centre, Newburg and Simpson Corner
by 12 30 p. m. Leave Dixmont Ceutre Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at 1 30 p. m. Arrive at Hampden by East Dixmont, South
Newberg, Newburg Village. Nealley’s Corner and Hampden Corner by 5 : 0 p. m.
at

8.30

a

m.

Maine

Arrive

Woman

at

Suffragists.

After a two days' animal session held in
Watereille, the Maine Woman Suffrage Association adjourned Friday evening Sept. 15
sine die. There were morning, afternoon and
evening sessions, each of which was well atThe meeting Friday morning was
tended
devoted to business, including the election of
follows;
as
officers,
President, Mrs. Lucy Hobart Day. Portland.
Vice President ai large, Mrs. S. J. L.
O' Prion. Cornish.
H. Osgood.
Vice President. Mrs. Etta
Portland.
Corresponding secretary, Miss'Anne Burgess, Portland.
Recording secretary, Miss Lilia F. Donnell, Portland.
Treasurer, Dr. Emily N. Titus, Portland.
Auditor, Miss Eliza C. Tappan, Portland.
Hon. T. B. Reed was elected an honorary
member.
Delegates to the Washington convention
in February were elected as follows: Miss
Martha W. Fairfield, Saco; Mrs. Etta H.
Osgood. Mrs J. S. Dyer aud Mrs. Zenas
Thompson, Portland; Mrs. Helen Coffin

Beedy. Farmington.

After Six Years of Intense
p
oUttering. Promptly Cured

Obstinate sores and ulcers which
refuse to heal under ordinary treat-

_

n

n

n

it

m6at?oon become chronic

seated, and

property,

road

coffin which had

long

on

there was such

a

since fulfilled its

duties,but

sed into service.

Two

men

this
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each end—as is

still presusually carried
was

catacombs,

the custom—and

upon one oct asion the funeral come to a
halt suddenly, as the result of an unlooked for calamity.
The coffin was being
carried

the heads of these two
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who were

puffing along

up

when the head of the rear
ed clear
can

through

a

man

was

quite believe that tlie dead

Spanish adjectives of
Government had to
town with
After

a new

all,

men,

push-

maae tor it is backed
up

strongly by convincing
testimony of those who have oeon cured by it
by experience.
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See Pac-Simile
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Very small and
to take
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HEAOACHE.
DIZZINESS.
BILIOUSNESS.
TORPID LIVER.
CONSTIPATION.
SALLOW SKIN.
THE COMPLEXION
MUST HAVE

^yOMATUHC,

I Purely Vejfetal>lev/f%->*i‘?^Swi

If a small hook is screwed on the under
side of the dining table at each corner and
loops sewed on the corners of the felt uodercloth, it will be found a convenient
means of adjusting its length when the
table needs to be made smaller.

on. MOTT’S
NER.VEn.IIVO I'ILiIjS
The great remedy for nervous prostration and ail diseases of tb** gem rative
organs of either sex, such as Nervous Prostration. Failing or Lost Manhood.
Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry excessive use
of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity
W.th ev- ry
$5 order we guarantee to cure or refund the monev. Sold at si.00 n
b- x
6 boxes for $5.00. DK. MOTT’S CHUUK AL CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

AFTER USING.

For

Sale

H.

R.

by

in

Moody,

Did you ever suffer torment from a shoe
tight in one spot'.’ Here is a remedy for
it.
Apply sweet oil to the stockings
where the rub comes.
It is better than
applying it to the boot, because it softens
the inside of the boot, where it is needed,
instead of the outside.

Years

there’s work to be

done you send for Mr. X.
ffiHEN'
He has been

employed by
years,

reliable.

your
and L'!,

It’s a lomr life, but devotion to the true
interests and prosperity of the American
People has won for it new friends as the
years rolled by and the original members

family passed to their reward, and
are loyal and steadfast today, with faith in its teachings, and confidence in the information which it brings
these admirers

their homes and firesides.
a
natural consequence it enjoys in
its
ge
gor of its
youth, st i> mo heued and ripened by the
to
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experiei
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Big Master soap, tbe biggest 5c. bar of
For sale by all principal
soap made.
grocers.
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halt a century
its meris. arid
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It is “The New York Weekly Tribune.**
hi
Y< d :!.«
.i;• \
leading National Family Newspaper.
ti,< news of the Mate ami
Recognizing its value to those who desm
the publishers of The Republican Journal (y ur own favoiire homepapei) iia
<

into

an

alliance with

“The York Weekly Tribune'' whi-d. enables tlmm
0 per \i n.

both papers at the trifling <;-i*st of
Every farmer and every villager

St,nd all

subscriptions
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Me

Winter port, Me.
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Representing Over Twenty Million Assets
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
Security Bonds tor Cushiers. ContractEgfP* STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
Rea! estate bought and sold.
ors. Administrators and Trustees. | Correspondence solicited.

Mame Central R. R,
TIME-TABLE.
On and ufter .hint1 2d, 1MFJ,trains connecting
Burnham ami Watery ille with through trains
for anti from Bangor, Waterville. Portland and
Boston will run as follows

reliability.

35c. a bottle.
Avoid Imitations.

WATERVILLE

Business

! Steamers City of Rancor and

at

PM

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

*7 15
7 20
17 38
7 45
Unity. 7 53
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
Clinton
s 35
Benton. S 45
....

Bangor.

Penobscot

Commission

in

PM

120
+1 25
J 35
1 45

College

Watervil/e, Me.

FOUR

3
13
+3
4

30
37
62
15
4 33
6 00
5 25
0 00
to 25
10 43

00

2 10
2 2"
2 40

4 40
A

Waterville

3

6 50

15

AM

12 02
4 00
4 io

TO BELFAST.
P

Boston
Boston,

»

E‘ D
w D.

M

A X

7 00

9 00
8 30

A

M

Waterville. 6 05
7 00
Bangor

1 20

From Boston, Momlavs. Tuesd:
Thursdays
and Fridays at
m
r. m
From Hock land, via Camden. T
'..lavs,» Wednesdays. Fridays and Sat nr. lav- .«? :?oui ;..<*<) to
t*. >(>A. M.
From Bangor, Touching at wav-1,indiums. m.»mday>. Wednesdays, Tliur-Mavs .on! Sr
lav
at
1 1.00 A. M.
>

A M

9 50

4 30
1 40

..

A

WKKK

RETl'RN NO

P M

Portland. 11 00

A

>■

1 30
6 57
7 25

5 35
9 00
9 15

TRIPS

t
I
*»mmencing Mondav Sept.
steamers
will leave Belfast:
For Boston via Cam It ;• and !.*• k:..mi,
Mondays,
n\ at
moi'm
AVednesdays Thiirsdav* am!
2.30 in m or upon arrival oi -r -.ow’r from Bangor.
For Searsport, Bucks] ort, Winterport. Hampden and Bangor, Tuesdays. Wednesday Fridavs
and Saturdavs at ■.about son \. w
:j.,.n arrival of steamer li<>m Boston.

M

3 52

Boston ,E,D.
Boston,
} w D.

People’s lxxiies are still constructed
they wore forty vears ago, and the
L. F.” cures more cases of indigestion
and constipation than ever.

<

P M

M

4 36
10 00
6 13
4 47
6 27
110 15
1048
505
3
30
Burnham, depart.........
5 2::
11 i*o
8 48
Unity.
11 3'
5 31
Thorndike... 8 57
5 38
Knox.+9 03 !11 50
9 18
12 15
6 52
Brooks...
6 03
Waldo. ".‘29 112 33
16 14
Citvpoint. i9 4o 112 50
1
00
20
9
45
6
Belfast, arrive.
t Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through Tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Oeokgf,
CEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and Ceneral Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Cen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Juno 22, 1899.

Benton..
Clinton..

I

CHAS. K JOHNSON, Am lit. Belfast.
( ALA IN A 1 ST1N. <;t• n‘ 1.
Sl:pI.. Boston.
W ILL I AM H H ILL. (rent Manager, Boston.

Lift.
Jhuible-acnng.
Tank and
Spray

PUMPS
STO V LADDERS.
BICYCLE STANDS, Etc.
Kin

HAY TOOLS.
F.E. MYERS &

Fall

the

on

>

•*

Portland.

Time proves

Opening, Sept.

11

Complete modern equipment and up-to-date in
every particular.
Full commercial and shorthand and
typewriting

courses.

Book

< <

It iu«:

.Americans.

P M

When sick you grasp the first
new floating straw in view, and
forget the reliability of the
L. F.” Atwood's Bitters.

■~‘ t Main St.,

Old!!!

of its

A M

as

The resideuts of one of the suburbs of
Paterson, N. J., seem to have been victimized very adroitly by a Swedish laborer,
who prophesied a caterpillar crop of unusual dimensions and offered to keep them
His prophecies
away for a consideration.
were at first received with incredulity and
his prospects for doing business looked
had until the caterpillars began to arrive
in large numbers, and then he rapidly
made contracts with many householders
to remove them, and commenced to acquire a bank account. Now a hoy whom
he employed and failed to pay, says the
Swede hired him and others to go into the
woods and gather caterpillars at lie a
quart, and that at night these were sprinkled around where they would he most
effective iu terrifying the inhabitants.

Maine.

FROM BELFAST.

...H Health Table...

for

Belfast,

early

Fifty-eight

Belfast, depart. Too
Oitypoiut. +7 05

neighbor

BLOOD

AND

CURE SICK HEADACHE.

brighten

and clean windows, put a
teacupful of ammonia to every pailful of
wash
with a sponge or soft
tepid water,
rag, then dry with a clean cloth, and
polish with leather or a silk handkerchief.

£

M

™

Wrapper Below.

OEZSl'IVE

Ip

f

4

I

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

easy*

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

A soft corn can be cured by placing a
tuft of cotton wool, saturated with olive
oil, between the toes and renewing it every
day. The corn will very soon disappear.
To clean sewing machines, cover all the
bearings with kerosene oil, work the machine quickly for a few minutes, then
thoroughly rub all the oil off with rags,
and apply machine oil to the parts which
need oiling.

as

1

—drives out every trace of
impurity in the blood, and in this way
cures permanently the most
obstinate, deep-seated sore or ulcer, it
is the only Uood
remedy guaranteed purely vegetable, and contams not a particle of
potash, mercury, or other mineral. S. S' S.
cures
Contagious Blood Poison. Scrofula, Cancer, Catarrh. Eczema,
Rheumatism, Sores. Ulcers. Boils, or any other blood trouble. Insist
Upon b. b. S. ; nothing can take its place.
Valuable books mailed free by Swift
Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.

y^z^/^y^-zy

of

£

rihVUi VwT1

FRED ATWOOD

of

coffin.

dead bodies may not be so barbarous as
at first seems; it is surely more sanitary
thau

Signature

Jjj

For six years I had an obstinate,
running ulcer on ray
ankle, which at times caused me intense
suffering. I was
BO disabled for a
while
I
that
long
was
unfit for
busmess. One of the be.-t doctors treatedwholly
me constantly
but did me no good.
I then tried various blood remedies
S S s ivas 80
highly recoinmended that l concluded to
try it, aud the effcot was
wonderful
It seemed to get right at the seat of the
disease and force the
poison out, and I was soon completely cured. Swift’s Specific—

Little Liver Pills.

The

other.

finally supply

—^

and know of its virtues

poets for different crops, the prices in home m.u i
which should be found in eveiy wide-awake, pi <-g; «-s<i v-- family.
Just think of it! Both of these papcis
:
M :i,a \

One

man

vocabulary

the

Carter’s

deep-

severe

a

,,

<rd;a) support >d Ids lo.*ai
municy in wjiich he lives a
stantly and untiringly for his interests in every w.i\, bring
and happenings of his neighborhood, the Job,.;- : hi< m

Genuine

steep hill,

the rotten bottom.

shocked at the wonderful

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.

and

sign that the

a depraved condition.
They
drain upon the system, and are conthe
away
vitality. In every case the poison must
be eliminated from the
blood, and no amount of external treatment
can have
any eftect.
There is no uncertainty about the merits of S. S. S.
; everv claim

are
/
stantly sapping

<■uui.il

longtime,
the military

a

are a sure

entire circulation is in

BV Si Si S

are

Changes.

The

ON HIS ANKLE.

keep
Municipal 700.3'.':;. The total invested funds aggretreasurer overburdened with duties, and i gate 82.715,241.

Household
Maine Postal

imur

the

never

Moody, Druggist.

chatting

steniug to accounts
To them, all beyond

than Muuehau.seu

loug-

•me

ai

the

be sin pie. kind-hearted folk, who
their greatest pleasure in

s rim. ... at
most, beyond the
limits of ( uba. is a terra incognita of more

wiiicli under present circannot be supplied.
By and

es

of

the horizon

In their

e-king
■-n

e-

with strangers and
of the outer world.

"ol rooms you may limi some of
torts of life; but of course a great
.v

nau

might

Standing of the Order.
At the opening meeting in Detroit, Sept.
ISth, of the 75th annual session of the
Sovereign Grand Lodge, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, Grand Sire Pinkerton
made his annual report to the sovereign
grand lodge. Mr. Pinkerton said: The
evidence of the work of the aggressive,
progressive force of Odd Fellowship is a
refutation of the false assertion that present citizens of the world are not as
good
were their fathers.
as
Welcome every
agency that lends a helping hand to those
who need it.
December 31st, last, our
subordinate lodge membership was 830,901, and the number of sisters enrolled in
the Rebekah lodges numbered 190,007.
These figures enable us for the first time
to honestly
claim fraternal affiliation,
with over a million persons
Referring to the finances of the order
Mr. Pinkerton said: “The great source of
our financial
life is the income derived
from the sale of supplies.
It has never
been our policy to accumulate money,
neither has international extravagance
been indulged in; still as a rule our expenditures exceed our revenues and a
continuance of such condition can have
but one result.
I don’t know that the biennial sessions of the sovereign grand
lodge or a fixed place of meeting, will
solve the problem.
The seeming remedy
is a reduction in the sum paid for mileThe grand sire gave an epitome hisage.
tory of the order and its growth, referring
to the. relations existing between the Amer"
icau order and those of foreign countries.
He reported that affairs iu diversely situated and widely separated brotherhoods
were generally iu a
prosperous condition.
Appended to the report were repiorts on
the condition of the order iu Europe, Japan, Hawaii, South America, Alaska and
Northwest Canada.
Grand Secretary J. Frank Grant’s re
He reported
port was very voluminous.
encouraging increases for the year iu both
the subordinate and Rebekah
branches,
that of the former having been
greater
than in any year since ISO:.'.
A small decrease was
reported in the encampment
branch, much smaller, however, than in
other
of
several years past.
any
Sumner evidence oi
progress during
the year,” said the secretary, “is found
in the unusually long list of warrants issued.
In Hawaii, New Foundland, the
Netherlands and Alaska new charters have
been asked for.
Favorable reports are
coming in from Cuba, and a new lodge is
to be instituted at Buenos
Ayres. The
number of sovereigu grand lodge representatives increased to 189.
The secretary gave the following summary of the
condition of the order December 31, 1898:

Sovereign grand lodge, 1; independent
grand lodge (Australia, Denmark, Gergraveyard walls and leased for five years tat many, Sweden and Switzerland), 5; subthe end of which time the bones are evict- ordinate grand lodges, 05; subordinate
grand encampment,55: subordinate lodges,
ed, if the annual rent is not forthcoming.
11,790; subordinate encampments, 2,041:
Iu .‘■kin Juan bones collect very fast, and lodge members,
859,929: encampment
there is a lot set aside for them, which is i members, 128,207; Kebekah lodges, 5,071;
members of Kebekah lodges, 313,103.
commonly called the bone yard. This yard j 1 lie whole increase in all branches of the
is piled with the accumulation of years,and I order for the
year was 30,225.
some enterprising Yankee
The report showed the relief expendimight do well
tures by lodges to be 83,120,00: relief
if he represents a phosphate syndicate.
by
and by Kebekah
Funerals iu the rural districts seem very encampments, 8249,780,
lodges, 847,149, making a total of 83.422.The officials in the 980.
The total expenses of subordinate
queer to an outsider.
town take care of the
figures 84,159,720. The average
poverty-stricken lodges
of subordinate lodges amounted to 87,dead, and a public coffin is kept for such ;
752.282; subordinate encampments, 8570.Now rural townships in the 70*2: Kebekah
purposes.
lodges, 8443.348; total, 8s,-

seem to

hud

parts of the West Indies, have
u

pineapple plan-

I he

it

grow
here, to absolute perfection, if there was
anybody to cultivate it- Bich, bearable

cun

—

:g

But the fact remains that

its

j diminishing

watei>

escape the war.
They have now returned
to their former homes, where conditions
are better,
and this year the island crop
wiil fall to less than two thousand bales.

Fellows’

Growth ami

ghastly things,

are

The Odd

keeping taught by

the actual business
practice method and not by dry theory.
We teach many essei tials of a business education not taught in other Maine
colleges.
( ash rates of
tuition, three months, $35;
six
v

months, $50.
Visitors always welcome.
Call or write for particulars.
3m34
F. B. KLLIOTT, Principal.

As we plan to establish a “Student Home” and
hoard and room students at $2
per week we desire a good number to enter on or near the
opening. By entering on or before Sept,. 20, you will
be given ten per cent, off the tuition rates if
notice of each intention is sent us
by August 30

NELSON EE, BY NELSON.
will stand Wednesdays and Saturdays
at Mr.
Marshall s stable in Belfast; other d*ays
at mv
farm in Waldo. Terms $10.00 to warrant.
WILLIAM H. BECKWITH.

Foggs Brown,

C.

M.

Clen’l

DEALERS IN

-^•Veterinary

AND ALL KINDS OK

State

Ontario

MARION F;. BROWN

St.,

RFr F.
„T „..N.F
BEL.*
MAINE.
ASf,

Office and

or

Congress

Rent.

street, known

WEST,
Surgeon.-#

as

the

WM. C.iMARSHALL
Belfast, July 5,18S“J.—27tf

Veterinary College.

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.

Resldnece and nospital 17 Congress street.
Office

For Sale

%

of Maine.

MAINE.

Graduate and Medalist

GAME IN ITS SEASON.

Brick house on
Thurlow house.

for

BA Mi OR,

DR. W. L.

FORK,
LARD,
HAM,

JOHN A. FOGG.
Howes’ Block, High
Corner Main,

CONANT& CO.,

Agents

Meats, Poultry, Vegetables, Beet,

BRO.,

Telephone 8-2

SUBSCRIBE

Residence

Telephone 21

FUR^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

OBITUARY.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

GRANDMA

Mrs. Lucy B. Prescott died Sept. 19th at the
home of her son, George W. Prescott of East
BELFAST. THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1899.
Liberty, at the advanced age of 95 years and
5 months. She had been in her usual health
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
until four days before her death; then a
| bronchial trouble set in. and although it did
! not assume an alarming character, after midCHARLES A.

PlLSBl-RY,

1

j Busl^2°AuSa6er.

|

The Journal is THE PAPER for Maine Seafar-

I

People.”

ing

CONSUMPTION
lungs

j of her great

age, and was blessed with the
all her faculties to the last.
She
busied herself through the past summer

use

Largest Circulation in City and County

Captain llobley D.
duty of keeping the

Evans is to have the
courses

clear during

the great race between the Columbia and
r-hamrock,
He will do it if anybody can.
usual

that

luck of

he

Educational Xotes

1 me have
discussion

on

certain local interest.

a

The

Bath as to oue term in the
will direct attention to the

u

1.

In addition to the amount donated for
schools at the Cove, Mrs. White of Cambridge has established aud maiutained a
free library of 400 volumes, for the benefit
of the town. Mr. Norman White, son of the
above named, who with a party of friends
has been speuding the summer at the Cove,
left last week for home. While here Mr.

EMULSION steadily,
very little doubt about
your recovery.

SCOTT’S
there is

There are hypophosphites in it;
they give strength and tone up the

system while the cod-liver
oil feeds and nourishes.
nervous

50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
SCOTT h ROWNE. Chemists. New York.

The News of

Brooks.

Miss Mildred McCarty went to Belfast
a two weeks’ visit.

where he lived and owned several
fact that this method was adopted here buildings and real estate was captured
and destroy d by the Indians. Gen. Prest"
a thi-"e years
ago, and so far as we
cott escaped with his life and returned to his
an
earn is
viewed
with
favor.
generally
He was appointed by
home in Montville.
" lmt Catibou, with a population smaller
! President Pierce as keeper of the lighthouse
than that oi Belfast, has done in the
past i at St. George aud held that position for 12
ft v
yeats it building and modernizing I years, until his death,which occurred in 1888
1

the strong, healthy person car
take it, and they can't take it
long. It is so rich it upsets the
stomach. But you can take

fast.

It is very palatable and easily
If you will take plenty
of fresh air, and exercise, ana

When Texas gained her infrom Mexico it was thought by
many that it was an El Dorado, aud many
went there, among
from New England
them Gen. Prescott, who settled on Matagorda Bay, about 100 miles west of Galveston. where he worked at his trade as carpenIn 1843 the
builder.
ter and practical

the second

Austin Drinkwater, iu Northport. and the
Geo. Bird and Mary Godfrey places in Bel-

digested.

Orrin Prescott.

u -ester
recently touk gsO barrels Of
mackerel at one “shut” of her seines.

care of
and take plain cod-liver
you can’t take it.
Onlj

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

schooner Ethel B. Jacobs of dependence

the

losing

Your doctor says take

Prescott, who was a carpenter by trade, and
settled on the farm now owned by Charles
Later he beConnor near South Montville.
came a general of State militia and up to
the time of his death was known as General

good
Capt. “Sol”
Jacobs of Gloucester seems to have attended his experimental voyage to the
Irish coast.
Xews uas reached Boston
The

am

sore;

Frank I. Dickey began haying June 26th,
With a two-horse
and finished Sept 19th.
mower, the Deering. and one man he cut,
cured aud put iu barns the grass on the following farms: H. Gardner, F. A. Dickey, J.
L. Brown, Amos Frye, John Smith and

What shall I do?

yourself
oil, but

and she aud her brother younger rode the
distance with their mother on horse hack.
Later they moved to Montville and settled
on the farm now known as the Mayhew Harriman place, where she lived until the last
few years, which were spent with her son in
Liberty. Dec. 22, 1825, she married Orrin

breweries, but beer drinkers will probably blow off the froth just the same.

are

ilesh.

of

making very nice sofa pillows and quilting
Subscription T'i-rms. in advance, $2.00a year, patchwork for her friends.
She attended
$1.00 for mx months; 5o cents for three months. church
Sunday, Sept. 10th. riding a distance
Advertising Terms. For one square, one inch
length in column, 75 cents for one week, and 25 of a mile aud a half. Mrs. Prescott was
cents for each subsequent insertion.
j born in Thomaston. April 3, 1804. Her family moved to Freedom when she was a child,
is
in
air
to
be
to
cool
beer
used
Liquid
the

aud lot, and is making extensive improvements upon the same.
We wish there were
more Mrs. Bensen’s at the Heights.

and I am afraid I have inherited it.
I do not feel
well; I have a cough; my

night Monday night she was troubled to
speak, and without the least appearance of
a change she died at one o’clock Tuesday
morning, She was very vigorous for oue

town

Tuesday for
B.

Robinson and wife of Bridgewater,
visiting at Michael Chase’s.

H.

Mass.,

j

are

■

C- E. Lane and wife and Frank returned

Saturday night from
Aroostook county.

Mrs. Prescott was the oldest of twelve children. all of whom passed away before her.
as much.
She was the mother of eight children,'of
v uk'.' rains filled a
is
long felt want whom but three survive her. viz: George
v. *•;]>,
>
cisterns, ponds and streams. W. Prescott of Liberty; Kate J., the wife of
1
,T. Nelson Rich of Taunton. Mass., aud
•v«is t.u first
soaking mother earth had Rev.
Sar.ih David of Kansas City. The deceased
1
f
mm v months, and
and
vegetation
was converted when sixteen years of age, ;
;k.
wert alike refreshed.
We had
was baptised by Rev. Moses McFarland and
Mtn
luratling dust so long that more
joined the Free Baprlsii church of Centre
il:t fm "id ].-ev k of earth must have
Montville. afterwards joining the Free Bap- ;
Teen absolved. and inhaling the
cool, i tist 1 nr- L at South Montville, of which she
to lungs and throat, remained a faithful member until called up
i nre air was bain
it this i,. i. >• rn will pass muster as the higher.She was possessed of a gentle disposiis
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really surprising.

Would

hast could do

■

■

g;de

c

Lvsj
n
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cas

‘V. sea

we

s] ah be

doubly blessed, f< r
“mbination of high tides and

1 y gale
or shiHe.
’-

we

tion

j i< gress and
soldiers in the
s
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highway of the country's'
arrayed itself against the
field without marching to

The bugaboo of imperialism
."ten no one.
It may make a few
and tickle

-laniucs

a

few

two

weeks’ visit to

W. H. Lord of Wiuterport is canvassing
Brooks for The Life and Times of Hannibal
Hamlin, by Chas. E. Hamlin.
G.

Roberts and wife have returned
carriage ride to Windsor, Me., where
they visited the family of Betij. Hussey.
Roberts & Son are running their macbinE

from

job

to

do.

n

Rev. Mr. Prescott of Vinalhaven, an evangelist. is holding some special meetings at
the Friends chapel. The meetings are well
attended and the interest is increasing.

toward th»* future, and
u.usic

keeps step

to

of progress.”

Lincoln

childhood in what is now North Searsport. where she was married to William H.
Brown in January, 1843. They lived several

an

pantiy >he;\-> and pots and pans were
shaken in n the stoves.
Those out of
do is at the time felt tlie earth
tremble,
"dd heai the rumbling that came
up

years in Stockton, afterwards
and came to Belfast in 1875.

in

prominent part

in

our

literary

father’s business,
week for stock and
goes to Boston this
styles. She formerly worked in the wholesale department of C. A. Browning & Co.,
Boston.

Searsport,

1

fi"

the sonTi and went booming
away
noitl,.
Ar Barters island the
^ ousts shoe k. am; the shock
appeared to

of her

Hollis Grover recently visited his parents.
Mr and Mrs. James Grover of South Brooks,
bringing his bride, who was a young lady of
Milton. Mass.
He has been for several
years a conductor on the Boston Elevated
railroad.

Seth Knowlton. who has a position in
family and friends—a faithful, true and
Taunton, Mass., at the Insane Asylum, spent
loving wife and mother, and a tirm friend.
his two weeks’ vacation with friends in this
She was very charitable, and very unselfish,
f e a .v-voic < no
town, which was his former home. He says
! his is a tiopical luxury
for
others and never thinking of herdoing
1
that a large number of the attendants there
'-;‘t Maine
very well dispense with. self. and vva. loved and respected by ail wno
are Maine people.
knew
her. The funeral was held at her late
>pe,ikiug ot lcgimeutal reunions Major
The Yankee Blade lias been sold to the
home Monday afternoon, Rev. A. A. Smith
>o ley
vs, in the Bridgton News: “No
Ladd Publishing Co. of Waterville, and will
The
floral
officiating.
offerings from her
(.owl.. Las no’.M the growing interest'
Lt is a
be published there in the future.
many friends were very beautiful.
nmiesU .in these gatherings the
curious fact that after many wanderings the
present
s e a s <»
returns to the place where it was
o..n fail
:.»e impressed with
the; Nathaniel Littlefield of Waldo, who had paper now
first launched upon the world, lifty-eight
lh, wl_ht that these are to he the veterans’ !
been in failing health for the fast few months,
years ago.
re-unions of the future.
Gradually the died suddenly Sept. 20th, of heart failure,
W. H. H. Roberts lost a part ot tne two
old soldiers are tiring of the great gatheraged nearly 80 years. He was devoted to
middle
lingers of his left hand by coming in
.•uys under national encampment
auspices his family, and everything that constant love contact with a buzz
planer while at work at
:ns
making t< » heavy a drain upon the and care could suggest was done by them to his mill last
Saturday. His wounds were
minister
to
his
comfort.
nerve force and pocket-book as
Though quite fee- dressed
well; and
by Dr. Cook. This is the second acas
the (r. A. J. weakens and its gather- ble. when the end came it seemed very sud- cident of this kind of which Mr. Roberts has
ings are principally confined to .State and den, and much sympathy is felt for the been the victim, and he hopes it will be the
bereaved family, especially for the youngest
last.
neighborhood, ;he annual regimental rewho was away from home at the
union is sure to be held in reserve as the daughter,
Mrs. Nancy Edwards, widow of the late
He was a well informed,
time of his death.
Edwards, died at the home of her
outing or the year for the wearers of blue. cheerful and
Elijah
observing man; a successful
Mrs. James Cates, last week,
There are probably thirty-five regimental
farmer, and strictly honest in all his dealings daughter,
after a long illness. By reason of paralysis
'and hatterv associations of the civil war, He leaves a devoted
wife, with whom he
she had not had the power of speech for
Maine
in condition to hold annual had lived happily forty-three years, one son

r

>

her

t-.e

..

troops,
anions.
Most of these have held

four years. The funeral was held at
home or her daughter last Sunday, Mrs.
Wentworth of Knox officiating.
over

regath- and two daughters; one brother. J. C. Littlefield of Waldo, and one sister. Mrs. Crawthis
with
an
attenderings
year,
average
ford of Palmyra, to mourn their losii. The
ant o of perhaps sixty.
That would mean
funeral was held at his late residence Sept.
that about igLXJb Maine veterans have gath
23d, Rev. J. M. Leighton of Belfast ofticiattied about the regimental camp-fires this
I ing. and was largely attended, showing the
season, or five times as large a body as 1 esteem in which the deceased was held. The
Maine’s entire contingent at the Philadel- tloral offerings from friends were many and

beautiful

phia National Encampment.”

Library

New Public
Sprague Adams, one of Bangor s wealthiest
citizens, died Sept 24tli after a short illness,
of
the
new
stone
The corner
public library 11 at the age of 70
Mr. Adams was born in
hm Uli ng at Clinton was laid Sept. 2">th by
Unity. Waldo county. He went to Bangor
W. S. Choate, Gram! Master of the Grand in 1
and with his brother, James Adams,
lodge i,f Maine, F. ami M assisted by Fred established a wholesale dry goods business
W. Plaisted of Augusta.
! which grew to be one of the largest in Maine.
A line ot ma’ch was formed headed by the
They invested heavily in timber lauds and
invited
corn*
t
band.
in
car- ! :n order to give their whofe attention to this
Clinton
guests
Mas
school
ns,
children,
riages,
grangers, ; interest they disposed of the dry goods busiand h<
After a short 1 ness in 1884. Mr. Adams had been promiTemperance club
parade prayer was offered b\ Rev. E Z. nent in city affairs. He is survived by two
the ceremonies of laying the i daughters, Mrs. Frank R. Webber and Mrs.
Whitman:
Clinton’s

!

j

~

cem.m-ted by Grand Mas- Walter Ayers of Duluth, Minn., together
I
Choate, who then delivered an address. with a brother ami a sister. Janies Adams
This waj followed by remarks by Fred \V. j and Mrs. Sellers of Bangor.
Plaisted. E:-q.. of Augusta.
An h.stnriral skett 1j >1 Clinton was read by
The remains of Benjamin Kirkpatrick,
Rev. James A. Weed, and then Hon. W. W.
who died at his home in Searsmont., wrere
Brown of Portland, uonor of the building,
to this city yesterday morning fcr
brought
was introduced.
He was greeted by round
burial.
Mr. Kirkpatrick formerly lived in
f applause.
•after round
He delivered a
this
city where he has many friends. The
brief address
The ceremonies closed with |
I remains were interred at Jameson’s Point.
a benediction by Rev. A. D. Dodge, and
! [Rockland Star, Sept. 2b.
were followed by a collation in the town
house served by the housewives of Clin- i
t.rm
Hali.dale.
Mrs. Lizzie and Miss Mertie
The designs for the building call for a
who have been visiting at J. Perry’s,
stone structure 50 by 100 feet, one anti a half j Newell,
stories high.
The entrance will be from the left last Saturday for their home in Manchessouth by a Might of six stone steps, through
ter, N. H.Mr. and Mrs. C. Sleeper of
an arched doorway, the doors themselves to
j Owls Head visited at C. M. Plummer's last
be of massive oak brass bound.
Over the
doorway is a large mullion window which week_Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Poland left
will afford relief to the lines of the slated
for Boston last Tuesday-Hon. E. P. Hahn
roof and add light to the interior.
There
of Lincolnville was the guest of Mr. and
will be one large room and an alcove.
All
the Mttings will be of the most approved Mrs. Frederick Hahn last week.W. A.
model. It is expected that the building will Hall and wife visited friends in Burnham
cost about $35,000.
last Sunday_ Ira Hall left for his home in

corner stone were

ter

j

Slocking

Moosehead

Lake.

Kineo, Sept. 22. Twelve thousand trout
have been received from the Auburn hatchery and to-morrow 13,000 salmon fry are expected. The salmon are from the Caribou
hatchery. Six thousand salmon were received six weeks ago, and during the year 131,000 fry have been put into Moosehead Lake.
It is likely that the number will reach 150,000
before the lake freezes.
\

T. Gilbert of Monroe Centre has gone
partnership with Jonathan Irving in
the blacksmith business. Mr. Irving has a
nice shop and a large business and has long
felt the need of a good reliable man to share
the labor and the responsibility of the busiFew men could have performed the
ness.
labor Mr. Irving has done since he went into
E.

into

Somerville, Mass., last Saturday-Miss
Effie Thompson visited friends in Palermo
last week... .Eben Vose went to Lowell,
Mass., last Saturday where he has employment.C. V. Stevenson is at work on
Leon Wiggin's house... A. F. Raynes planted
two potatoes last spring of Matchless White
variety, from which he harvested one bushel
a few days ago.

Martin

Thompson of Lowell, Mass., called

here last w'eek. He is overseer of
a hosiery mill and has a crew of
110 to manage. He has been in Lowell
about thirty-six years, but was for some time
a resident of this town and taught several
His brother Albert
terms of school here.
accompanied him. He will be remembered

on

friends

a room

in

resident of South Brooks some thirty
but low works in Lowell with
his brother Martin.

as

a

years ago,

certainly was not the intention of your
correspondent to misrepresent the discourse
It

Rev. Isaac P. Roberts, as he claims was
done in his letter to The Journal last week.
The difficulty apparently arose over shades
of

of distinction between “Christian Science”
and “Divine healing.” It was rather a disappointment that Mr. Roberts’ made no effort
to explain this difference in his letter, but
he will perhaps do

so

later.

Your correspondent as usual attended the
Monroe fair, but having written it up so many
times he hardly knows what to say this
time, as it is about the same thing each year.
There was a big crowd, nice stock, tine
horses, and a chance to see everybody that
time
you know for miles around. From the
we bucked up against Edwin Jenkins at
the gate until we came out, our attention
The Monroe people
was fully occupied.
take pains to have a good fair, and make a

that

of it. Harry Littlefield of South
Brooks and Mr. Holmes of Waldo had a
very nice dancing pavilion on the grounds
and it was crowded nearly all the time.
With good music and a smooth floor it was
a popular resort with the young folks.

success

date to which all the lady meminvited. Bring your scissors aud

same

bers are
thimbles.

Prescott.Quite a number from this place
attended the Pomona Grange at the Centre
last week and report a very pleasant time
and a hue program.
Much credit is due to
the sisters for the well filled tables of coffee,
brown bread, beans, aud a good supply of
pastry,which is considered an extra on these
occasions.

Stockton Springs. Mrs. Irene Whitcomb
of North Searsport. who recently celebrated
her 89th birthday anniversary, is visiting

uiece, Mrs. Iaaac Griftiu_Mrs. Maria
Faruham of Boston spent several days in
town last week, the guest of Capt. and Mrs
Melviu Colcord... .Many of our people who
attended the Prospect Fair, Sept. 21st. had
their pleasure somewhat dampened
the
her

by

of the weather, being overtaken
by
rain on their return drive....A
quiet home
took
weddiug
place Saturday evening, at
the house of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Davis,
when their daughter, Cassie Belle, was united in marriage to Mr. Luther F. Graut of
state

Instantly Relieved by
One Application of
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Bathe the affected parts thoroughly with Hot Water
d t
Soap, to remove the crusts and scales, and soften the inilan.cracked, bleeding, or thickened cuticle.
^ext aPPJy Cuticura Ointment, the great skin cure and ; .emollients, to allay itching, irritation, and intlammation. u
soothe and heal.
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Bastly, tike a full dose of (’ithtra Resolvent, to cool i;
cleanse the blood, and expel Humor Germs.
This SI N (ILK treatment affords instant relief, permits rest ami sleep
points to a speedy, permanent, and economical eure of the most torturing. ;
figuring, itching, burning, and scaly skin ;»• d scalp humors, rashes and i-.
tious, with loss of hair, when all other remedies and even the best physicians f,
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SAVE YOUR HAIR, HANDS £,FsSSI?;:S:'SSH:
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Sold throuehout the world. Prick, The 9«t. #1.235 or Soap, 25c.. Ointment.
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Dividing Good Tilings

considerably improved. ..Capt. Melvin Colcord has several men employed
making
preparations for the building of a new stable
on the hotel
on
the
site
of
grounds,
the old

Just to

keep pace with the times.
CUT
PRICES at our store for
It's

The attractions invite, and the

which will soon be demolish, 1_Mrs.
Medora Mardeu has sold her house to Herbert Mixer, who, with his family will take

one,

possession at once. Mrs. Mixer's mother.
Mrs. Joseph Thompson, who is in a feeble
condition, will come with them from Sandy-

Ladies' Medium

a week or so.

prices benefit

you,

Weight Jersey Ribbed Undervests,

In many stores are the regular 2f>e. qnalit.v
dost'them .lut we have marked then a;.

point.

/n

4

I v5 C

to

Albro E. Chase, grand master. Portland; S.
P. Felker, grand warden, Clinton; W. E.
Plummer, grand treasurer, Portland; Russell G

Dyer, assistant grand secretary.
Portland; Charles F. Tobey. grand marshal,

Portland,

How’s This!

were

among

We. the undersigned, have known F. .1.
for the last 15 years, and believe him

Extra good quality, with irnsset in
aml heavy fleecing, actually worth dd

carry

out

any

The annual field day of the Second RegiUniformed Rank. Knights of Pythias,
will i>e held at Calais. Oct. 11th anil 12th, instead of at Bar Harbor, as previously intended. The hotels at Bar Harbor will close the
last of September, and the Calais company

Every Seam finished in first-class

Drug

The sizes

become Odd Fellows, providing they had
A resolution
no taint of
African blood.
providing that at the next session of the

to

10 and 12

0»r Dri Del

cents

per mile met

a

Schools

and

The college year at Bowdoin is opening in
most auspicious fashion. The entering class
numbers over 70 young men. one of the

Is

Imperial Satteen, deep flounce,

supplied

with

everything in

%>%

Tuesday for New York,
where he will join his vessel, schooner W. H.
Sumner-The schools in town are all in
session, with the following teachers: High
school, Granville Prock of Dincolnvil le;
Walter P. Clarke of Monroe, Caro Parker,
Delia M. Keller, Deutner P. Hatch, Dettie
C. Kyder and Annie Maddocks.

Patent Medicines,
Toilet Articles, Etc.!

low Farm last week-A large party of
grangers from here visited Equity Grange,
Belfast, Friday eveniug and a most enjoyable evening was passed. An entertaining
program was furnished and an excellent
After the supper a social
supper served.
dance was enjoyed... .Emery Heal has gone
he has employment in
where
to Wisconsin,
teaching manual training.
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blankets, in brown, gray aitl white,

qualities that speak
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MUSLIN CURTAINS.
Quality
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TOSKETHLM.
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cist.

FRED
A. A. HOWES & CO.,
Odd Fellows' Block,
B dfast,

NEW RUBBER

Rings, Tubing Buibs,

Atomizers,
full line of rubber

r*

nil

RUPTURES

SMALL WARES,

complete

Street

NOTICE.

FANCY GOODS,

We make

High

...SPKCIAl. ATTKNTIO.N «11 \ KN

HI

HOSIERY and GLOVES.

Rubber Hot Water Bottles.
Rubber Syringes,ALL styles.
Rubber Bed Pans, Nipples. In-

a

Mason ic Tem pie,

FRENCH & CO.,

A.

Just received from the factory:

And

JOHNSON.

FANCY GOODS, SMALL WARES.

Is better than old.

valid

A.

Formerly a. p. nansfieu.

£>

a.specialty of a full ami
line of..

I'll K

FIDELITY INJECTION METn

LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR
...

ANI>.

K.

..

INFANTS’ FURNISHINO (iOODS
41) Church Street.

o.’itf

STEVENS.

L

Offce. National Hank

£#-'Ofliee hours

M

Huilriing, He it

iron. I to

-l. and 7

t.

A TEN CENT CIGAR
pqrFive CENTS.

goods

For sale at VERY LOW PRICKS.
roon .i' sos.

Wm. 0. Poor & Son.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
story House, Ell, and Barn, owned by
E. H. Mahoney of Boston, situated on Northport
ave., only five minutes drive from the city. It
has just beeu put in thorough repairs inside and
Fine Location. Will be sold cheap. For
out.
further information inquire of
CHAS. It. COOMBS,
The

two

FLOUR! FLOUR!!
just received two cars, 300 bids., of the
Michigan Flour. 1 have In store.
Snow White, Darrah's City Mills, Albion, Filly
White and FiUsbury's Best, which l offer at low
prices. Also hay by the cargo, car or bale. Straw
I have

Best

Patent

ALBKRT Al. ( AllTKK.

retailed.

Belfast, July 13, 1839. -28

70 Main St.

tf29.

NOTICE.
-ersons who sell milk in Belfast are requirby statute to register their names, etc., with
the inspector within one month of this notice.
DR. W. L. WEST, Milk Inspector.
Belfast, August 17, 1899.—33

All

furnishes interesting
has been
papers for the Reporter-Journal,
informed that there is no Humane Society
need
of in*
in Maine, and deprecates the
terest in such matters in small cities and
Hailowell’s Humane Society calls
towns.
for the support of friends to make it self-

“Roundabout,”

i

I’lih

rill

to...gg qq

BLANKETS

leave

Centre Lincoln ville. Miss Nellie Pendleton of Boston is visiting at F. M. Ross’...
Jerome Goldwaite and wife ot Somerville,
Mass., are visiting in town-Henry Robbins of Portland and Miss Lucy Drake of
Camden were guests of J. S. Mullin at Wil-

i;

CORSET BARGAIN.

A

Miss Sawtelle, late dean of Colby, is now
iu Paris. Miss Sawtelle has passed the summer
most delightfully iu the Cathedral
towns of the old country, but has not been
too busy sightseeing to prepare the report of
the Educational committee, which will be
forwarded in season to reach Waterville before the second week in October.

will

MB.i

French Satteen. deep flounce, elab.mat.- y triu
graduated rutiles, at
at all prices up

others

college.

home Sunday morning for a few
days_Capt. C. H. Dodge arrived Saturday
His vessel, sell. Penobscot, is at Bangor,
loading for New York-Capt. E. W. Pen’
dleton, who has been at home for a long

«•,«.

Silcot. deep fioume, trimmed with cud and nn1'—
at.
black only, actually worth S1.7

that line, including

ever known there, and there have
additions to the upper classes.

IsLKSBOito. A few of the summer visitors
are still in town_F. S. Pendleton & Co
are building a new front on their storeCapt. C. E. Williams ami Newton E. Bunker

II..

■.

largest

Colby College opened Thursday morniug,
Sept. 21st, entering upon its 79th year. The
first chapel was presided over by Dr. Nathaniel Butler, before whom were about 825
students.
The entering class is expected to
number 85, the largest aggregate in the inThe material found
stitution’s history.
among the freshmen is said to be most encouraging to the athletic interests of the

1

THE VOGUE PETTIC0AT5

similar

Colleges.

III.

art- .;
on wrappers and the qua in.
1
KIT AA KI.I. and AVI V H AA I

prices are always 1<»\\
They are MA1)K AA KU„
Our

fate.

visit,

little broken, BIT Uldli

Flannelette Wrappers at all

Sovereign Grand Lodge representatives be
paid only actual traveling expenses instead

been

are a

■

Quality Print Wrappers,

Ladies’ Best

gists, Toledo, O.
Halls Catarrh Cure is taken
internallv,acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the systems. Price. 75c. per bottle. Sold bv all
Druggists. Testimonials free.
lmSS
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

regular

manner,
.11

————,——————1

Calais.

The sovereign Grand Lodge Sept. 21st, in
session at Detroit, indefinitely postponed a
resolution permitting members of the live
civilized Indian tribes iu Indian Territory

of

Heavy Fleeced Lined Shirts and Drawers,

Gents’ Extra

obligation made by

their firm.
West W Tk: ax. Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo. O
"Walkin'.. Rinnan a Makvin. Wholesale

offered every inducement for the regiment
to hold its muster there.
Although the Bar
Harbor hotels offered to re-open to accommodate the Knights, it was finally decided

r>

0*
*

honorable in all business transactions and finanto

-ize.
at..

arm

Cheney

perfectly

the visitors.

ment,

to go to

Ladies' Jersey Ribbed Fleeced Lined Undervests,

We oiler One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any
case of Catarrh that cannot he cured
by Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY a CO., Props., Toledo, o.

cially able

arrived

business here.

ITCHIN
Burning Scaly
HUMORS

with heart trouble_Rev. N. Rich and wife
of {Taunton, Mass., were called here last
week by the death of her mother,Mrs. Lucy

Aurora

Abou Ben Ailhem Lodge, I. O. O. F., of
Auburu dedicated their new hall Thursday
evening. Sept. 21st. About 500 were present.

a

linery department

She was the
last to depart of a family of ten.
Her husband died eight months ago. and since then
her daughter, Lavinia. has been taken. She
leaves one daughter, Mrs. Martha E Johnson. and one granddaughter, Miss Ella May
Johnson. She has been an invalid for many
Mrs. Brown's life was devoted to
years.

J

Monday evening next. A degree team
from this lodge lias been in practice and
some pretty work is expected.

on

used to take

entertainments.

in

and

The adoption degree
conferred at
meeting of Tar ratine Tribe of Red Men,
will be

ol the

There will be a bee to haul stone to grade
Mary Frances Brown died at her home, the approaches to the new church, WednesNo. 5 Elm street, Saturday morning, Sept. day, Thursday and Friday, weather permit2."*d, at the advanced age of 75 years and 11 ting. The ladies will furnish dinners at
months. She was a daughter of the late Grand Army Hall.
the Daniel and
Abigail (True) Field and lived
Miss Alice Dow, who looks after the mil-

Sagadahoc counties exearthquake shock last
Thumb y inoming, lasting about 1.1 seconus, followed later by a
lighter shock.
In some places dishes rolled off the
perienced

number of members of Aurora Rebekali
Lodge. 1, O. O. F., went to Camden yesterday to visit Megunticook Lodge.
A

Miss Nina Tasker of Dixmont is visiting
the family of Fred W. Brown, Esq. She
had employment here for some years and

lady-

_v.

Societies.

the

limps, but the brain and brawn
'•
*ht nation are made of sterner stuff.
!u- nmnij.iuti oi the time has its face set
•-

.Secret

a

ery by steam power now and do not have to
wait for the pond to fill up when they have

A. Wentworth was
South Montville.
called by a telegram to Connecticut last
week to see his sou Daniel, who is quite sick

White bought a set of wheels, had a ladder
rack made, bought ten ladders, 24 fire buckets, and 24 woolen blankets, all at a cost of
about a hundred dollars, to be used in
case of fire.
Blankets aud quilts spread upRev.
R.
G.
Harbutt of
on the building saved the houses near the ; Sandy poiut.
Searsport performed the ceremony. Only
late tire.
the immediate families of the bride aud
F. A. Dickey and wife, Charles O. Dickey,
were present.
The young couple
wife and three boys. Bartlett Wadlin, wife groom
were the recipients of numerous
gifts, and
aud three children, and Cyrus Knowlton of
will be followed to their home in
Saudypoint
Northport. and Mrs. Johu Rogers ami
the best wishes of their many friends_
daughter, ami Mrs. John Sieeper of Belfast, by
Dr. anti Mrs. J. A. Peirce aud F. II. Co use ns
went to Swan lake, Saturday, ami after
returned Tuesday fr<uii their trip t,’ the
partaking of a picnic dinner, the weather
takeu m the Windsor
Kennebec,
being line, the time was pleasantly spent iu fair, which having
Augusta papers report as the
viewing the beauties of lake and laud. The
finest ever held in that town, with a
very
cottages on the banks were very appropriatelarge attendance from Augusta and all
ly named—Hillside. Rockwood, Lakeside.
Swan Lake, aud others we do not recall. adjoining places.... F. P. Patterson left on
to take a position with the Anthonv
We do not wonder that the people of Bel- Saturday
Swift Meat Company of New Bedford, Mass.
fast and Searsport go to that beautiful re....Miss Emily Overlock returned Wednestreat to spend a day, for truly “Not a cliff
day to Somerville, Mass., where she will rebut flings on the clear waves some image of
main until January_Dr. G A
Stevens
delight." We reached home iu the early
has a new aud very spirited horse,
recently
for
well
our
to
evening, feeling
paid
trip
Swau Lake, although we did uot see a suake bought from his brother-in-law, Mr. Blaisdellof Dexter-Mrs. Avalena Griftiu and
while there. We heard that snake story on
Mrs. Ray Bowdoin, who have been
our way home, but do not believe a word
quite
seriously ill during the past week, are now
of it.

Rebekali Lodge, No. 10. 1. O. O.
F.. will hold the first of their winter series
E. C. Boody has sold the trotter Ehen L.
|
The terms j of tive-cent suppers at their hall oil the first
(2.22 1-2) to Boston parties.
are private, but a good price was obtained, j regular meeting iu October, Tuesday, Oct.
while the other fellows have certainly got a 10th. A large attendance is desired. There
will also be a sewing circle on the afternoon
good horse.

to honor one who had lived such a model
life. Many flowers were contributed and
tastefully arranged about the casket aud
altar.

defeat.
n

Luey

al services were conducted by Rev. E. A.
Dinsiow. the pastor of the church, who made
very appropriate remarks from the text
“Blessed are the dead, etc.” The funeral
was very largely attended and all delighted

1

the

patient, faithful Christian

"was loved as one of the salt
She was tenderly and lovingly
cared for by her sou. G. W. Prescott, and his
w fe and their sou and his wife.
The funerlife, ''Aunt

party in thus country,” writes
ri ei ly W atteison in the Louisville Courin
uinal, Id-ni.,) “has ever thrown ittoss

a

of the earth.

sustained no damage

‘N

:

anil lived

a

Mrs Ritchie of Medford Mass., who has
been visiting at E. O. Stantial’s, returned to
her home Tuesday.

a

County Correspondence.

NEWS.

Mrs. Alice Pool, who has been boarding
with Mrs. Benson at the Heights during the
19th for Waterville.
summer, left Sept.
Mrs. Benson has bought the Barnes cottage

HAD

j

Journal Pub. Co,

Republican

NORTHPORT

ed

The subscriber
NOTICE
gives notice that he has been duly apadministrator of the estate of

ADMINISTRATOR’S

hereby
supporting. [Hallowell Register.
pointed
We beg to say that the Belfast Humane
MARTHA J. CHASE, late of Searsport,
Society has been very much in evidence for in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having debonds
as the law directs.
and judisome years, through the energetic
mands against the estate of said deceased are decious work of its agent, the late J. W. sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
Knowlton, and it is hoped the society may mmediately.
LORENZO D. JONES, JR.
Brooks, Sept. 12, 1899.—3w39
be fortunate in choosing bis successor.

CAPITAL S lock, $150,000

I)V|»()S| !

Safe

-AND....

Shoe
NEATLY

22tf

Repairing

AND PROMPTLY DONE RY

WANTED.
at

HARRY W. CLARK’S

Tailoring Establishment,
8:1 Main St., Belfast.

rent at
a

<

SOU

$.t, .f 7

year.

Our
and
and

new vault is unequaled m V.
UNEXCELLED in security

1

burglary in the country.

Those renting boxes can have
rivilege of taking their boxes to

tinam

tilts

Mr5. E. Lancaster
J
C111

I

KO i

35

J. A. I’UMKROY,
Wells Building, Pliuenix Row.

CUSTOM COAT MAKERS

deposit boxes for
#S

a

HARNESS MAKING

$33,000

SURPLUS,

»>

I > 1S

High

ItlAMtl
SH.UirOOIM
Street,

i el

last,

Announces t«» tin* people of Belfast .n
that she is practicing her specialty, an
ing treatment will he satisfactorily :n
infected implements and with ni "i.*n
2mV
by an experienced chiropodist.

u

1*

Office for Rent
In Johnson Block, High street. Cit> w.i
modern improvements. Good location t
clan or dressmaker. Apply to
POOKA

Belfast, August 24, 1899,—tf34

1

The fall time table will go into effect on
the Maiue Central next Sunday.
Trains
will leave Belfast at 7.15 a. m., 1 20 and 3.30
p. m ; arrive at Belfast at 10.10 a. m., 12.45
and 6.20 p. m.

Ht NEWS OF BELFAST.
one prisoner in Belfast jail
of those held for trial hav,1-4.-barged by order of court.

but

was

two

n

List of advertised letters remaining in the
Belfast post office Sept. 20th : Ladies—Miss
Cora Whitney.
Gentlemen—Mr. Geo. A.
Baker; B. H. Henshaw. Esq; Tlios. Kindley ; Mr. Perl Ostin.

angle foot-ball club averages 155
weight. It will soon tackle RockBelt as t. and possibly Bar Harbor,

Courier-Gazette.

i

the Belfast W. C.
held with Miss Ellen P. FrothThe ans. Thursday, evening.
:i,i[ officers will be held.

meeting

liar

:

of

Although the drouth lowered the water in
the reservoir of the Belfast Water Company
Little River there has been au abundant
supply, as it is fed by never-failing springs.
Sunday the water was within 2 12 feet of
the top of the dam.
at

rwood of Warren has an apple
rtli Haven on a tree that as an
.relight to that town from Massa-

:i<
\
..

tub,

over

125 years ago.

mane
room

the

Belfast Hu-

the

police court
30 o’clock;

at 7

meeting of the directors of the society. The appointment of a successor to
the late J. W. Knowlton, agent, and other
important business, will come up for action.
also

wing mail messenger service in
enounced. Route 201188, Bangor,
unty, from Bangor. Hampden &
Railway. Route >01010, .20miles,

a

The aunual meeting of the Maine State
Spiritualist Association will be held in City
Hall, Waterville, Sept. 30th and Oct. 1st.
Harrison B. Barrett of Boston, Edgar W.
Emerson of Manchester, and other promi-

From September 20,1803.

(Hired.

adjourned meeting of
Society will be held in
next Monday evening

An

-srd party of twelve, including
f W H Richards and others, took
ril ride to Camden via the Turn\. with dinner on the mountain.

Temperance Town” was
Belfast Opera House Saturday
The nent speakers, will be
fore a good sized audience.
present. There will
lesque on the enforcement of the doubtless be a large delegation from Belfast
v
law and abounds in mirth-pro- and Waldo
county.
ay, “A

.at ions.

■

The County Commissioners met Tuesday
receive and open bids for the proposed addition to the court house. The estimate of
the architect was $12,000 for the whole work.
Two bids were recieved for about $10,000

to

again and Belfast has at least
xamples, the residences of Ed-

true

Col. Hiram Chase and Dr. E.

Sibley’s bouse

Mr.

a new

n

is

just

each,

now

of white paint,

coat

kinds of

The annual inspection of A. E. Clark
Camp, Sous of Veterans, of this city will
t ke place Tuesday evening, Oct. od, uuder
the direction of Capt. Clias. M. Titus, Inspector of the Maine Division. Capt. Titus
will he accompanied by a delegation from

highly recommended
in unity are fortunate iu securing
a man.

1

Thursday.

ist

people about

our

Some

one

for

mates.

comes

aroused

$19,000. The price of many
material has advanced materially
one

within a short time, which accounts for the
increase of the bids over the architect’s esti-

Hutchins, a graduate of Bowschool, has bought the practice
•.he residence of Dr. P. A. Crocker
who has moved to Augusta.
».

.arm

and

came

Mathews Bro’s. engine room
house was on tire near Allyn
watchman rung the alarm. He
gnize his informant. There was
my sign of a tire.

his camp in Rockland, and among other
guests will he Junior Vice (. ^inlander Geo.
U. Hamilton of Bucksport. Degree work
will be conferred and a supper will be served by the Ladies’ Aid Society.

and Mrs. G. A.
••■; at their home in East Belfast
t Sept. IXth and gave them a
.’y the 'ccasion being the birth-

Last week Superintendent Bird of the Belfast Water Company received from the government hatchery at Green Lake an invoice
of 2,000 salmon, which he placed in the res-

1

a

•mis

of

Mr

■

1,eavitt.

Refreshments

pleasant evening

ry

were,

Little River. They are lively little
lish, averaging live inches in length and will
take on a pound in weight next year. The
ervoir at

was en-

granted as follows:
Wallace. Hampden Corner. 8x to
F. Knight, Searsmont, 817 to
K Reynolds. Hallowell. 814 to
B. Libby. Burnham, 88 to 812;

had previously
been
stocked
with trout, but feed is so abundant that they
will not take bait.

been

have

reservoir

Though the apple crop is reported generally as a failure m this section, and in the
State, there are exceptional cases. For example. Mr. William Olson brought to The
Journal office last week a twig on which, in

Mnrrill, 81i> to 817 : widows,
ung. Rockland. 812; Annie P.
uden.88.
as

The Waldo County
\ssoi*iation will meet at Liberty
stormy, the next fair day. Miss
iy will give the welcome. A.
i respond. The comrades and
f Liberty will do all iu their
Meeting.

the space of seven inches, were 15 merchantable Baldwin apples.
Daniel S. Hinds,
North port avenue, had one tree fairly loaded
down with Baldwins.
He gathered 15
bushels from this one tree.

Aiden Benedict’s ‘Fabio Romani,” which
tbe this a pleasant
meeting, will lie presented at the Belfast
Opera House,
ares aside for this day and let
Monday evening, Oct. 2nd, is a spectacular
day long to be remembered, production of much
merit, being an adaptame all.
[A. Stinson, Sec’y.
tion of Marie Correlli’s novel “The Venwho a few weeks ago bought
The story of the play is sad, weird
detta.'
Point in Rockport. has also and
interesting, but with the dark passages
Mark Calderwood farm which
of the sombre story are many enliveniug
property. Considerable work
aimed there this fall which will
scenes, that help to make the whole a pleasif dire.'thin of W. E. Schwartz. A
ant entertainment.
The promised realism
h.- built over the Calderwood
•und Beauchamp coming out by comes at the end of the drama in the earthproperty. The water pipes are quake scene. The last act commences with
d down on to the Point.
Bids a mausoleum scene, which
occupies the enailed for for the erection of a
•a
to
he
built
on
the tire stage. At the climax of the commotion
’liming pool
the sea by a ; the whole tomb sinks out of sight aud re:.g protected from
Several of tbe line lots on tbe ! veals dwtlliugs failing in ruins, the earth
been
taken
and plans !
already
and rent with fury and fiery fissures,
r.-pared for some elegant cottages. rocking,
while Mt. Vesuvius in the back ground
* L* raid.
belches forth huge columns of tire and smoke
passed through the Perkins
and pours red streams of lava on the city of
-1 a few months ago will recall :
at its feet.
Reserved seats at Kila small unoccupied dwelling | Naples
& Wilson’s.
.h»ws boarded up and a gener- ! gore
It was the
appearance.
and had been unoccupied for

iteii

Passers that, way now will
wizard has been at work. They
at looking house and substan-

general

1 a

aft.

The

appearance of cornfact is that Sheriff S.

place and renovatbought some addition-

bought

the

also

of Chester E. Perkins,
wued the laud on the opposite
•.ad extending to Little River
.mug

snug little farm.
The committee havBridge
arge the repairs on the lower
><1
made arrangements
till
to
season, making that much of
re permanent, and only awaited
tion of negotiations for the pureh

gravel bank

:i6

at the east

proposals.

advertise for

To

end of
Now

far advanced that this work
profitably done and it must go
next spring.
Then, if meanwhile
hank in question has not been
so

s

the city, arrangements will be,
material for filling elsewhere,
was closed legally last week, hut
M.sed as usual at their own risk
u
tiiall^ closed, and as soon as tbe
y

am

ered

is

received the work will be

pushed. The draw is to receive
uling ami such repairs will be
i1

*•

travel over the
be rebuilt or replaced by

ensure

1 it

can

safe

Hie

model of a ship at. Woodtinned last week, was made by
/ Snow of Bucksport, who died
ago_.There
only
last Saturday night. Ice
k is reported... .The third travlias started out from the State
tig to Winterport-Mr. T. C.
4
Swanville has the largest

ars

was

not

a

freeze

to date.
It measures 9
inches in circumference.
kson of Poor’s Mills is digging
place ;>4 feet deep and 5 1-2 feet

'ported
7 1-2

-I'

>

steel ceiling was put into
shoe store last week.... MorriA

>naid began last week what may
repairs on the Windsor
Mr. Edwin Mitchell killed his old

|

tensive

|

last

!i,

week.

He

was

old, and had been

os

twenty-

the

family

1878...-Hatch Bro’s. of North
e
shipped two car loads of fish

j

Gloucester, Mass., since Sept.
'■arn on

the

street

|

and

1

...

of A. A. Small’s lot
been taken down in

rear

has

carried to the farm

of

Geo.

-op Margueretta, Capt. Leadport Monday from Vinalhaven
pounds of fresh and corned fish...
h
Hadley of Waldo has raised this
s

ii

The smallest
brought in weighed 8 pounds and
■** 21 1-2
pounds_The City Feed
Cross street, Albert McIntosh proreceiving extensive repairs, ina new floor. ...The
bridge at Poor’s
marketable citron.

M‘

■

j,

Gs

been repaired and is

bilc travel.

now

open to

1

The Maine Music Festival. Belfast people have an exceptionally favorable opportunity to hear the great artists who are to
appear in Bangor next week under the direction of Prof. Chapman.
The Maine Central offers the very low rate, Oct. Gtb, of
"1 50 from Belfast to Bangor ami return.
A
special train is to leave Bangor at 11.30 Saturday night, and there will be a special
from Burnham to Belfast to connect with
this train. It is hoped that with these facilities the music-loving people of Belfast
will be largely represented at Bangor next
week.
The Belfast chorus will number
about the same as last year. E. S. Pitcher
has diagrams of the scats and will receive
orders for festival tickets. The programs,
received here Tuesday night, are very hand-

somely gotten

The illustrations iuclude
portraits of E. S. Pitcher, leader of the Belfast chorus, and C. O. Poor, president of the
Belfast Parlor Musical Society.
up.

Steamer Notes. The old steamer New
Brunsw'ick. at one time on the Bangor &
Boston route as an extra boat during the
rush of summer travel, and which was sold
Boston parties and has
been running between that port and Provincetown as an excursion boat, will be repaired at Newburyport and will then he
used as an excursion boat during the international yacht races in New York. Later
she will go to Mobile, to ply between that
port and Tampa... .Capt. O. A. Crockett intend* to take the steamer Catherine to New
York, to carry excursions down the harbor
to see the international yacht races.
Parties
some

years ago

to

interested have given a guaranty of good
paying business. Before going the boat will
be put in first-class condition.Monday.

J-o-b P-r-i-n-t-i-n-g, at Sea Breeze, No. 10
Main St., near Belfast National Bank.
The regular meeting of the City Council
will be held next Monday evening, Oct. 2d.
T. C. Wallace, traveling passenger
agent
of the Union Pacific Railroad, was in Belfast yesterday on business.
The close time on deer in Waldo
county is
off Oct. 1st, and these animals have become
domesticated that there is fear they
may
all be slaughtered.

so

New Goods

Arriving by
|

Everv Boat.

The will of the late J. W. Knowlton has
been filed in the Probate court.
He gives
$300 to the Universalist church and $50 to i
the Girls’ Home.

will be named Pendleton Brothers
Her masts and spars have arrived fron
Rockland and are in the yard, and the ves

yard

sel shows up well with her white top
copper bottom.

anc

]
j

To be had from
Our Big Stock.

at Burkett’s

by UNUSUAL OFFERINGS. Our large and growing trade compels us to increase our force and stock. A big
patronage gives us power in the market. We supply it for your benefit.
Every part of the store appeals to your sense
a
of
of economy. We have just purchased
magnificent line

Esq., resigned.
Tlie ladies of the Universalist society will
a harvest supper at Memorial
Hill
Tuesday eveniug, Oct. 3rd, at six o’clock.

give

Tickets,

25 cents.

Accidents.

All

are

invited.

John Kenney fell while
crossing a room at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. A. C. Burgess, last
Saturday, and received a few severe cuts about the face aud
some bruises.Mrs. Joseph H.
Darby was
tripped by a playful dog and fell in her dooryard Tuesday morning and broke one bone
of her left forearm, near the wrist.
Mrs.

Parcale Wrappers, worth $1.50,

A party of 27 went by buckboard
Monday
afternoon to Willow Cottage, on the Read
shore, by invitation of Elisha Sherman, one
of the proprietors, where they
enjoyed a
feast on lobsters aud clams, with the usual
accessories.
The shell fish were done to a
turn, appetites made keen by the sea air
were fully satisfied, and the occasion was a
thoroughly enjoyable one. The party was
practically the same that has met before
this season at Willow Cottage and at Mayor
Poor’s cottage at Little River,

Standard Print Wrappers

2.000 yds. Silk
Linings,

85c.

5 Pieces Black

Crepon

only

yd.

$1.50 to $6.00

bargain prices.

5c.

assorted

widths, worth 20c.,

received.

|
5c.

200 Golf Hats from

$1.00 to $2.25
_,_

10 India

Striped Shawls left,

sold for

$20.00,

$2.98

now

2 Cases Gents’ Wool Fleeced Shirts and Drawers,
worth 75c., now

50c.

....

100 Wool

made in

Shawls,

Hartland, only

$3.00
A

50 Eider Down Jackets

only

2 Cases Bleached Cottons

87c

Goods, Stamped Goods, Tray
Cloths, Doilies, Bureau Scarfs, Stand Covers, etc., just
received.

only

2 Bales 40 inch Brown Cottons

he had on reasonable
The location is excellent and there
are all the modern conveniences.
You will
find at Poor’s A Son’s drug store new rubber goods, just from the factory, a full line

assortment of Cut

splendid

6c.

just completed a large purchase
Waists which we expect daily.

We hava

only

5c.

terms.

Prices

Portieres, Lace Curtains, Opaque Curtains, Draperies, Carpetings, Oil Cloths, Straw Mattings,

of leather goods, and a five ounce screw cap
jar of vaseline for ten cents_Friday and
Saturday, Sept. 2ilth and 30th, are opening
days in millinery at the Belfast Department
Store._ 48 & 50 Main street. Mrs. W H.
Richards has just returned from New York

at

prices

that will

a

Ji-Prices

full

Hewn

ranging

of 70 Silk and Satin

S2.75 to S7.00

from

Velvet Waists and Silk Skirts will be

attract.

hue of trimmed hats in the latest
the inspection of the public.... A part or the whole of the Wording
house, so-called, on Congress street, is offered for rent. Apply to Wm. Olson or N. F.
Houston.Harry W. Clark's advt. this
week illustrates the Herco patent pocket,
which is put into all the clothing he sells.
He is oll'ering men’s suits and overcoats

placed

on

exhibition in

few days

Come and

Down.

see

ns.

and invites

C. W.

coats.

S3 Main street.

Eli.is-Hall

ton.

the First Parish church, Unitarian,
Sunday there will be a sermon by the
pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton, at 10.45 a. m;
Sunday school at 12 in.
At

Bells.

next

K
Ellis and Miss
married Wednesday evening. Sept. 20tli, at the residence of the bride’s
mother. Mrs. Lucy R. Hall. No.23 Bay View

Hall

Isa E

Eugene

were

t

presence of a small party of
relatives and intimate friends. The ceremony was performed by Rev. R. T. Capen
of the Baptist church, using the ring serThe rooms were very tastefully decvice.
orated. The bride was dressed iu steel
After the
gray with white silk trimmings.
street,

in

the

ceremony refreshments were served and congratulations were showered upon the happy
couple by their friends. They have begun
housekeeping at Mrs. Hall’s residence. Both
bride and groom have been for some time in
the employ of Critchett, Sibley & (Jo., and
their shopmates presented them with a dinner and tea set.
They were also the recipients of many other useful and valuable pres-

Services at the Uuiversalist church uext
Sunday will be as follows: 10:45 a. in., regular services, preaching by the pastor; 12 in..

|

Sunday School:
Meeting.

j

from

many

Young People's

G. E. Edgett gave the first of a series
of sermons at the Methodist church last Sunday, on “Why do men not goto church.”
The topic was “The faults of the church.”
The topic uext Sunday will be “The faults
of the men.” The Epworth League topic
next Sunday will he “Our own church,” a
meeting for discussion of denominational
work, led by the pastor, The Epworth
League will hold a meeting to-morrow, Friday, evening, for the reception of new members and graduation from the Junior League
to the Epworth League.

Following are the Baptist church notices :
Thursday evening, the mid-week prayer
meeting; Friday, at 7:30 p. m. the monthly

the Belfast High

This week the

church covenant meeting.
teacher’s meeting will meet

1

Saturday
evening.
Sunday evening the preaching
The passervice will begin for the winter.
tor will preach a series of sermons entitled,
“Glimpses of Jesus, the Christ.” The quartette ami chorus will assist m the worship.
Next week the Baptist State Convention
will hold its annual meeting in Cherryfleld.
W ill any who think of going please hand

present

Belfast friends who extend

in.,

Rev.

school.

Hadley,

0:15 p.

Mrs. Jennie Benson of New York will
hold meetings at the Peoples’ Mission, 58
High street, every Tuesday. Thursday, Saturday and Sunday evening at 7 o’clock; also
Sunday at 2.30 p. m. All are welcome.

A pretty weddiug
Robinson-Hadley.
occurred at St. Mary's Episcopal church,
East Boston, last evening, the contracting
parties being Mr. Joseph B. Robinson, connected with the Johnston steamship line,
and Miss Bertha I. Hadley of the Back
Bay. The ceremony was performed by Rev.
William T. Crocker, pastor of the church
where Mr. Robinson has for some time been
The happy couple were the
organist.
recipients of many beautiful gifts. They
will leave here for Norfolk the latter part of
the month, where they will take up their
residence. Mr. Robinson having been promoted to a responsible position with the
Johnston line at that place. [Boston Globe
Sept. 13th.
Mrs. Robinson spent her childhood in Bel

She worked at typewriting here for
in the
a time and has since been employed
Her mother. Mrs. L rania
same in Boston.
living here. Mrs. R.
is at

The. 11th annual meeting of the Maine Free
Baptist Association will he held at the Free
Baptist church at Fort Fairfield, Oct. 3, 4
and 5.
The subject of the C. E. meeting at the
North church next Sunday evening will be
“Dwight L. Moody and his work/' Services
for the day and week will be as usual.

ents.

fast, and graduated

j

■

Rev. Charles Harbutt of Presque Isle is
attending tlie International Council in Bos-

|

Wedding

BURKETT, Odd

I he Churches.

fall at very low prices. Special bargains
this week iu men's aud youth's beaver over-

this

has

17c. per

25c.

now

for rent aud may

a

SI.00 to $1.75 per yd'

Jackets, Capes, Golf Capes just
3,000 yds. Torchon Laces,

tion paid to prescriptions, and only the best
of drugs aud chemicals used_A very desirable tenement at 12 Church street is offer-

with

from

Fur Collarettes and Scarfs at

For the whole story, call and examine the
goods-"From Maker to Wearer." is tile
caption of the advt. of William A. Clark,
manufacturing clothier. Phenix Row, Belfast.
Read the prices he quotes on men's
suits made from Pittsfield woolens_A. A.
Howes & Co. call attention to their well
stocked drug department.
Special atten-

styles

Skirts just re25c. to $1.50 per yd.

40 Dress Skirts, Dress Makers make, from

...

No. 5 Silk Ribbons

3.000 yds.

for

40 Pieces All Wool Dress Goods
Pongees, wide, splendid Comforter
only
6c.
now
15c.,

goods by

new

Dress Plaids

Finish

worth

100 Sofa Pillows only

ling proportions-Fred A. Johnson has
cut prices for a week or two at his well
kuowu dry goods store in Masonic Temple,
formerly A. P. Mansfield, and tells the
story, in part, in our advertising columns.

ed

69c.

now

of

ceived, from

—

Geo. W. Burkett
every boat, aud
has increased his force of clerks to wait
upon the buyers attracted by his
bargain sales.
This week he has opened a magnificent 1 iue
of dress goods aud silk waists, and will have
on exhibition a millinery
purchase of start-

receiving

98c. An Elegant Line

now

200 Flannelette Wrappers from $3.00 dowh to

New Advertisements.

is

con-

gratulations._

their

names

to

on

the pastor.

The Maine Congregational Conference was
been held this year iu Augusta, but
the church there, after the resignation of its
pastor, felt unable to prepare for it, and the
meeting will he held iu the High street
church, Auburn, Oct. 30-Nov. 2. The sermon
Monday evening will probably be

to have

Shipping Items.
Capt. William Sellers
has again taken command of sch. Flora Condon, at Bangor loading for New York. She
lias been in command of Capt. Solomon
Cobb-Sch. X. W. Dunn was launched
from the marine railway Friday, and will
finish repairs at the upper wharves... .Sen.
John Shay, Capt. Allen, arrived Sept. 20th

coasting. She will have a new afterhoust
above deck to make more capacity in tin
hold... .The new schooner in Carter & Co.’s

Splendid Values

Is marked

William P. Thompson, Esq of this
city
has been appointed referee in
bankruptcy
for Waldo county, vice Hugh D.
McUellan.

will be made each week and the boats will
leave Bangor at 11 a. m.,instead of 2 o'clock,
The Penobscot will sail on Mondays ami
Thursdays and the City of Bangor on Wednesdays and Saturdays.

the first of the week... .Brig Telos discharg
ed her cargo of salt here and towed to Bangor Tuesday to load lumber for New York
....Sch. Lizzie E. Smith, Capt. Laue, arrived Friday and is in Dyer’s dock undergoing
repairs by Geo. A. Gilchrest. The Smith it
an old fisherman, and is now to be fitted foi

Every Thursday

*/

Sept. 25th,another change went into effect in
the Boston & Bangor Steamship Co.’s timetable: beginning on tliat day but four trips

from Ellsworth to load paving from the Sar
gent quarry for New York_Sch. Maria
Webster loaded general cargo for Hurricane

G.W. BURKETT

I

preached by Rev. C.

Rockland.
The general theme will be Present Day Problems, anti it is intended to have more time
than usual devoted to discussions and as far
as possible to keep merely routine business
in the background.
One evening will be
given to Temperance and the work of the

.*tQKr e/m.CO />n

People’s
Hennessy Leroyie,
in
Money,” will play a farewell engagement
that charming comedy at the Belfast Opera
House this. Thursday, evening, Sept. 28th.
Mr. Leroyie, since the production of this
and so
piece, has achieved great distinction,
widely has his fame spread that he has received a splendid proposition from one of
the most prominent firms of English
theatrical managers, to present his great
success for a run in one of the principal
London theatres, immediately at the close
of his present tour. On his return Mr. Leroyie will appear in a comedy that is now
being specially written by a well-known
in

playwright.

“Other

I

Sandypoint. Rev. B. A. Lucas, a former
pastor, but now of Alton, N. II.. has been
here for a week visiting and (jailing on
friends
Samuel Staples and wife of Pam-

The
first international Congregational
council to be held in the United States, and
the second to be held in the world, be-

sessions in Tremout Temple. Boston,
about two o’clock Wednesday afternoon,
Sept. ‘20th. The first international council
of Congregationalism was held in London in
July, 1891. The full number of possible
delegates is 600 and it is anticipated that
more than two-thirds will be in attendance.
About thirty of the delegates are women,
and it is the first national or international
Congregational council of which women
have been members, aud three of them are
assigned for addresses bearing on woman’s
religious and missionary work.

[

—

ariscotta are here for a visit_ Mrs. Alfred
Black is in Boston for a visit.
.Mrs. Carrie
1
Devereaux and daughters of the lower distriet have moved to New York. Mrs.
Lucinda Harriman is in Auburn, called ;
there by t,be illness of her cousin, Mrs. Hat- 1
tie Lane. ..Fred
Segar. wife and klittle
daughter Thelma, who have been at Mrs.
Sarah Jordan’s several weeks, left last week !
for Belfast for a visit... .Inez Maxtield came
;
home from Poland Springs Sept. 15th and

From

^

|

Maker

left the following Monday for Orono to attend the University of Maine.... N. C. Par-

...TO...

tridge

is at home from stmr. Sedgwick for a
vacation.... A. W. Shute of stmr. Mount
Desert was here lately with his family for

days.Sell. George vV. Lewis lias
from Bangor with a load of sawdust
for the Duck Farm.Those wishing first
class scallops should call on Mr. L. K Parseveral

Wearer

arrived

kins.
Baby’s Comfort
mother’s rest. A. B. Chapin, M. D., of
N.
Y.,
used Comfort Powder with
Aurora,
success on a three mouths’ old child
badly
chafed. “Cured it at once." It cures prickly beat, chafing and scalding. Keeps the
skin firm and sweet.
Is

***********

50 Men’s Suits go

Nowhere in the State of Maine can the
Keeley Treatment be obtained except in
Portland, Maine. Write for information.

Iyr30

Belfast

Thursday, September
“THERE’S NOTHING SO GOOD A S MONEY,
NO MONEY SO GOOD AS OTHER PEOPLE’S.”
MR

sale

to-day

at

$3.85
5,50

50 Men's All Wool Suits at

6,50

The above are made from Pittsfield woolens
and only a manufacturer could quote these prices.

28.

¥**********

AND

WILLIAM A.

H. H. FOREMAN

PRESENTS THE

on

50 Men’s All Wool Suits at

Opera House,

COMEDIAN

MR. HENNESSY LEROYLE

CLARK,

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIER,

IN HIS LAUGHING SUCCESS

Rhenix Row,

OTHER

From

=

NOTHING FUNNIER ANYWHERE
A COMEDY SI NSA I ION.
PRICES 35, 50 AND 75 CENTSOn sale at Kilgore S: Wilson’s.

Belfast

OCTOBER 2d.

AII)EX ItEXEDICT
—

AND—

MISS MARTHA BEAUFORD

All

...Tiro

W. H.

...FABIO ROMANI...
A Romantic Melodrama of Surpassing Excellence
in the 11th Year of its Continuing
Successful Performance.

just returned from New York with

a

*

STORE.

full line ot

IIAT.^-

fresh, new shapes, and trimmed by MILLINERY ARLISTS. Also a tulllineof G(H,F>, sail
Ask to see our NEW TAM. GOLF HATS, our KARA
OKS, WALKING HATS, ETC.
HATS, and our PATTERN IIATS. This is our fourth season selling Ready
Trimmed Millinery being the FIRST to introduce this popular class ot
millinery in Belfast—. ....

OPENING
se*

BENEDICT’S

has

--^TRIMMED

Supported by a Company of
Superior Excellence, in
AIDEN

DEPARTMENT

*

MRS. W. H. RICHARDS

Opera House,

HONDAY,

Opening

THE.

.A1

BELFAST

DAYS—FRIDAY

September 20th

RICHARDS,

get
YOUof.
can

a

five ounce, screw cap

AND

SATURDAY...

find 30th. *»*

48 & 50 Main Street.
ja

s/Js/mM (rfu/yc

>U*~&/u! Xt/uituT^c/lCxrtf

Greatest of Stage
and Scenic

*
<

_..

Millinery

Hoyt's Madison Square Theatre, New York.

Belfast, Me.

=

.....*

PEOPLE’S
HONEY

A. Moore of

Civic League.

gan its

ji

Fellows* Block, Belfast.

/

Effectf.
PORTLAND, AUGUSTA,

MISS URACE HUNTER

BANGOR

IN HER GREAT

....AT....

Fire, Stereopticon and Spanish Dances.
Prices 35 and 50 Cents.
On sale at

Kilgore & Wilson’s.

POOR’S

Drug

Store.

AND

HOULTOX, MAINE

Actual business by mail and railroad. Instruction by mail a specialty. Department of telegraphy.
Bookkeepers, clerks and stenographers
furnished to busiuess men. Free catalogue.
3m3G

F. L.

SHAW, Pres., Portland, Me.

J

ills of women overshadow their whole lives.
Some women are constantly getting medical treatment and are never well. “A woman best understands
women's ills,” and the women who consult Mrs. Pinkham find
in her counsel practical assistance.
Mrs. Pinkham’s address is Lynn,

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

Literary

THE

News and

Notes.

Veteran’s Reunion in Rockland.

The annual reunion of the 4th Maine
Christian Science from a Physician’s
Maine Matters.
Gilbert Howell, for i
Point of view is the title of an article by Regiment and the 2d Maine Battery were
Bana
of
resident
prominent
many years
About 150
Dr. John B. Huber which will appear in held in Rockland Sept. 10th.
gor, died Sept, lltli, after a brief illness.
i
Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly for members were present.
Mr. How ell was born in Sag Harbor, L. 1.,
The morning was passed relating stories,
October.
Dr. Huber has made an attempt
and came to Bangor about IsTO, where he
to investigate this so-called science from etc., and renewing old acquaintances and
associated himself with the late ('apt.
a
scientific, standpoint, and his paper at noon time a delicious dinner was served
Mrs. Mabel Good, Correctionville,
Hugh Ross in the towing business on the
MM Ft MM Frt JB
brings to light a most surprising state of in the banquet hall by the Ladies’ Relief
Penobscot river, the firm name being Rost
m
i
MWFMmm*
mMMm
Mrs.
Pinkham
saved
how
tells
la.,
At two o’clock the business
affairs.
Corps.
A Howell.
After Mr. Ross’ death Mr.
She says:
her life.
meeting was held and officers elected as
Walter Ross entered the concern, the
CMMFFFMJfMMkMMS
contribute
an
imwill
Potter
Bishop
follows for the ensuing year.
^M%Mm m talflVW
I cannot thank you enough for
business being conducted under the old
portant article on the Charity Question to
President, Frank P. Witham, Rockland;
Hun name.
Mr. llowell was twice marwhat your medicine has done for me.
the October number of Appletons’ Popular Vice
MMkMMMMUMFMlM
Presidents, Allen J. Maker of Massaried.
His first wife was Robena McRuer,
WW %MMwt ML Mm
Science Monthly.
I can recommend it as one of the best
He points out the de- chusetts and Julius A. Jones of NewThe Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
His
daughter of Dr. Donald McRuer.
grading and demoralizing effect of receiv- castle, N. H.; Secretary, W. H. Simmons,
medicines on earth for all women's
second wife was Maria Hopkins, daughtei
iu use for over 30 years, lias borne the
this dangerous 1 Rockland.
and
ing
alms,
emphasizes
signature of
ills. I suffered for two years with female weakness and at
of Hon. and Mrs. John D. Hopkins oi
feature of charitable work by a number of
The following secretaries for the vari— and has been made under his
of
our
bedfast.
Three
best
doctors
did
me
no
per.
became
survives
last
who
him, togethei
Ellsworth,
instances which have occurred in con- ous
companies were elected: Co. A., Fred
sonal supervision since its iiifanev.
with one daughter, Mrs. J. B. Van Nosso I concluded to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
nection with his owt) church work.
good
Aldus of Camden; Co. B, Aldeu F. Woostrand of Brooklyn.Fred W. Wight ol
Allow no one to deceive you in ihi..
After taking a few bottles of your medicine, I was
Compound.
With the Fall Fiction Number of The ter of Rockland; Co. C, Chas. Miller of
Rockland has received official notice that
I—..
!■
I~l !■!
..
1
J
_11
1__
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are hut l;\Co.
Col.
L.
D.
able to do all mv houseCarver
of
RockSalem;
D,
he has been appointed collector of cusSaturday Eveuing Post, of Philadelphia,
perinients that trilie with and endanger tile health of
that journal will be enlarged from a six- land; Co. E, J. E. Mears of Thomaston;
work. I know that your
toms by Pres. McKinley for Waldobon
Co. F, W.C. Rowe of Brooks; Co G, Geo.
Infants and Children—Experience agaiust Experiment
teen to a twenty-four page weekly magamedicine raised me from
distiict, bis commission dating from Sept.
Rundlett of Wiscasset; Co. H, John 11.
zine, with a double number every fourth
0.
lie has forwarded his bond, and upor
of sickness and
a bed
Thomas of Rockland; Co. I, Ivory Beard
week.
The Fall Fiction Number will
leccipt of the commission will euter ai
have a handsome colored cover and thirty- of Searsport; Co. K, Seth L. Young of
perhaps death, and am
onct upon liis duties.Frank A. MudBelfast; Secretary of the Battery, J. W.
two pages of short stories and entertaining
sey is un a flying trip to Maine, his native
r_..very thankful for what it
Turner.
articles by
well-known and
Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Props
State.
Lisbon Falls was his old home,
has done for me. I hope
popular
At the close of the business meeting a
writers.
It will be on all news-stands
and there he picked up enough telegraphy
and Soothing Syrups.
that
It is Harmless and Pleasant.
few hours were spent iu a social way beI
every
suffering
to become manager of the Western Uuior
September 2S. The price has not been fore
contains
neither Opium, Morphine lior other Narcoti
woman
be
which
was
served
the
supper,
may
perby
raised.
lhce in Augusta.
He is well remembered
ladies at 5.30.
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm
suaded to try your medicine.”
in that city, from which he went to New
President Charles W. Eliot, of Harvard
Iu the evening a camp-fire was held and
and allays Feverishness. It cures Piarrhcea and Mind
York to engage in the magazine enterGet Mrs. Pinkham's advice
University, opens the October Atlantic the fine program was a source of great i
Colie. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
prises that have prospered so greatly.
with a characteristically original and foras soon as you begin to be
enjoyment, especially to the veterans. The
The railroad and steamboat men in Maine
cible paper on Recent Changes in Second- speeches were very
and Flatulency.
The sick headaches
II assimilates the Food, regulates tie
and each
puzzled.
interesting
are perfectly satisfied for tie past sumary Education. President Eliot rehearses number on the program was loudly encorStomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural
and dragging sensation come
mer.
There has been a gain of 4U per
sleep.
the recent notable advances (in which he ed.
Col. Walker presided at the meeting.
The Children’s Panacea The .Mother’s Friend.
vent, over the business done in 1808.
from a curable cause. Write
has had so honorable a share; which have
PROGRAM.
Guv. Powers says that among the interests
for help as soon as they apbeen made in the studies required or alTo Thee, 0 Country,
En-hberg
doing business in Maine that wholly eslowed for admission to colleges and techpear.
-3
Miriam Quartette.
is
car
taxation
the
Pullman
cape
company,
nical
w hich he foresees
and
from
schools,
Mrs. Doi.e Stanley,
Tenting To-night,
which is a palatial success in this State,
not only greater future achievements, but
Mias Sarali M. Ha'l ami Chorus
< Kher
C a m p b e llsburg, Ind.,
but pays nothing for its privileges.
“solid ground for hopefulness about the Address,
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Mr. Emery
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A
11 could hardly go.
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who defended Dreyfus in the trial which
before.
It was thought tine she was in
1
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trieua called upon me one
closed last week.
This number opens
quest of wild flowers and that in her
Col. E. K. Gould
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with an article of much interest en- Soprano
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Secret
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saying
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ence.”
An equally interesting and valu- Soprano Solo,
Mrs, McDougall
of customs of the port of Bangor, has
sent for your medicine and after taking five bottles of it, I was
Mr. Starrett
able paper deals with Women’s Clubs and Address.
bought the residence of the late ex-Gov.
entirely cured. I cannot praise it enough.”
Social Reforms.” The remaining articles Address,
Daniel F. Davis on Highland ave. and will
(.lent. Robbins of Washington. I >, 0.
include:
“Crusade Against Prosperity,”
THE CENTAUR COMPANY. 77 MURRAY STREET. NEW YORK CITY
This residence is
occupy it immediately.
At the close of tile program a mini hel■ii mi
n— ——t—i
amount to So,590,520 and is due on the 4
one of the tinest iu Bangor and occupies a
“Now, stop crying, Tottie,” said a Brook- “The Economic Idea in Education,” ot' the veterans related some
“When
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The secretary’s action lyn mother to her little girl, who had been
very pleasing
per cents o$ 1902.
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.Prof. F. Mortimer Howe of Augusta,
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it
retary of the treasury has decided, in view
of
muslin
tight
ance.
upon
strips
around
in
111st
in
1110
A opauiaiu
illc
1.11^
j'a^co
That Throbbing Headache
allowance.
;«» Jllller m '!l
of the money stringency in New York, to liah
a smooth glass bottle and fasten
securely.
that notice thereof be given, three
Ordered,
grammar, desiring one evening at table
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
Would quickly leave you, if you used Dr. Make a suds by adding a teaspoonful of Gold weeks successively, in the
anticipate the October interest. This will to be helped to some boiled tongue, said, “I
Republican Journal, weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
will thank you, miss, to pass me the lan- King's New Life Pills. Thousunds of suf- Dust Washing" Powder, and put the bottle a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
ferers have proved their matchless merit for in this to soak for several hours. If the that all persons interested may attend at a Pro- that all persons interested
may attend at a Pro
guage.”
CASvOniA.
Sick and Nervous Headaches. The make water looks soiled, make fresh suds, and re- bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the loth day bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th day
It’s folly to suffer from that horrible pure blood and strong nerves and build up peat this process, patting the lace frequent- of October next, and show cause, if any they of October next, and show cause, if any they have
Bean the
yfThe Kind You Have Always Bought
have, why the said account should not be allowed. why the said account should not he allowed.
PARK AND CHAIM .h"
plague of the night, itching piles. Doau’s your health. Try them. Only 25 cents ly between the fingers and rinse in several
pORNER OF of
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
\J
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Enquire
Ointment cures, quickly and permanently.
Money back if not cured. Sold by K. H waters; then dry the lace on the bottle witlr
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest :
22tf
MRS. W II 'i'"1'
a soft towel.
At any drug store, 50 cents.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Moody, Druggist.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At A. A. Small’s, 21* Mi
--
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ot M V CORRESPONDENCE.

Palermo. A baked bean supper for the
benefit of the Ladies' Union at North Paler-

from last week.]

I inferred

was
recently held with the vice president. Mrs. C. H. Batchelder. The goodly

Halm

ami Miss
of WaUloboro were the guests
..ck Hahn ami wife last week.
ry of Lowell. Mass., is here
Elmer E.

h

of 84 65

sum

iot in the cemetery.J.
ami Annie Oritchett have rer homes m Lowell, Mass_
F. M
Poland and H. O.
oouled the quarterly meeting
last week.... A
F. Haynes
Monroe fair last week_
1‘olaud has gone to Fred Davis’

was

The North Shore season is
The Dougans left by
,mug’s train for their home in
ind the Roberts by the afterReading. Mass. The Dodworth
New York Monday, Mr. Dodg a few days later

Bowels
Cleanses the System
and

close.

id t-o this

place.

After

OVERCOMES

we

t-nery,

s>

that

plane

this

given

were

^ 1

Buy the genuine

next summer, pro-

Pitts fieli

Mrs. Robbins of Washington,
who spent her summer vacation at her
former home with her mother, Mrs. Pushaw,
amt her brother,
Ripley Pushaw, ami his

Montvilie and Eben
-nt have been appraising
Is of Mathews
Young the
’Walter I. Neal and wife of
-mult of

■

Sunday and Monday,
Howe photographed the
It
mRyan last week

town

i.

er
rt

mother and ten children—
three hoys-—ranging from
age down t-o s;x months....
r.

.ml
.u

"ms

1

Hamilton,
the cry is.
.anting this refrain. Blast
Hit it rain .'.
.The Wahlo
t

.him*

:n

.And still

<-k

will

Association
h.

:•

A!

s.

meet

Idlers,

at

and

and oLildren, and all
wit! fin*m. are invited.

wives
ei'

| ated.

1st-

Tin

army bean

evidence.

r.eli in

Ralph (h .1 i*n of Garland
Batcheider recently.
W: re and daughter Iris

C. 11.

:

Browning of Pitts...David Hammond,

Mrs. 1: -.1
WH.-k

'■

ing relatives m this virium! to Burnhan
..Mrs. C. S.
id returned home Sept loth
sit

Mrs. G. L Tyler,
iac.ves.
.It is reported that
.**'•*!' lias been appointed postsister.

r

village...

•r

Lydia

Mrs.

A.

Charles Dustin of Pittsinends »u town Sunday on

Mrs

Windermer*

no

and
drawn

Park

MeCaushu was
Ward grand juror, to
Belfast, Sept. P.'th.... Much

E.

John

i
r:

at

is

lire

experienced in this vicinity
drought. Wells are dry,

••mere

have

a sufficient
water.John
•eeu
doing some excellent
threshing machine in this
Mrs J. M. Chalmers and
Mabel Smith of Pittsfield,

do not

ssTures

feed

r

mis

in

or

town

tk*-r, who

been

time past, is

cue

ved

i

Thursday.

has

health.... Mr.

m

the

reported

('handier of Burnham

•'

on

as

and
in

were

:»iuMings.house,L ami barn,
Thompson were burned
*st Saturday evening.
Mrs.
i* away, but lier
daughter an i
were living with her,
had
_r :iie evening with a neighbor,
ned and placed their horse in
! were sitting in the house
neighbor informed them that
mire.
They succeeded in savi pig. but the horse and two
■

i.ah

s

part of the furniture were.
trn that it was well insured,
ral of Miss Almina Woodbury
»s held at our church last Saturv
Rev. T. R. Pentecost officiatremains of Mrs. Owen G. White
interred in our beautiful cem-

irsday.Miss Nellie Thompas au evangelist at

her labors

and Mrs. Arreturned home last Saturday
weeks’ sojourn at Northport
.Roscoe Simmons has been
butler Insane Hospital, Provithe past three months. His
ury is at work for Lewis Winhist week.

Mr.

cottage at Northport Gamp
ami Mrs. Winchenback reside

u

a

a

hile

building

mas

their cottage..
returned home sick last
..

Worcester for the

to

gone

Duuton, Esq., <>f Belfast
day’s shooting in the woods
Miss Ola Thayer
ist Friday..
siting her grandmother. Mrs.
Sarah Knowlton is at

Mrs.

Davis'.... Mr. and
•vistou

are

Mrs. C. C.

in town

for three

Crooker and family left
Augusta, where he will conm -tice of medicine.
His many
aim success in his new tiehl....
1
d»b was in Liberty last week to
appraisal of the estate of the
T. Young.... Miss Emily F.
y President of the W. C. T. U.,
rth bearsport last week to organ... .There was a quiet wedding
L Parsonage Thursday evening,
r Hobbs of Hope was united in
with Miss Alice Knight, one of
s
talented young ladies. The
becomingly gowned in garnet silk
trimmed with lace. The ceremony
wed py a reception at the home of
parents. The young couple will
P

!

A.

1

j

Hope.

Cure Constipation
^
r

in

One Week

Purify the Blood in One Week
Strengthen Nerves in One Week
Cure Sick Headache in One Day
Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea
<ial size free.

b

money will be
& Co.

If it fails to cure

refunded.

A.

A.

Deep

Water

Vessels,

d. Brackett lias returned b his work in
Bath after spending some time at home....
Mrs. Frank Spaulding is in F->rt
Fairfield,
called there by the severe h i m ss of her
sister.... 1 >r. E. A. Porter went, to Liberty
last week on business_Mrs. F. \Y. Ilovey

Biddelord was in town recently fcr sevdays.. ..F. J Martin, Es<j and wife of
Bangor were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. G.
JI. Morse one day last week....Miss Caro-

s

a

..

Hutchins of this place.
We have just
learned oi the death ‘*f Mrs. T S. Dexter,
wln> lias been an invalid for
many years
Lou

The

monthly meeting a the
K in X County Med al Society was laid at
tl «• Summit 1! use. Mt Battle. Wednesday
Camden.

evening,

Sept.

1'dL.

Thirteen

...

Miss C\

Sept Till, at the
home of her brother, W. p Martin, at the
age of *P years....C It. Phinney, baggage
master of tin M. C It. It depot, is i aving a
vacation and G. D. Pemiei; is supplying Ins
place. ..Miss Marie Bryant, H. H. Nutter,
Alvin Howes and Miss Carrie Libby, gradu-

members

were
present from Thumastou, Warren,
Rockland. St. George, South Thomastun,
and Camden.
A tine dinner was served at
an, after which a pa pi r on Pneumonia was
read by Dr. Albert Wo-Aside of Rockland,
anil diseussed by Drs. Thomas, Hill. Norton.
Hooper, and others. It was voted to hold
the next meeting at the Knox House, Thom,
Those in attendance from Camden
aston.

rone

Martin died

have gone to Lewiston to
enter Bates' College.
Miss Bryant, Mr.
Nutter and Mr Howes have entered the
junior lass. E. V. Call ami V. G. Willis
wer* Dr W. F. Hart Dr. C. W. Whitcomb
have also returned to college, and this is
and Dr. ,J
R. Hooper.
.Capt. Edward their last year in Bates.... Mr. and Mrs. J.
Hopkins has sold his vessel the Alice Fox, S. Davis spent a few days last week in Dexto Mamie! Renoe, of the Gape Verde Islands.
ter and St. Albans.
Mrs. Davis visited her
The vessel is now being repaired at the Ma- old friend and classmate of many years
rine Railway, Rockland, and will soon sail
ago, Mrs. J. C. Ryan of Dexter, and then
for the Cape Verde Islands.
they stopped one night with Mr. Davis’
cousin in St. Albans, Mr. Lorenzo Davis..
Wald
Mrs. Lois Littlefield, who has j
Dr. W. C. Warden with h:.s wife ami little
been visiting friends in town, has returned |
daughter, Hilda, spent several days with
to her home in Milford, Mass.Mrs. N. S. j
friends and relatives in Swanvillelast week,
and Mrs. M A. Herves "f Salem. Mass are j
visiting friends in towu....B A. Clary is in
Sweet Singers of Searsport.
H- !
East Livermore teaching school.J
ates

of

M.

1

..

Cilly

is

teaching in.Lincoluville

..Four of

The Whitcomb
school is taught by Leroy Woods of Knox
the Paul school by Jennie Ford of Monroe,
the Evans school by Winifred Coombs’ of
Castine.aml the Station sclmcl by Lily Johnson of Waldo..
..Charles Barnes has begun
pressing hay. The jobs are much smaller
than last year.Fields arc getting brown
and pastures are giving out. Stock lias to he
schools

arc

in session.

BARKS

!

Church Choirs of Searsi ort. Prior to
IStiO. and a few years subsequent thereto, the
choirs of Searsport. Congregational, Methodist and Baptist, were considered among the
i best in this section of the State. The
“singers' seats’' were well tilled, and large

Y ork.

j

Edward May, sailed from Hilo Aug 11 for
San Francisco.
C P Dixon, N V Gilkey, sailed from Portland Sept 4 for Bahia Blanca.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Montevideo
June 7 for Puerto Burglii.
Eva- Reed, A
T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed

The
present, as a rule.
lent sermons by the venerable preacher,
x<
i
Mr
Thurston, and the vigorous, stirring
the choir, made Sunday a day of
muse- of
i musical
enjoyment, as well as a spiritual

congregations

were

fi

j
j

Miss

Augusta

The singing
the top notch.
school was one of the annual attractions on
winter evenings. Musical conventions were
held and well patronized, under such leaders
as Emerson, Southard, Wilder, and later by
our own townsman, David Mortland, who in
spite of the conditions that surround a
“prophet in his own country” stands emiBelow
nent to-day among his feliowmen.
we give the names of members of the Congregational choir: Bass, James Mosman.
was

Allen of Rockland in the grammar; Mrs.
Fannie Gushee, primary; North Appleton,
Geo. Fish; Burkettville, Clarence Simmons;

Gurney district,Miss Agnes Taj lor; Morang
district. Miss Carrie Gushee; Weymouth
district, Miss Florence Gushee. We have
beeu able to obtain the names of teachers
in the other districts. ...Mr. and Mrs. George
Wyllie of Thomaston were the guests Saturday and Sunday of G. H. Page and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Sullivan of Portland visited friends in town recently.... Mrs. Sarah
Gouely of Bristol is visitiDg her brother,
Zenas Fuller_Mrs. T. F. Bannou of Waltham. Mass., who has been making a four
Lot

dropsy and heart trouble.Hattie
Pendleton has gone to Nortliport to work

for Mrs. Leslie Dean-Mrs. W. T. Howard
and Mrs. Frank Brewster were in town last
week... .George C. Donnell has gone to
Charlie HeaBoston to spend the winter.
der of Morrill spent Sept. 1.7th with Albert
Marriner_John Cummings of New York
a

few

weeks....

were

Cain went to Northport-Saturday-Hattie
and Edgar Marriner were in Belfast Sept.
14th_Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Mahoney were
iu Liberty one day last week calling on
friends_Miss Mabel Marriner, Cora and

Mahoney went to the Monroe fair
Wednesday. Mrs.A. M. Ingraham of Belfast

were:

A

last rveek... Maurice and Isawas
belle Towle of East Belfast visited Mabel
Marriner Sept. 9tb_G. Arthur Tapley and
family returned to their home in Kevere,
Mass, Sept. 11.Lottie Robertson of

Bearded

failed to recognize it. The baby's featthere all right, and so were the
pretty dress and all the other accessories,but
the child had apparently grown a full beard
while before the camera. The artist had used
by mistake a plate on which an imperfect
picture of an old man had been taken, and
the two exposures coincided so wreli that he
saved the plate as a curiosity.
first

ures were

THE

LADIES.

The pleasant effect and perfect safety with
which ladies may use Syrup of Figs, uuder
all conditions makes it their favorite remedy. To get the true and genuine article,
look for the name of the California Fig

per

crowded with business that the clerical
force will have to be doubled.

Always Bought
;

pound, and

sells it at any lower price.

no one

D>ur ..'rocer proUihly sells Host on Blend.
eitrlit i-.m
m cither one or two
jNiund fans.

If not, v.
will prepay i'spn ss up»D
to any address In N« w Kurland upon
of real Media and .Java upon receipt of $3.40

..

Chicago (111.) police
looking for Mrs.
Ellen Lightfoot, to whom $25,000 lias been
bequeathed by a brother in California.

receipt

..f

hi—or

on

ten-pound

a

can

COBB, BATES & YERXA CO.,

William J. Calhoun has announced that
he will not be a candidate for the Republican nomination for Governor of Illinois.

BOSTON,

MASS.

The auxiliary cruiser Dixie is to be converted into a training ship for the practical education of landsmen in the navy.
The Mexicans are making preparations
maguilicent scale for the celebration
of the anniversary of national independence.

TRUE S ELIXIR

on a

Mi

Blood, supposed to be a lake
stewardess, has fallen heir to
*•80,000 at Chicago, 111., and can not be
s.

Nellie

,9

steamer

9

9
9
9

Army officers report that tin tide wave
of Cook lulet, Alaska, comes in with a
rush ami drowns many of the unwary vSettlers on the flat lauds.
A woman under arrest at New Rochelle,
N. V., in connection with the disappearance of an
infant, claims that the child
was stolen by a dog.

prosperous

Maine

T dntan’s Monthly Kcirulator !i;*i-r 'u_vh!
happiness to hundreds of anxious
There is positively no other remedy Ln
to medical science, that will so ipm k'yjnd
safely do the a oik 1 la ve le ver had a >iny le
failure. The longest and mosi..es; iuatecas
are n ievrd in
days without la.il. No other
remedy \\ 11 do this. No pa in, no daupT. no

Dr.

B

fl

A COMPLETE

>

as now.

The New Jersey Court of Chancery
decided that a non-resident defendant in
it lie
a divorce suit need pay no alimony
keeps away from the State.
1 r, is now reported that several New
Vork pouitiy dealers have organized a
goose trust, and are buying up all the !
geese they can procure in Western cities. |

interference

v

ith work.

The

diilieult

most

eases
successfully treated through cones
pondem --.a: i«l t!ie most eon ij note >at faction

1 relieve hunjruarauter d in every instance
dreds of ladi.-s w hotn 1 never sec. Write for
further particulars.
Ad letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
If at
matters of aprivatcor del .-ate liatn r:.
in mind this remedy is aio»olutc!> safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave n-> after ill (Veers upon the hea’.tli. If.
mail securely sealed
l>t K M. TOLMAN CO
if' Tremont St.. Boston, Mass

423 Towns and 20 Cities in Maine
(<it price of

c

f Pennyroyal

OF

M VINK

PRICE. POSTPAID, 5-2 00.

Grenville

m.

Donham,

I'lilili-Iiri

j

Mrs. 15. K. Bruce of Mississippi, widow
of the late United States Senator Bruce,
has accepter1 the position of lady principal ol' the Normal and Industrial Institute at Tuskegee, Ala.
Senator Bruce
was the only negro who served a full term
in the United States Senate, ami-was the
first negro Kegister of the United States

riik...

...or

STATK

—

LAOsiES

;t sin;'C city ilite poi
niooBi:ssi ri; history

a

DR. FELiX LE 3
The Pasteur institute
Commission, j
which recently arrived at Oporto to study 1
Treatment
Steel
the epidemic, asserts that it is the genuine |
ly I
The commissioners have 1
Indian plague.
on ?"■
marmliahle
cure
anti
J
sent by mail. ;
i’rict-.
begun Heating patients with the Pasteur
V
rmeft.t.l'uulybjr
serum, and protest against the iuefileiency :
k\ II MOODY, Sale
A-'Mit
Itelfast. lain:
of the sanitary cordon.

Oxfnnl

I;:

I.l ui”,

I *H’t

Muliiio

I S.“

im-1

\|:«i ni‘.

lilllil,

CONSTANTLY IN STOCK FOR SALLN

1.

Now Ilanii'shiiv an,l \Y;
li."* cents I*:.'-!;.
Massaii(3liusi*tts Year it.
i»i»
New Kr irlanu Oirecton

Kt-cisa-;

u.»nt

f*r

•,

liti-tn,

i

k,
>7
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...THE...

Treasury.
At Atlanta, Tex., Capt. It. E. Boyle shot
and killed A. L. Culberson, his brother-inlaw. Culberson was a prominent attorney,
a nephew of Congressman David Culberson
and a cousin ot United States senator
Chas. A. Culberson, and Boyle is Mayor
of the town.
They met and had a few hot
words and began lighting, but were separated.
They met again iu front of the post
office ami the killing occurred.

Forty-five acres of land on the ocean
beach southwest of Sail Francisco are to
be condemned by legal proceedings for the
erection of heavy batteries for the defense
The site commands the
of the harbor.
southern approach to the harbor, and is
admirably adapted for fortification purIt has a fine fresh lake in the rear,
poses.
which is fed by subterranean springs.
Work on ’In battery will be commenced
as soon as the government secures a title
to the land.
The prairie dogs in Texas

are

being de-

stroyed by means of a new device for
catching them, which has been adopted
number of the ranchmen and
On one large ranch over 12,U00
l he
were captured and killed last week.
trap is placed evei the animal's mound,
it
and makes it a prisoner when
emerges
from the hole. This pest has been destroythe
over
50
cent,
of
per
ing
growing crops
and grass in Texas annually.

by

a

large

I

JOBBERS OF
Old. CHARCOT'S TONIC TABLETS
are the only positively guaranteed remedy for •!,.•
Drink Habit, Nervousness and .M«-ta ’m 1. >. y
by strong drink.
WKM UtWTKF FOnt HOXK.S
•.

to cure any case wit h a

Ten years ago Louis G. Gottman went
in debt to buy a farm of 125 acres in Mar- !
ion County. Missouri.
lie refused all attempts to sell him more land, but carefully
he
had except what
cultivated every foot
he used for pasture.
He is now out of
debt, has built a £0000 barn, and recently
made a trip with his family to Europe.
He attributes his remarkable success to
utilizing to its fullest capacity what he
possessed, without trying tc overdue the

posith*

u

rit t

en

Ij

CR# IN,

t.

FEED,

uur-

»«*♦•«» "r refund the moi <-y ,v d t. d.-st;
appetite for intoxicating li.
THE TABLETS CAN BE fllVEN WITHOUT
SNOWLEDUE OF Till PATIENT

of .*i'i.‘ni we will mail yet. f<
tive written gii.irant,

.1

..
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blood builder.
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restores the lire of youth j
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tor $2.50; with a written gttarantoo to cure or refund the money.
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Only » and r$ «**.
Ask tor theaa
Sold m Mabry
uui '.own, oi W as**! from
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acid,
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chemicals

at

THE HAND LAUNDRY.
C. A.

SI

EVENS.

,1.

13S 1*1 W»»1 !«!*

etty

»t.. *•« York

The Republican Journal and .M« Call's
zine ,one year each tur $2.10 In a«l\ mice.

f

|
! ;

j:

g

Maga-

M.STEVENS

r»S Church Si., P»eit'nst, Me.
E. E.

»

bifher j

or*rr

THE McCALL CO.,

All Hand Work,

Jki.m.son-Fikj.wnc,. Capt Frank N. Jellison. keeper of the W'ltehead light, and
Mrs. Hattie E. Fie.'ding of Boston, who was
formerly assistant matron of the House of
the Good Shepherd in Rockland, were married at the Methodist parsonage, Rockland,
Thursday, by Rev. Fred E White of the
Methodist church. The couple left immediately for Whitehead, where they will
make their future residence.

3h

Stylish, PslUhbfc, Siioptc, Up-todate, Ecmu/nucii and. A beotatady £
£
Perfoct-Fiaiaf: Paper Patteraa.

access,

Bells.

Mj

nt,

FREE PATTERN

A

j

1

scriber.

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast. *Ie

i

TBLBPHONB4.2.

;

Clinton <&. Jackson Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

has better accommodations for a crowd, lias
a large local list of horses and horsemen,
also several sites for grounds and track ami
She
idle money enough to build them.
spends hundreds of dollars following other
fairs every year.
W her oh w hen, will the
time come when the pet pie will fa 1 .n love
with their own town. [Bueksport Herald.

Wedding

;

Blacksmith

The Monroe fair is one of the wonders of
the day and is a mine for its projectors.
Bueksport could duplicate it if she had the
She is far

iitaluy

Ni^V.t

Same Here.

enterprise.

<>l

Anthracite and

7 A LI TV

8
••. -yi v r,ow
s riANc manhood

En i s.-uor.s and
cts of seif
•Mcf d..sea.se>, ait c.

s

farmers.

FOR SALE.

WHITCOMB. ...Sparspnrt Agent.

t a lot of
undivided halt
ami situated in
M-u'ktoii SpiiiiL- Ui.ow as 11 it* Sr. w-ts Mea
w,
containing' one hnmlrcd ami fifty. :• a.res. will
he sold at a bargain
1«>se the settlenieu! ... the
estate «•! M;ir..,iic! \. S;. w.-rs. «i.ased
r I ease
call on o'- addit*--,
SA.M1KI. FRKNCK,
tf."'
Sandyi ".nr, Maine.
Dated A i:_ru*r _J4. ls'.U.
Oise

<

*•
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CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH

§|

IPain-Killer.)||
A Medicine Chest in itself

||

■

SIMPLE, SAFE AND QUICK CURE FOR

|

Cramps, Diarrhoea, Colds,
Coughs, Neuralgia,

||

Rheumatism.

j|

|

25 and 50 cent Bottles.

!

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
BUY ONLY THE GENUINE.

or

“Actual Business irom the Start.”

Book keeping,
mercial Law,

||

Shorthand, Typewriting,
Penmanship, Banking, etc
Elegantly equipped rooms and bank. Terms
very low. Re-opens first Tuesday in September. For prospectus, address

M

H. A. HOWARD,
Rockland Commercial College,

||

§1

3ra30

Com-

tzsmmmffiwmmsfflmmfflswwsi
PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

GRAY’S Bpu0sr.Ven8dS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
SEND

FOR

FREE

CATALOGUE.

Address FRANK L. BRAY. PORTLAND, ME.
3m36

Hurdy Gurdy Music
Furnished fur balls,
occasions.

parties,

etc., ou

all

Address
,M»Si:i

II

INK KNIliHT

or

AI.YliY AleC'OK KISON.
Box .SO,

20tf

Senrsiunnt

Ale.

Rockland, Maine.

PERRY DAVIS’

the bottom of the

You assume no risk when you buy Cham
berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. A. A. Howes’ drug store will refund
your money if you are not satisfied after using it. It is everywhere admitted to be the
most successful remedy in use for bowel
complaints and the only one that never fails.
It is pleasant, safe and reliable.

B
B
B

Register,

■.

The Board of Construction will at once
begin the consideration of the detailed
plans for the three battle-ships authorized
by the last Congress.

Bj

ble ingredients which cures disorders <>f the digestive tract and expeis worms. !t
does not whip the tired organs into temporary activity as most remedies co. followed
by an equal reaction, but True’s Elixir removes the cause of the troub'e and its tonic
effects are due to good, sound digestion and pure blood, which follow it- u-e. A favorite
family medicine for 47 years. Its popularity is due entirely to its cures Ask v our
DR. J. F. TRUK ± CO., AUBURN, ME.,
druggist for it. 35 cents a bottle.

9

found.

Sat/'

Signature of

1

If all who think they are buying or can buy Mocha and Java at
LOW price, will give BOSTON BLEND 0:1c trial. 100 PERCENT
OF THEM will continue to use BOSTON BLEND. One pound
can 25c.. 2 lbs. 50c.
We sell the GENUINE Mocha and Java at 34c.

so

Syrup Co. printed
package. For sale by all druggists.

Bears the

Uncle,

Baby.

~|

INCOMPARABLE

arrived at

married couple received a start
ling shock recently. They carried their baby
to a photographer for a picture. In due time
the proof cauie around, but the parents at

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

Gilkey,

A young

CASTOR IA

in town

her

W R

New York Sept 5 from Savannah.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Providence
Sept 12 from Sabine Pass.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Darien Sept 12 from Charleston, S C.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Wilmington, N C, Aug 29 from New York.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from Bangor Sept 20 for New York.
Mary A Hall, Haskeli, cleared from Louisburg. L B. Aug 2(3 for Rockland.
R F Pettigrew', Morse, arrived at Philadelphia Sept 12 from Bath.
K W Hopkins, Hichboru, arrived at Newport News Sept (3 from Providence.
Sailie FOn, W H West, sailed from Bangor
Sept 19 fur Charleston.
Tufa, A S Wilson, Philadelphia for Mobile. arrived at Delaware Breakwater Aug
29.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York Sept 14 from Bangor.

near

Arad

Somerville, Mass., is visiting
George Donnell.

Georgia GiiKey,

think they are drinking Mocha and Java
hii/h /iritr. will give BOSTON BLEND

a

trial. 95 per cent of .them will continue to use BOSTON BLEND.

one

i

imiiiiiii

(in

thing.

SCHOONERS.

like some of the inspirations imparted by
the music of such pieces as Duke Street.
Federal Street, Uxbridge, etc. How can we
hear these grand old tunes sung without
feeling just a little nearer to “Him from
whom all blessings How.” to give God all
praise for Sweet, Sweet Song!
E. B. Billings.
LyDu, Mass.

at Henry Mahoney’s
Thursday.Chandler Abbott of Camden
was at L. S. Marriner’s Sept. 12tli-Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Mahoney and Addie Mc-

and L. A. Mahoney

1 for Rosario.

BRIGS.

and many of the standard tunes—music
that touched the heart, if one could but
hear again the singing and the sermons of
We wish not to be understood
those days!
as looking backward with regret, or louging
for a return to bygone days, but we would

Harry

Sept

Leonora. J H Monroe, at New York.

Benjamin Noyes,
Woodford; tenors,
Levi Trundy. Thomas Sawyer. E. K. Tripp;
sopranos, Tabitha Curtis, Nancy Field,
Hann.di Ross; altos, Emma Ford, Margaret
Field, Mrs. Thomas Sawyer; organist, Delia
The Baptist choir were: Buss
Noyes.
C lies ley Billings, Samuel Mortland, Jackson
Field; tenors, Parker Wood, Benj. Small,
Henry Darling; sopranos, Mrs Eliza Perkins, Augeline Johnson, Emma M. Biliings;
a 1 tos, Mrs.
Lydia Carver, Anna Gordon,
Mary A. Iiavner; organist, Mary Eilis. The
Dulcimer was the popular book of church
music, containing several excellent anthems,
eist choir the bass
Isaiah Biethen.

with

is in town for

at

Elisha Hopkins, Alonzo Hanson, Henry A.
Webber; tenors, David N. Mortland, Phineas Nichols, William B. Sawyer; sopranos,
Ellen Mosman, Orianna Fowler, Susanna
Nichols, Henrietta Thurston; altos, Alice
Nichols, Mary Thurston, Caroline Nichols;
organist, Hannah Thurston. Of the Metho-

returned to her work in New York City....
M. Packard and granddaughter of Seaisport were at J. S. Packard’s Sept. GthMrs. Abbie Marriner is spending a few
weeks iu Nortliport with her daughter....
Benjamin Kirkpatrick is dangerously sick

City

kept

Boston

iolani. McClure, sailed from New- York
June 1 for Honolulu.
Mabel I Meyers, (.' N Meyers, cleared
from Portland Sept 15 for Rosario.
Matanzas, sailed from New York Sept 7
f--r Havana: spoken, Sept 15, lat 29 ;'s, Ion 75
58, all weil.
O Hayes, arrived at
Olive Thurlow, J
Havana Aug 30 from New York.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Buenos Ayres
Sept 12 for Rosario (to sail the same day in
tow to load hay for Rio Janeiro or Santos )
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Barbados July 20 from Port Elizabeth, C
G H.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Philadelphia Aug 21 from New York.
Sachem, sailed from Hong Kong June (1
fur New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhu, sailed
from Buenos Ayres Sept 18 for Boston.
\\ lllard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Sierra Leone July 20 from Boston.

feed from the barn and the water supply is
the smallest for years.... P« datoes are turnfeast. Of the conditions under Mr. Tliurs.
iug out quite well and are of excellent qual- ! ton's
pastorate, the same also may be said
ity. Corn is an average crop and is mostly of the Methodist choir, (luring the tenure of
cut ami shocked before killed by frost, makMessrs.
Scammon, Are;, Wardwel! and
ing it a good stock feed..The Gay family
Prince. The Baptist society with the Rev.
reunion will be held at Frederick Ritchie
Samuel Averv, pastor, also with a good
Grange Hall Thursday. Sept. 28th It is ex- choir, was well
supported by the congregapected that this will be the most successful tion, which, in the
light of today seems barereunion the Gays have had.
All in any way
ly credible; nevertheless such is the fact.
related to the family are invited.
The musical fraternity was quite numerous
Appleton. Our schools began Monday,
in the town during the period of which we
Sept.11th,with the following list of teachers: write, and the interest in matters musical

Village school, grade district,

in

Coffee drinkers who

brrmrxr thill

a

so

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Freetown, Sierre Leone. July J] from New

|

i

jI

Two cent street car fares became a reality
in Chicago last Thursday, twelve tickets
being sold for 25c.

the

at

j

our

|

July
Emily

F Whitney, A S Pcndlctou, arrived
Honolulu Aug 0 irmn New York.
Reed.
I) ( Ni. i.< is, New York May
Emily
20 for Hong Kong, arrived at Singapore
Sept 20, leaking.
Go\ R<
1
at
e<
Hong
Kong Aug 21 from New York.
Pie nr} BHyle, TP Coieoid. sailed from
Norfolk Si p; 7 for Hotmlulu; spoken, Sept
lb, lat. I!(j25 X, Ion ,:7 10 vY.
Josephus, P R Gi'key, arrived at Hong
Kong Aug b>0 from New York.
Mary L Cashing. F I Pendleton, sailed
from New York May le for Hong Kong;
parsed Acj'-r prior to Sept 4.
May Flint, sailed from New York April 20
for Hong Kong
Puritan, A X Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R I> Rite. c F Carver, sailed from New
York Aug 20 for Yokohama. spoken, no
date, iat 04 X h>n by W, ail wen.
Reaper, O C Young, saiied lrom Newcastle May is for Kabulu;.
S D ( arieton. Amsbury, arrived at Philadelphia Sept 17 from Kahulu.
St Paul, F W 1 v. tit. sailed from New York
June 20 for Yokohama.
St Nicholas, arrived at Kai ink May 21 from
San Francisco.
State of Maine. Pi G Curtis, sailed from
New York Ma\ 20 for Hong Kong; spoken
June 27, lat 1 SW. Ion oo (with loss of foretopmast)
Tiliie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, cleared
from Philadelphia Aug 25 for San Francisco.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at San
Francisco Sept 14 from Bristol Bay. Alaska.
Wm II Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
New York May 7 for Hong Kong; sailed
from Rio Janeiro July 11; passed Anjer
prior to Sept 11.
W J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from Baltimore Aug 8 for Manila; passed
Cape Henry lltli.

composing room during her absence..
Chester Frost is clerking for ('. H. Berdeeu.
.Janu s Hutchins of
Fryeburg is visiting
his daughters, Mrs. F. K. {Smith and Miss

-ss

sm.

Chicago Board of Education has dehave Spanish taught in three of
high schools.
to

Prince David Wawanakor., nephew of
ex-Queen Liliuokalani, said in au interview at .Seattle that Hawaii was never!

50.

lyn Webb of the Pittsfield Advertiser force
is
enjoying a weii c trued vacation, and Miss
Marjorie Green of D. xter is assisting in the

first rate scholar and on the
..Mr. Percy Clark of I*. >ston
and Miss Eca Clark of this place were mar*
ried Sent 1 Jrh
The happy couple will start
toi Boston m a few days.

place

b from Hilo.

T. Whittier, arrived at Seattle
San Franc;-m o.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, sa led from
New York Aug 24 for Port Elizabeth.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, Philadelphia for
San Francisco, passed 1 >- aware Breakwater

Aryan. A.
Aug 15 from

eral

1’h. D Prim-ipal of Gilbert school,
W: listed, Ct
states that Myrmi Clark uf
r<>ad t

delphia Sept

ol

rk.

this

i
Aimer Coburn. M
Park, sailed from
New York Sept 15 for Hmgo.
A C Hopes, David Rivers, sailed from
New York July 2!) for San Francisco,
spoken. Aug 14 lat. M N. ion 4<i \V.
A J Fuller, C M Nich os.arr red at Phila-

H

Clank s Coknku I’lmsm i.
Mr. Orrin
Wlmlih 11 >1 Concord. N. li
was in town
last week with his father. Mr. Kuf s Whidden. They were guests «.f Eastman Clark.
T' s is the first visit Orrin has made lie re in
]'• years, hut bethinks he will do better in
the future.Mrs. Abbie Clark has gone to
Wai.lobero for a two weeks'
.Mr.
Art nr Boyd
has returned ft a. the far
West.... A letter received here from John
F

SHIPS

•

■

F.

of

Register

laughters, one of w hom accompanied her to
\V aslniigton, has returned t<> her home...

fOfi &AU 6Y fiLl DRU66IST*! f-Q\U SOt PtR 5CTHL

Hon. C. W. Kendall of Washweaks visit with her parents,Mr. and Mrs.H.
was in town last Friday calP
friends.
Alton P. French Brown, left for home last week....A picnic
party of six went to Centre Montville Saturf Watertown, Mass., were in
John Gurney was driver.Will
•ek-Mrs. T. M. Stacey and day.
ibeth "f Saco are guests of Cummings has just finished a wt.il 29 feet
a plentiful supply
IP wn.. Mrs. E. II. Bradbury, ; deep O. W. Currier found
of water at the depth of ten feet.
spending the summer here, reBelle Cummings has
East Searsmont.
ester Tuesday.... Miss Sarah
is

present time.

I>. C

wus
♦

Question Answered.

,..

mah'f o &y

BUFFALO. S. Y

Yes. August Flower still has the largest
sale of any medicine in the civilized world.
never
Your mothers and grandmothers
thought of using anything else for IndigesDoctors were scarce,
tion or Biliousness
and they seldom heard of Appendicitis, Nervous prostration or Heart failure, etc
They
used August Flower to clean out the system
and stop fermentation of undigested food,
regulate the action of the liver. stimulate
the nervous and organic action of the system. and that is a'l they took when feeling
dull and bad with headaches and other
aches. You only need a few doses of Green’s
August. Fiower, in liquid form, to make you
satisfied them is nothing serious the matter
with y u. Sample bottles at Poor A Son’s.
Belfast, and A. B. Sparrow’s, Freedom

at

••The remains of Mr. Richard Smart of

would raise the amount
uires..
D. M. McFarlaud

SUNDRY SOAP--Containing all the Qualities
of the Finest Toilet and Bath Soaps.

all

The

cided

are

Searsport were brought her*- for burial Sat.Swan Lake was neve: so low as at
urday
the

1

MS by LAUK BROS, k CO,

Salem, Mass., and Mrs. John W. Bacon
of Lnity, Me., visited their
mother. Mrs.
John Royal, last week.. Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac McKeen of WoUirn.
Mass., made a
Hying visit to town recently.Work on
the Grange hall will be resumed
Sept. 2(>th.

IT3BEHEr^ErrecTs

a

the road would

A

of

Habitual constipation
PERMANENTLY

looking

busiuess done here, the
that I'ould be developed, and

:nt of

i-urauce

Z rr2Z

Will Kiot Shrink Vonr
FlanntTs and Woolens.

Bar Harbor. Messrs. Joseph
and Arthur Kane, who have been the
guests
of their auut. Miss A. G.
Kane, have returned to New York_Mrs M. .VI.
Spinney

the

Railroad and contractor James
in town last week looking up
.>f the extension of the Georges

visiting

an*

EFFECTUALLY

’.

,,,

BOSTON BLEND is NOT Mocha and Java. BOSTON BLEND
is ALL Coffee, all FINE Coffee, and all AMERICAN Coffee
If

Lookout Mountain,
rich gold quartz vein.

Negotiations for temporarily defining the
boundary line between Alaska and British
Columbia are still pending.
Chicago's free employment agencies are

last week. ..Miss Blanche Slmrey,
"ho has been a
guest in towu for several
weeks, returned to her home in Enfield Friday. accompanied by Miss Alice Damm_
Mrs. H. E.
Dowling is visiting in Portland.
■••■Hon. A. E. Nickerson and Mrs. Peck

Kidneys, Liver

the

a

iliomas Houston and
family vvere guests of
Capt, X. D. Nickerson recently... \lr. and
Mrs. W. E. Damm made a brief visit, in

Hampden

gently on the

on

United States Minister Buck reports
that Japan has opened to foreign trade
twenty-two additional ports.

Boston. Monday... Mr.
family returned to Chelsea

Acts

diggers

Julia Magee returned
Fred Miller and
last, week.... Mr.

Miss

to

All the trustees were in
try.
.it the session.
Work is being

Superintendent JEvans of

|

Nelson has been drawn
as
juryman and will attend to liis duties
I
this week...
Miss Alena Young is visiting
relatives in North port... .Quite a number
from here will attend the fair at Windsor.
o>>aisville

a

Well

Tenn., discovered

Goodwin-Watts

The recently elected hoard
the North port Campground
'•id its tirst meeting at North'd h. and completed its organizing Rev. I H. Wliarff of Dan
dent, aud H. B. Dunbar of Bau-

in

Gen. Shatter flatly denies the charge that
he was not under tire at Santiago.

Somerville, Springfield,
Haverhill and Newbury-Miss Gertrude
Henry is spending a few days with Cora A.

■

repairs aud changes

A company has been chartered to cut a
tunnel under Pike’s Peak.

realized.... Allen Goodwin
went to Boston last
Thursday to spend a
week or ten days.
He will also visit relatives ami friends iu

*

!•*

NEWS NOTES.

mo

cure

Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Wil
Hams' Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’GCO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
For sale by R. fl. Moody.
ly

GEO. F. EAMES, M.

D, D. D. .S,

The Nose and Throat.
TNo. 8 A1> Nowburv

Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.

BOSTON,
Hours, 12

to

2.

Other hours

by appointment only.
October, 1898.—Iy45

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

The spool mill is quite busy
orders.

with fall

Royal S

L. M. Sargent arrived from Boston Sun-

day morning.
Louis W. Carver and wife of Buffalo, N.

Y.,

are

t

in town.

Ned Griffin has
house in Boston.

a

situation with

a

woolen

Makes the food

more

delicious and wholesome

Monthly contribution next Sunday
ing at the Cong’l church.
are

morn-

visitihg

Miss Inez Hanson is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Decro.
H. B. Uphaxn, who spent the summer at S.
A. Stevens, returned to Melrose Monday.
Women's missionary reading with Mrs.
McLcugall Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Clara Evans and Mrs. A. L. Mosmau
visiting friends in Boston and vicinity.

Mrs.
are

The remains of Mrs. Hugh R. Blethen
were brought here for interment last Satur-

day.
Carver and daughter Elizabeth
returned to their home in Brooklyn last
Mrs. G. A.

and there was a large and valuablelcollection of curios—relics of Capt. Rogers’ cruises to all parts of the world, he having been a
sea captain upon merchant vessels for many
These souvenirs were invaluable to
years.
Mrs. Rogers and her son. The loss, aside
from these relics, was about S4,500,partly insured. How the fire started is not definitely
known, though it is thought to have originated with a lamp left burning in the house.
It is suspected that the lamp exploded, or
that the cat, in playing with the table cloth,
pulled the lamp from the table, thus starting
the fire
The large eucalyptus trees and
palms about the house were killed by the
heat, and the orange trees for several rows
back on all sides had the leaves curled and
the fruit baked.
Miss Vida Thompson is attending school
in East Belfast.
J. R. Howe of Searsport
week buying coon cats.

Reuben Leland of Camden

was

in

was

here last

Quite a number from here attended the
Prospect last week.

week.
Mrs.

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

NORTH

fair in

Mrs.

Frank McGlathery of Boston is visiting
relatives at Dodge’s Corner.

Mrs. Emily E. Young went to the Homeo
patbic hospital. Boston, last week, to have a

Miss Lillian E. Scribner was in Swanville
last week doing dress making.

Tuesday, the guest of her sister,
Hopkins.

town

cancer

removed.

Miss Margaret B. Sargent returned from
New York and Boston Tuesday with a full

of.millinery.

line

Eliot Stevens of Brooks and Mrs. Eliza
Staples of Belfast spent Sunday with C. H.
-Stevens and wife.
Mrs.
Jennie R. Roberts and daughter
Marion returned to their home ir Somer-

ville, Mass., Friday.
Our readers will be interested in an article
the 7th page, “Sweet Singers of Searsport.” by E. B. Biiiings.

S. P Bryant of Knox was in town recently
taking orders for nursery stock.
E. G. Smart has a sunflower in his garden
which has tifty blossoms and over one hundred buds.
Frankfort and E. W
Graham of Boston were in town last SaturW. H. Mason of

day.
Isaac G. Reynolds of Brooks was in town
last week and bought a line yoke of oxen
of J. W. Harriman.
Mrs. J. W. Harriman has returned from
pleasant visit to her mother, Mrs. B. F.

on

Jonathan Dow and her niece, Miss
M abel Black, returned to their home in
Franklin Park 111.. Monday.
Mrs.

The Searsport Dramatic Club have in rehearsal "The Moonshiner's Daughter,"which
will be given early in October.

a

Haskell,
Mr.

in

were

O. Andrews of West
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. H.

Cleaves last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Herrick of East Belfast were in town recently, guests of Mr.
and Mrs. H. P. Towle.

Charles B. Chase recently presented the
Mrs. J W. O’Hara aud daughter Dorothea
Searsport High school with six volumes of
Civics. Physics and English History.
aud Miss Edith MeKeag of Boston are
Fred Morrow, after a very pleasant vaca- boarding with Mr. and Mrs. Win. J. Mathews.
The fall terms of schools throughout town
tion spent with relatives here, returned to
Arlington, Mass., to resume his duties as have begun. F. N Nickerson of Stockton
station agent there.
Springs is teaching in No. A, Sidney Sargent
Miss Albertina Buck and Mrs. Simpson of Searsport village in No. 8, Miss Caroline
The parents of pupils in
in No. 7.
and family w ent tc Boston by boat Monday Closson
of their
and after a short stay there w ill return to each district sp«?ak in high terms
children’s instructors. Searsport has been
their home in Marion. S. C.
the lower bridge at Belfast is closed for
repairs, the stage is obliged to go around by
the upper bridge, and the afternoon mail
will be closed at 1 15 until further notice.
As

Bert Young’s horse got cast in the stall
and broke a leg, and had to be killed. It
was a great loss to Mr. Young, as Le was
largely dependent upon the animal to get
ab«ait To earn his living.

very fortunate in securing the services of
such excellent teachers.
WEST

SEARSPORT

NEWS.

of this town exhibited
nice stock at Monroe fair.
W. H. Ames

some

Frank Smith has gone to Rock port, where
has a situation.

he

Norman

Nickerson was at home
Rockport for a few days last week.

from

Las in his possession
The farmers are busy harvesting and revery valuable souvenir of the late war i
port the potato yield the greatest for years.
n
th- island of Cuba, being a one dollar
.Joe and Arthur Kane, who have been vislull ssue.d b> the Spanish bank of Havana,
iting their aunt, Mias Alice Kane, have rewhich lias a very peculiar history.
turned to their home in New York.
Miss Vinni* Whitcomb, who has been
leading a ladies' r< hestra at the new hotel
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
a’ Naples on Sebago Lake during the sumProspect
Village. The S. B. 1 S. will
is
a
short
visit
to
her
mer months,
making
t

ipi. \Y

E. Clossou

afternoon at the
.Elmer and Marcellus Clark
Will Wliittum received a bad fall from
have returned home from Stonington, where
his wheel :i: P.elfast last Saturday evening.
have been employed on stone... W. S.
He came up 1*3' the Phenix House and was ! they
Killmau has gone to Troy. N. H., where he
run into by one of two teams, who were J
finds employment_Mr. and Mrs. 1. F.
racing. His bicycle was completely demolGould went to Booth bay Sept. 2»>tli for a few
ished, and he was quite badly bruised.
visit, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Johu
I'nder the circumstances it was a miracle days’
Spinney.
that he was not killed.
Jackson.
One of the great events of the
‘Dinah, the pet horse belonging to Mrs.
season in the quiet town of Jackson occurred
B.
Putnam,
the
unreader,
recently
George
on the evening of Sept. 20th, at the home of
tied her halter knot and going through the
Hon. C. H. Getchell, when their youngest
stable went up a flight of stairs into a shed.
Roxa B.. was united in marriage
Jn the morning she was found trying to fin- daughter,
with Mr. George A. Hodgdon, one of Farish a bushel of green apples.
To get her
mington's most enterprising young men.
uut it was necessary to take her through the
The ceremony was performed by Rev. D.
kitchen and uut a front door.
Brackett, pastor of the F. B. churcli. in the
Obituary. Mrs. Lucretia M. Bowen died
presence of the immediate families of both
Sept. 1‘Jtb at her home on the Swanville parties. The bride was very prettily attired
road, in Searsport. She was the widow of in a dress of white mohair trimmed with
the late Joseph C. Bowen, who was a solliberty silk, ornamented with flowers and
dier in the Civil War, 26th Regiment Maine
diamonds, with slippers of white kid. She
Volunteers. She had been in poor health carried a cluster of roses.
The groom was
for many years, resulting chiefly from the dressed in the
During
regulation black.
care of her invalid husband, who never rethe ceremony the bridal couple stood under
covered from disabilities contracted in the a
large bouquet of flowers, presented by
military service; and she finally succumb* Mrs. D. D. Gould, and during the ceremony
ed to the last attack of dropsy and heart the
marriage ring was placed on the hand
failure. The funeral ceremonies, Sept. 21st. of the bride
After the
by the husband.
were largely attended, and were most imcongratulations of friends the company
pressive and appropriate. Rev. H. W. Nor- repaired to the dining room, where a bounThe floral tributes were teous
ton officiated.
repast stood waiting, to which ample
abundant and beautiful, for which the relajustice was done. With social chat and pleasMrs. Bower
tives return cordial thanks.
ant anecdotes an hour passed quickly away.
Her
was born in Isle au Haut 71 years ago.
On returning to the parlors the numorous
father, David Collins, was a prosperous sea and costly presents received attention.
They
captain of that island, which has produced included a
package of bank notes and checks
of
men
the
Colling
able
business
many
of large value, presented by the fathers of
He had eleven children, of wfiom
name.
the new firm, as evidence of their best
five sons still survive their deceased sister
wishes. Mr. Hodgdon and wife will remain
the subject of this sketch. In early life she
with her parents a few days and then go to
united with the Baptist church of the istheir home in Farmington, followed by the
land. and a few years later resided for some
best wishes of their many friends in Jackson
time in Belfast. She was always true to her
and vicinity.
a
Christian principles,
devoted wife and
Prospect. Mr. au<l Mrs. James Wise are
mother, a kind and obliging neighbor, and
of a remarkably amiable and cheerful dispo- j visiting C. H. Nickerson_The lost sheep
sition.
She leaves a son and a daughter, and lamb that range from Sandypoiut along
the former, Elroy R Bowen, residing at the the way to Searsport, most of the time in
homestead; the latter. Mrs. Lottie A. Bray, the woods, when last seen were looking

grandparents, Capt. and Mrs. J.

X. Putnam

meet

this,

Grange Ha

now

living

in

Searsport village.

Searsforters Burned Out.
The Redlauds. California, Daily Facts has the following:
1 lie

Lome ot Mrs.

Mary I. Rogers was
burned Saturday night. Sept 2nd, everything the house contained was consumed by
the d unes.
It was about 8 o’clock when the
lire department was called to the place on
the south side of Colton avenue, about two
blocks west of Orange street. But when the
hose w'as run off the reels it was found that
there was not enough to reach the tire from
the nearest fireplug, at the corner of Orange
street and Colton avenue.
As it was, in
this instance it did not matter whether the
hose reached or not, b cause nothing could
have been saved from the flames had water
been thrown. The house was in flames in
all parts by the time the fire boys got thereThe building burst into flames all over at
almost the same instant, and it was but a
few minutes until the fine home was but a
mass of glowing embers.
There was no one
at the house at the time the fire started.
Mrs. Rogers had stepped across the street tc
call on a neighbor, and her son, Win. D. Rogers.was irrigating near the southwest cornel
of the ranch. He first saw the fire.
Upon
looking toward the house he saw that the
lower rooms were full of flames.
By the
time he reached the house the fire had gained such headway that it was impossible tc
get into the house; so everything in the
house was burned. The house was a well
built, two and a one-half story structure
erected when there were but few houses ir
Redlands. It Lad always been considered t
very fine residence. It was well furnishec

YORK.

Thursday,

l..

pretty tattered and torn. Her old fleece is
yet as she escaped the shearers. At blueberry time she was seen on the McCaslin
hill hear by here.
The sheep and lamb
must belong to some Hock owned in some
town west from here—Searsport, Belfast or
on

Swauville-Another threshing machine,
run by Gene Nickerson, is in town, and is
now at Gardiner Clark’s-George Howe,
wife and daughter, of Dixmont are visiting
at A. P. Norton's.Howard Grant and
wife of Winterport visited Mr. and Mrs.
Gardiner Clark last week_Miss Flora
Donavan is working for Mrs. Lancaster of
Stockton Springs-At the fair last week
there was a great deal of talk about the
at Mt. Waldo and the stone
union, and the Italians got a jab
But with a several years
once in a while.
job by the company I think the talk will
simmer down after a while to pay in proportion to labor for everybody-Sunday,
Sept. 10th, there were more vessels sailed up

granite company
cutters

the Penobscot river than any day this
son.
A four-masted schooner has never yet
gone by Fort Knox under sail; but in the
sea-

days before tow boats Richard Heagan, an
old pilot, has backed and filled and worked
a ship through Bucksport narrows with a
fair tide and head wind... .Arthur Boyd of
Prospect, one of the excursionists to Philadelphia and other places, has arrived home.

6oap which needs
hard muscular rubbing to make
things clean. Gold
Dust does all that
soap does and saves
time
and
much

Mrs. S. H. Banton,
Centre Montville.
of Knox passed last week with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Tasker.... Mr. and Mrs.
N. P. Bennett went to Boston on Saturday’s
boat. They are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
C. O. Jordan, at Jamaica Plain.... A sum of

ing-Hon. A. E. Nickerson has returned

spent Saturday and Sunday with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson....Comet
Grange had visiting members from Granite
Grange, North Searsport, last Monday evenfrom his visit at Bar Harbor-Mr. Albert
S. Nickerson, one of our most prominent
and influential citizens, was married Sept.

19th,

Miss Luella H. Parsons, one of
Swanville’s most highly esteemed young
ladies.
The marriage was solemnized in

Bowen’s resiwas stolen from O.
dence recently during the absence of the
family.Gilbert Trueworthy of Lowell,
Mass., who has been at G. S. Berry’s for a

POWDER.
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the best
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The Herco
Patent Pocket

One of

Good Points

Many

The CLOTHING we sell has, is tin- /
Ilerco Vocket.
A pocket that will not ■■
Thus removing the principal objection
made to ready made clothing.
We a:
an
unusually fine line of

.,,

..

Men's Suits and Overcoats

Belmont. John G. Jackson and wife and
Harold are iu Gleuburn visiting their
daughter, Mrs. Viola J, Le3....Mrs. Emma
Hills was in Searsmont last week visiting
her son, Irving A. Hills-Mrs. Emmaline
Greer was iu Searsmont last week visiting
her daughters,Mrs. Abbie Plaisted and Mrs.
Edith Hills.C< B. Eaton and wife of Belfast were in town Sunday visiting relatives.
-Herbert and Willard Morse returned
Friday from Aroostook county, where they
have been acting as guides in the woods.
sou

Winterport. Rev. G. G. Winslow occupied the Methodist pulpit Sunday morning
and evening_Mrs. Jennison Grant, had a
slight shock last week, from which it is hoped
she will soon recover_Mrs. Stackhouse
and Miss Alice Stackhouse, who have been
for their home in

MA.Nl'F.V

night.

urday night.

D.

THE

Custom coat and pant makers

C. T. U. convention in Portland this week.
..Mr. Jewell Dowling has taken his launch
out of the ’ake and put it in winter quarters.
.We had a heavy frost here Saturday

Monday’s boat....Mrs. E. A. Herriman,
who has been summering at Temple Heights
returned home last Sunday-The young
people enjoyed a dance at Grange hall. Sept.
22nd_A light frost occurred here last Sat-

Mrs.

FROM

POOR'S DRUG STORE

Send for free booklet—" Golden Rules
for Housework."

St.Louis

...

LEATHER GOODS
FRESH

rubbing.

Chicago

cases,

AND A FELL LINK

on

visiting

WALLETS,
BILL BOOKS,

to

Bangor by Rev. Geo. W. Fields. The newly
wedded pair have a large circle of friends
who wish them happiness and prosperity....
Mrs. Abigail Nickerson is attending the W.

time, went home last Saturday-Mr. and
Mrs. B. C. Sleeper of South Thomaston have
been visiting relatives here-W. B.Jaquith
ami M. M. Wentworth were doing some carpenter work for John Tibbetts last weekMr. and Mrs. F. B. Johnson went to Boston

WASHING

Housework is Hard Enough
with

standard.
Sunday school one hour earlier.
....Mr. Frank E. Nickerson of Everett,
Mass., was hastily summoned last week by
the advent of *an infant daughter.
Mother
and child are doing well... .A. Ross Nickerson, who is attending school in Bucksport,

money

DUST

rites of Mr. and Mrs. Pembroke Towsier and
Mrs. Murphey were performed at Swan
Lake last Sunday by Dr. L. W. Hammond
of Belfast_Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Belfast will speak here next Sunday at 2:30

Liberty. Capt. E. E. Hatch, U. S. Army,
who has been stationed for the past year at
the Philippine Islands, is now at home
on sick leave_Hon. F. S. Walls and wife
of Vinalhaven visited friends in town last
week_Fred Marden, a native of this town,
uow a resident of North Haven, called on
friends here last week.Walter and
Charlie Clough, both Liberty boys, but now
of Boston, are spending a few weeks here.

Piper, left Tuesday
Pennsylvania. Mrs. Piper
H.

They report game very abundant.C. R.
Andrews, whose blacksmith shop was destroyed by tire a few weeks ago, has a new
one up, boarded and roof shingled and the
chimney built-Caleb Lamb has his L all
finished ou the outside.E. S. Fletcher,
wife and son Sidney of Boston are visitiug

for a visit to her old
home_Dr. Fellows has returned from his
visit to Bristol, N. H... .Quite a number visited the fair at Prospect and among them

accompanied them

Mrs. P.

and

Searsport

Auburn.

CO., NEW

GOLD

Mass....Mr. Jesse Nickerson of Boston was
guest in town last week... .The baptismal

a

4bsoluieiv Pure
WOVAt BAKING POWDER

Will Gilkey took three tine trout from
Swan Lake Saturday.

W. E. Grinnell and wife
friends in Harwichport, Mass.

Swanville. Mrs. Horatio P. Marr and
Mrs. Cbas. Curtis, who have been visiting in
Boston and vicinity, are at home again....
Mrs. Mary J. Nickerson is visiting fiiends
in Bradford.... Mrs. Wm. Cleaves and son
have returned to their home in Lowell,

was Mrs. R. A. Milliken, who has been confined to her home by illness for many
months. As James Freeman and wife and
Mrs. H. WT. Emerson were on their way to
the fair their horse became frightened by

this fall at

$10

$12
They

are

prices

Ask

SU,T5 and OVERCOAT

the best in the city for the
money.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Special for

tnis Week.

len s and Youths’ Beaver Overcasts
“

Tis made to

wear—

HANDSOME COATS.

relatives here and in West Belfast... .Miss
it cannot tear”
I. Lillian Smalley of Camden was in town
Saturday ami Sunday visiting her parents,
James C. Bryant and wife.T. W. Pease
the engine at Mt. Waldo quarry and upset I of Union was iu town one
day last week and
the carriage. All were thrown out, but for- i called ou N. B. AUenwood aud wife_Geo.
tunately no one was seriously injured
W. Morse, wife aud daughter Jessie, Miss
Mrs. John Cole went to Portland Monday to Lillian
Lamb, Thomas Churchill and wife,
I
at
her
on
the
Maine
Genhave
eyes operated
O. C. Cammett aud wife, Messrs. N. B. and
eral Hospital. She was accompanied by Dr. O- F. AUenwood, also
your scribe, attended
C. F. Atwood_Mrs. Henderson, wife of the the Waldo
Couuty Grange iu Ceutre Mont* aclis A W Ellis,
Portland, and
Ryder. Rockland; Gen to Buenos Ayres. S'.' 7>0 fromfor
High school teacher, arrived from Newton, ville Sept. 19th.Don’t forget the fair at Adelbert
other South
from Boston.
Tonnage
Ames, Salem; Jennie A Stubbs,
will
husand
remain
with
her
countries
continues
American
Mass.,Friday
inquired for.
Mystic Grange Hall Tuesday, Oct. 3d. A Turks Island; 21. eld. bark Fred P Litchin
the
is
limited
but
business
cousequeueeof
field. Buenos Ayres; sld, sell W Wallace
baud.Oscar Cole has gone to Boston, special invitation is
given to those not mem- Ward
(from Pert Amboy) Newport News: unsatisfactory rates submitted hv shippers.
where he has secured a position.News bers to exhibit their
for
live
lumber
and
aud
is
a
demand
There
coal,
produce,
stock,
Midi Sadie Corey, Port Liberty for Bangor;
good
received by Lewis Atwood Thursday for the ladies to
was
bring their fancy work. 12, sld. bark Mannie Swan, Barbados ; do, ar, general cargo vessels to the West Indies,
that a fine girl had arrived at the home of The recent rains have set the streams to run- sch F C Pendleton to Philadelphia for though the season has not sufficiently far
Allyns Point; sld, sch Georgia Gilkev, advanced to influence freer offerings of tonhis daughter, Mrs. Mabel Kennedy, in Bos- ning, but it is still very
Coastwise
dry.Most of the Fernandina; 25, ar, sch Florence Lelauil, nage: rates therefore rule firm.
ton... Miss Elizabeth Feruald has gone to
lumber tonnage has been in fairly active
farmers have their potatoes dug and report Bangor.
vessels
scarce, a
Brookline, Mass., where she has a position good crops, i. e.. for the season we have had.
Boston, Sept 22. Ar. seh Liura M Luut. request, and with suitable
cld. sell Sarah D J Rawson. further advance in rates has been establishBrunswick;
as a teacher.. ..Meda Atwood visited Kath-The Monday evening meeting at Hall’s
Camden ; sld, sens Willard Saulsbury. Ban- ed. We now quote ^7 from Brutiswi -k and
erine Si monton at K! Is worth last week.
Corner will be omitted next week, but will gor: Joel F Sheppard, Carter, coal port; Savannah to New York, with fixtures made
Colliers to Eastern incuts
at this ligur**.
J. M. Simpson, wife and little, daughter
Radiant, Bangor.
be held the following Monday, as usual.
Philadelphia, Sept IS. CM. sch F C Pen- are in steady moderate demand, aud with
have returned to their home in New York
Monhoe. Mr. ami Mrs. Edw. Evans have dleton, Allyns Point; 20, ar, schs Heleu G
tonnage not excessive, previous rates arc
Mrs. Hausc'imof Portsmouth, N. H., is. visitthe sympathy of the entire community, in Moseley. Holt, Allyns Point; 21, ar. schs sustained with a goo l show of rinnuess.
ing her son, A. H. Hanscom-Mrs. J. B. the loss of their little
Yale and Henry R Tilton, Bangor; 25, eld.
five-year-old sou sch Helen G Moseley, New Bedford.
Mason has gone to Boston on a business ;
Belfast Price Current
Leslie, who was drowned Sept. 19th. There
Baltimore, Sent IS. Ar. sch Charlotte T
and
of
Roberts
wife
Boston
i
trip.Willis
was a well a short distance from the house
Sibley,
Carteret; 24. ar, seh Young Brothers,
are visitiug Mrs. Robert’s parents, Mr. and
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR HIE .1 >L'RN VL.
that was not in every day use, but ou ac- Washington, I) C; 25, sld, bark Levi S AnMrs. E F. Littlefield,
Mrs. D. M. Spencer.
drews, Portland, (in tow.)
t ra ts rant Proiha >
Pro'iuce Market.
count of the drouth it was uncovered and
Portland, Sept 21. Ar, sells Olive T Whit- Apples, p b'l,
m., pi cm
5c " t:u|Hay, p ten,
Elbe M. Littlefield and Emily M Hall, left
water drawn daily for stock.
The child was tier, Carrabelle, Fla; D II Rivers, Colcord,
tie' 1 2
4«5
Hides,
dried, p !t>,
p tb.
for Portland Monday morning to attend the ;
1.
Rockland ; 24, ar, seh Lucia Porter, Bangor Beans, pea,
1 .‘-:na 1 40'Lamb, p It..
not sent to the well, but it is supposed he
.-.-.i
o
Lamb
Skin*.
3C«
medium.
1
14
State convention of the W. C. T. U. Mrs.
fo New York
uncovered it to look in and lost his balance.
150«1 cn'Mutt.m, p it
yePweyes,
10.
seh
New
Bangor,
Sld,
and
C. F. Robinson
Mrs Addie Elliugwood I
Sept
Menawa,
p tb.
lea2o;oats, p 1m, :;2 lb. -5
When lie was missed, not finding him around
York; 20. ar, sens Maud Snare, Lowell, Butter,
dm..35
also went from Ellingwood's Corner.
Beef, p It*,
(•.(/•.♦(Potatoes.
the house, Mr. E. went to the well and find- Perth Amboy; Abraham Richardson. Pom- Barley, p bu,
40 "4-V Bound H >g.
cry, do; cld, sch. Win Butnam, Lowell, BosCheese, p tb.
mjStraw, p t<m. t '» «7 o
Thorndike. Frank Fergurson of Minue- ing it uncovered he went down.
It was
bbii;
ton, sld, seh Nat Ayer, Stonmgton, Ct; 22,
Chicken, p tb,
lsjTurkey, p tb,
11--".:
50 « 75;Tail. >w.
apolis, Minn., is visiting his mother, Mrs. nearly dusk but he found the body floating ar, sell Henry Whitney, Welch, Winterport; Call' Skins,
" 15, Veal, p tb,
b" V
lb.
14
Duck,
p
schs
Haven
for
Eagle, Vineyard
Lydia Higgins. Mr. Fergerson was born in ! on top of the water. He was a very smart 24, sld,
1.
IS W'.ol, unwashed
Odell, Newport. R i : Isaiah lv Stet- Eggs, p doz,
h
50"
lor, 11 Wo. d. hard,
Hampden in 1357,the son of John and Lydia little boy and his death coming in that way, sorders;
Fowl, p tb.
>n, New York; Polly, Bar Harbor; 25, ar,
d50"4":i
13a
soft.
;
Geese,
tb,
151Wnod,
p
(Vickery) Fergurson. His father died when made it doubly sad to the grief stricken schs Hattie McG Buck, Jersey City; \fary
Retail Market
Petal/ Price.
he was an infant, aud in after years his parents. The beautiful flowers that were L Crosby, Philadelphia; Annie R Lewis,
bd.aioo
Beef, corned, p If.. TaSiLime, p bbl.
mother married Joseph Higgins of this town, sent, and the kindly deeds done for them, Boston; cld, schs I K Stetson, New York;
4a5
Butter salt, 14 tb. is " 2d|< >ar Meal, p tb.
Win Slater, do.
3"3 1-.
bu.
Corn, p
so that some of his boyhood was passed here.
touched the hearts deeply of Mr. and Mrs
4*|()nions. p tb,
Brunswick, Ga., Sept. 20
Shi, sell R. Cracked
Corn, p int, 4s|()il, kerosene, gal, l: :
When 17 years old he went to Minneapolis Evans in their sorrow_Mr. Will Hall, who Bowers, Young, New York; 25. sld, sch Su4 "4 *
Corn Meal, p bu,
4*i Pollock. p tb,
Cheese, p it.,
14al5jPork. p ttaud attended the Commercial College, after- has been clerking for A. H. Mayo, will be san N Pickering, Boston.
1 12
D. C., Sep. 20. Ar, sch Young
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p.bbi,
Washington,
wards going to Dakota, where he took up300 missed here as he had made many friends
5 a8|Kye Meal, p tb
Brothers, Kennebec; 2d, cld. sch Young Codfish, dry, p tb ""
1 Kl a 05
lOiSlmrts.
cwt,
Carnberries,
p
acres of laud and went to farming.
p
(|t,
When j by his courtesy to all he met iu his
daily Brothers, Snow, Baltimore.
5 1-2a>.
li'aiijSugar, p tt..
Perth Amboy, Sept. 21. Sld, sells Sarah Clover seed.
22 years of agt- he sold his land to good ad- duties-Mrs. Maria Atwood is in Portland
35
4 50 a 4 75 Salt. T. I.. p bn,
Flour, p bbl,
L Davis, Pattershall, Bucksport;
1 2
Maggie
G.
00
H.
bu.
1
Sweet
Seed,
Potatoes,
50;«2
vantage, aud went to Lennox, Dakota, aud this week as a delegate to the W. C. T. U.
tGtdl Wheat Meal,
Mulvey, Bangor; D D Haskell, do.; Eliza J Lard, p p,
engaged in the lumber business, having lum- State convention.Mrs. Charles Colson Pendleton, Portsmouth.
ber yards in Lennox and Canton. He con- visited in Winterport last week.Mrs.
Wilmington, N. C., Sept. 20. Cld, sch
BORN.
tinned in this business for 10 years and was j Laura Coffin has been on the sick list, John C Smith, Ponce, P R.
New London, Sept. 22.
Sld, sch Lizzie
very successful. In 1894 he sold out his lum- j threatened with pneumonia, but is convaLane, New York for Bangor; 24. ar, schs
Dinoan. In Islesboro, September 4, to Mr. and
ber business and went to Minneapolis and valescent now*-Mr. Franklin Chase is Sarah L Davis, Perth Amboy for Bucksport:
Mrs L. F. Duncan, a daughter.
Eliza J Pendleton, do for Portsmouth.
Eaton. In Little Deer Isle, September S. to
entered the firm now known as Collin’s Box
a
room
onto
his
adding
house, making prepProvidence, Sept. 2d. Ar, sch Post Boy, Mr. and Mrs. George N. Eaton, a son, Edward W.
& Lumber Co., manufacturers of grain, mar- arations for his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ron ins. In Stonington, September 11, to Mr.
Cyrus Bangor.
ket and grape baskets, packing boxes, egg Chase, who are in feeble health, to
San Francisco, Sept 2d. Ar, ship Reaper, and Mrs. Charles W. Robbins, a daughter
spend
Taylor. In East Cniou, September IS, to Mr.
Kahului.
cases and fillers, Nicolett Island. Minneapothe winter with him. ..There will be serami Mrs. Charles Taylor, a son.
Fernandina, Sept 2d.
Cld, seh Wm H
Whitmore. In North Haven, September 13. to
lis, Minn. By his honesty aud integrity he vices at the church iu the village next Sun- Sumner, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Whitmore, a son.
has won the confidence aud esteem of all day afternoon-Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Nye
FOREIGN PORTS.
who know him. A perfect gentleman in visited her
parents in Bangor last w’eek_
Port Spain, Aug. 31. In port, bark HanMAR R1ED.
conversation and manners, yet with the same Mr. John
Twombly, who spent the summer cock, for Hayti and north of Hatteras; sells
mirthful gleam in his eye as wheu a red- at Seal
Harbor, returned in time for the Anna E J Morse, for north of Hatteras;
Banks-Thi rston. In Stonington, August 31.
Helen M Atwood, for New York.
cheeked boy who used to “tease'’ Hattie J. Monroe fair-Mr. Rufus
Leverett H. Banks and Lena Thurston, both d
Neally, who broke
Hong Kong. Sept. 20. Ar, ship May Flint, Stonington.
and Hattie B-Mrs. E. P.Webster’s mothhis leg iu the summer, is able to move about New York.
In Worcester, Mass
S. pClements-Davis.
er. Mrs. Stephen Dyer of Enfield, and sister,
Rosario, Aug 21. Ar, sell George V Jor- tember 14, by Rev. E. W. Phillips. Edmund F.
very little-Mrs. Samuel Mitchell, au inClements and Miss Edith W. Davis of PortsBahia Blanca; Sept 22, in
Mrs. Alice Dudley of South Lincoln, are valid, who is at Mrs. R. W.
dan,
Harding,
Mayo’s, is not
mouth, N. H.
port bark Penobscot for Santos, ready.
stopping with her for a while_Mrs. Bishop quite so well lately as during the summer.
Ellis-Allen. In Brooksville, September 12.
Buenos Ayres, Aug, 24. Sid, bark Adam John
M. Ellis of Deer Isle and Mrs. Alice M. Allen
of Fort Fairfield arrived in town Sunday
W Spies, New York; Sept. 22, ar, bark Ed- of Brooksville.
ward L Mayberry, Hinds, New York.
In Belfast, September 2<by Re\.
morning to attend the funeral of her son-inEllis-Hall.
SHIP NUWS.
Shi. ship Emil}' F R. T. Capen, Eugene R. Ellis and Miss Isa E. Hall,
Honolulu, Sept. 8.
law, the late J. N. Tilton.... Allen B. Cornboth
of
Beltast.
W.
N
S
Whitney, Newcastle,
forth and wife of Waterville passed last SunGrant-Dan is. In Stockton Springs, September
FORT OF BELFAST.
Bahia, ar, prior to Sept 23, sell George V
23,by Rev. K. G. Harbutt, Luther FGrant of SandyRosario.
day with their father, Mr. Edwin Cornforth,
Jordan,
ARRIVED.
point and Miss Cassie Belle Davis of Stockton
Montevideo, .Aug. 20. In port, bark Sko- Springs.
J. S. Files visited in Brewer a few days
for
New
Y'ork.
20.
da,
Lee,
NTckerson-Parsuns. In Bangor, September lb,
(Br),
Sch.
John
Sept.
Shay, Allen, Ellslast week, the guest of his son, S. F. Files..
worth.
by Rev. G. W. Field, Alberts Nickerson and Miss
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Mrs. Ethel Stover of Brooks is the guest of
Luella
H. Parsons, both of Swanville.
Sept. 22. Sch. Senator. Mt. Desert.
,1 ellison Fieldinu. In Rockland, Sei»temher
Mrs. Maud Hogan.Mrs. J. F. Heath is
Haw. bark Iolani, Honolulu
Charters.
SAILED.
Frank N. Jellison. keeper ot White Head
14,Capt.
to Delaware Breakwater, f o. sugar, p t.
light station, and Mrs. Hattie E. Fielding ot Bospassing a few weeks in Belfast... .J. H.
Sept. 21. Sch. P. M. Bonnie. Burgess, Haw. bark
Nuuauu,
same; Ship S D Carl- ton.
Viualliaven.
Stevens and wife visited Mr. and Mis. WilRobinson-Hadley. In East Boston. September
ton, (previously) New York to Honolulu,
Sept. 20. Brig Telos, Heagan, Bangor.
liam Hogan in Jackson last Wednesday.
22, by Rev. William T. Crocker, Joseph B. Robinphosphate, p t. Sch D H Rivers, New York son
of East Boston and Miss Bertha 1. Hadley ot
AMERICAN PORTS.
to Havana, brick, $3. Sch Austin I> Knight,
Arthur L. Ward passed last Sunday with
Boston, formerly of Belfast.
New York to Jacksonville, oil, basis about
Seiders-Roriiins. In Camden, September 11,
friends in Burnham... .Thomas Files of BanNew York, Sept 11). Ar, sch Izetta. Ban81.25 ami loaded. Sch Morris VV Child, Apa- Conrad A. Seiders and Mary A. Robbins, both of
gor; sld, brig Harry Smith, Bahia; 20, ar.
gor is the guest of his brother, J. S. Files...
lachicola to Boston, lumber, $9 50. Sell LizI'n ion.
Wood-Hiooins. In Belfast, September 23. by
zie B Willey, same, and timber, $10 50. Bark
Quite a delegation from the Harvest Moon
Rev. G. E. Edge tt, George Wood ,»f Bellast and
Rose Innes, New Orleans to New York, cotGrange attended the Pomona Grange at
Nora
Higgins of Searsmont.
ton wood lumber, $8.
Sell Scotia, Savannah
Montville Centre Sept. 19th....Dr. and Mrs.
to New York, lumber, $7.
Sch Carrie FI
Look, Brunswick to New York, lumber, o t.
J, C. Whitney passed a few days in Brooks
I)1K I).
Sch Georgia Gilke.y, Fernandina to New
and Belfast the past week-Mrs. Etta HarYork and Newburg, lumber, $(> 87 1-2, 50m.
mon
and daughters visited in Montville You Never Know the 31oment when ft. per day. Sch Ed H Blake, Fernandina to
Bowden. In Prospect, September 21. Captain
New' York, lumber, $6.75.
Sch Melissa A Thomas R. Bowden, aged 74 years and 1" months.
Wednesday, the guests of Alfred Howard
this Information 31ay Prove
Bolton. In Palermo, September IS, Sumner
Willey, Brunswick t Providence, lumber,
and wife....F. N. Vose passed last week in
of Infinite Value.
$6 50. Coal freights: Sch D D Haskell, C. Bolton, formerly of Gorham, aged 70 years and
Belfast.... Edward Tilton of Massachusetts
Perth Amboy to Bangor. 85 cents. Sch E J 10 months.
Brown.
In Belfast. September 23. Mary S.
was in town a few days last week, called
It is worth considerable to any citizen of Bel- Pendleton, Perth Amboy to Portsmouth, 60
Brown, aged 75 years, 1 1 months and 13 da\>.
cents.
Sell Emma S Briggs, Perth Amboy
Chenery. in New York, September 22. Grace
here by the serious illness of his brother. J.
fast to know the value and use of a medicine, for
to Bath, 85 cents. Sch R F Pettigrew, PhilFuller, wife of Horace Chenery and daughter of
N. Tilton.
Mr. Tilton died Sept. 22, aged if there is no occasion to employ it, in the meanGeorge A. and Helen Fuller, aged 25 years and 12
adelphia to Portland, 85 cents and b m.
frail humanity is subject to so many intime,
Freights.
days.
The
Circular
of
Brow’ti
50
Rich
of
MassachuFreight
nearly
years.Bert
Dyer.
In North Vassal boro, September 19,
fluences and unforeseen contingencies that the & Co., New' York, reports for the w-eek endsetts is the guest of his uncle, Fred Rich....
Dyer.
Large vessels for long voyage Benjamin
wisest are totally unable to gauge the future. ing Sept. 23:
Jackson.
In Morrill, September 25, Nathaniel
Miss Clark of Freedom was the guest of
trades
notare
but
very sparingly offered,
Know then, that Doan’s Ointment will cure any
J ackson, aged 88 years, 8 months ami 15 days
Hattie Cornforth Sunday.Henry Haley case
withstanding the apparent scarcity, owners
Jones.
In West Brooksville. September 15,
of hemorrhoids, commonly known as piles,
seemingly are unable to force an advance in Captain Jeremiah Jones, aged 71 years and 5
of Monroe has one of the handsomest horses or any disease of the cuticle or skin,
generally rates. Several fixtures of case oil and Colon- months. Funeral services were held at the Conto be round any where, in his fave-year-old termed eczema.
ial vessels are reported, but in each instance, gregational church of the village the following
Mrs. L. Boody of 21 Court street, says: “I saw the shipper succeeded in completing negotia- Sunday afternoon, the pastor, Rev. J. S. Richards,
stallion Sultan Wilkes, by Alsultan by Sulassisted by Rev. E. Kean of Blue Hill, officiating.
dam
tions
Diomed
second
dam
tan,
Wilkes,
upon the basis of the previous rate
by
by Doan’s Ointment advertised and highly recomThe deceased was a member of Hancock Lodge,
Barrel petroleum rates contiuue firm. F. & A. M.,and was buried tinder Masonic honors.
Gloster by Judge Advocate. This horse mended. I
got a box at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug paid.
Littlefield.
In Waldo, September 20, Naweighs 1,200 pounds, stands 161-4 hands high store and gave it a thorough trial. I am pleased Tonnage is scarce,but shippers’ requirements
thaniel Littlefield, aged 79 years and 11 months.
to this time have not appeared urgent.
and is a mahogany bay in color. Horsemen
relief. 1 used salves
Simpson. In Bucksport, September 12, Henry
Lumber rates from Gulf ports to the River
all pronounce him to be a fine gaited horse, to say that it gave me gieat
which he proved when shown the track at and ointments almost without number, but none Plate have indicated an easier tendency, Simpson, aged 78 years, 7 months and 9 days.
Torrey. Drowned at New York, August 31,
Monroe, where he took first premium in his of them brought anything like the satisfactory influenced by the freer offerings of tonnage. Eugene Torrey of Deer Isle, aged 17 years
and 10
Iu one instance $12 50 was accepted for a months.
class.
He has never been worked to the j results obtained from Doan’s Ointment.”
track and was never on but once before the
In Dover, N. H., September 15Thurston.
large carrier from Pensacola to Buenos
Doan’s Ointment is sold for 50 cents per box by
fair,and then while hitched to a heavy break all dealers. Mailed on receipt of price by Foster- Ayres, though $13 is regarded as better re- Rev. Charles Thurston, a native of Buxton, for
cart trotted a quarter in 40 seconds. He has
presenting the market. There continues a merlv of Camden, aged 83 years.
sole agents for the
Tilton. In Thorndike, September 22, John N.
had over 80 im res this season. Mr. Haley Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
steady fair inquiry for tonnage from the East
United
States.
and
Provinces to the River Plate, but ves- Tilton, aged 48 years and 10 months.
bought him when less than two years from
Woodbury. In East Knox, September 14, Elvira
his breeders, Gilman Bros, of Foxcroft, and
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no sels are scarce, and the market therefore is
Woodbury, aged 49 years and 11 months. [Corfirm at $10.50 from outside Provincial ports rected.]
has no cause to regret his purchase.
substitute.
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